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SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

When handling gasoline, always provide a metal-to-metal contact
between the container and tank. This will prevent a spark from being
generated as gasoline flows over the metal surfaces.

Do not operate the hydraulic test stand in an inclosed building unless
the exhaust gases are piped outside. The exhaust gases contain carbon
monoxide, which is a colorless, odorless, and poisonous gas.

Maximum towing speed is 20 mph (miles per hour) over smooth paved
surfaces.

When using the handcrank, keep the thumb on the same side of the
crank handle as the fingers to avoid injury should the engine kickback.
Never attempt to spin the engine with the handcrank.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Section I.

1. Scope

a. These instructions are published for the
information and guidance of operating and
maintenance personnel to whom the aircraft
hydraulic test stand is assigned. They contain
information on operation, lubrication, detailed
preventive maintenance services, and mainte-
nance of the equipment, its accessories and aux-
iliaries; also packing, preservation, storing,
and shipping procedures.

b. Supply manuals, technical manuals, lubri-
cation orders, and other publications applicable
to the hydraulic test stand are listed in appen-
dix I. Appendix II contains the Maintenance
Allocation Chart. Appendix III contains the
repair parts lists.

GENERAL

c. The direct reporting by the individual user
of errors, omissions, and recommendations for
improving this manual is authorized and en-
couraged. DA Form 2028 will be used for re-
porting these improvements. This form will be
completed in triplicate using pencil, pen, or
typewriter. The original and one copy will be
forwarded direct to the Commanding General,
U. S. Army Aviation Materiel Command, P. O.
Box 209, Main Office, St. Louis, Me., 63166.

2. Equipment Records

The Army equipment record system and pro-
cedures established in TM 38–750 apply to this
equipment. The applicable forms as required
by TM 38–750 will be used.

Section II. DESCRIPTION AND DATA

3. Description

a. Hydraulic Test Stand. The aircraft hy-
draulic test stand consists of a gasoline engine
driven, variable volume, variable pressure,
axial piston-type hydraulic pump. The neces-
sary controls and instruments are included to
select and control the desired phase of opera-
tion. The entire unit is trailer mounted for
mobility and protected from weather by a hous-
ing assembly fitted with hinged doors and ac-
cess panel. The purpose of the aircraft hy-
draulic test stand is to perform the following
test operations on aircraft hydraulic systems:
flush or fill the system with micronically filtered
hydraulic fluid, provide a source of hydraulic
pressure for testing aircraft hydraulic systems
without the necessity of operating the aircraft
engine; and test all components of the aircraft
hydraulic system, including aircraft with pres-
surized reservoir systems.
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b. Trailer and Running Gear Assembly. The
frame assembly (7, fig. 1) is of a welded steel
construction furnished with a hinged drawbar
assembly (3) suitable for vehicle towing. Indi-
vidual springs (11 ) are provided to insure good
riding qualities without materially increasing
height. A knuckle-type steering apparatus, in-
corporating tie rods (14, fig. 2) and king pins,
is used to provide positive steering. Rear
wheels are equipped with mechanical-type
parking brakes, set by the brake lever assembly
(8, fig. 1) to hold the test stand in a fixed posi-
tion during test operations. The trailer rolls on
pneumatic tires (9). Provisions are made for
attaching lifting or tie-down fittings to the
frame assembly (7).

c. Engine. The engine is a V-type, 4 cylinder,
4 stroke cycle, air cooled unit. A 6 volt battery
is employed to power the starter. Engine speed
is held automatically at the selected rpm (revo-
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lutions per minute) by a centrifugal fly-weight
governor which adjusts the throttle to compen-
sate for changes in engine load. A handcrank,
for manually cranking the engine, is secured
to the frame in the engine compartment of the
test stand. Controls for operating the engine
are made accessible by opening the control
panel door assembly (1, fig. 1). The f rent top

door assembly (2), front right door assembly
(10), and left front door assembly (1, fig. 2)
are opened to gain access to the engine com-
partment.

d. Hydraulic Reservoir. The hydraulic reser-
voir is mounted in the upper left rear corner
of the housing assembly with the reservoir fill
cap (4, fig. 2) extending through the rear top

1 Control panel door assembly 5 Front panel assembly 9 Pneumatic tire
2 Front top door assembly 6 Thumbscrew 10 Right front door assembly
3 Drawbar assembly 7 Frame assembly 11 Spring
4 Housing assembly 8 Brake lever assembly

Figure 1. Aircraft hydraulic test stand, three-quarter, right front view.
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Left front door assembly 6
Front top door assembly 7
Rear top door assembly 8
Reservoir fill cap 9
Rear door assembly 10

Hose support hook 11
Coupling half, ½ in. 12
Coupling half, ¾ in. 13
Coupling half, 1 in. 14
Dust protective cap, ½ in.

Figure 2. Aircraft hydraulic test

door assembly (3). A reservoir shutoff valve
is provided for isolating the test stand reservoir
from the hydraulic system when using fluid
from the aircraft reservoir or when the test
stand is utilized to drain the hydraulic system
of the aircraft. Door assemblies (3 and 13)
provide access to the reservoir for service and
maintenance.

e. Hydraulic Pump. The hydraulic pump
incorporates the following features: a pump

stand, three-quarter, left

Dust protective cap, ¾ in.
Dust protective cap, 1 in.
Left rear door assembly
Tie rod

rear view.

volume control providing regulation of pump
delivery from 0 to 10 gpm (gallons per min-
ute ) at operating pressures ranging from 200
to 5000 psi (pounds per square inch) output,
and to 100 psi maximum input: an adjustable
compensating control mounted on the control
panel, which at the predetermined pressure,
reduces pump delivery to the minimum require-
ment to maintain pressure in the system.
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Figure 3. Aircraft hydraulic test stand
identification plate.

Figure 4. Engine identification plate.

4. Identification

a. The manufacturer’s identification plate
(fig. 3), is located in the lower right rear cor-
ner of the housing assembly and specifies type,
specification, contract number, Federal stock
number, manufacturer’s part number, serial
number, weight, towing speed, and rating of
the hydraulic test stand.

b. The engine identification plate (fig. 4),
mounted on the engine air shroud inside the
engine compartment, specifies the make, model,
serial number, and operating instructions of
the engine.

5. Deviations in Models

This manual covers only the Sun Electric
Corporation, Model AHT–5A–1, Type D5–A.
No known unit differences exist for the model
covered by this manual.

6. Tabulated Data

a. Aircraft Hydraulic Test Stand.
Manufacturer-------------------------Sun Electric Corporation
Model------------------------------------AHT-5A-1
Operating range:

Altitude. ------------------------- Sea level to 6000 ft.
Ambient temperature ----—20° F. to 130° F.
Humidity ------------------------95 to 100 percent
Deflection ---------------------- 8½° in any plane from

horizontal.

b. Engine.
Manufacturer----------------------Wisconsin Motor Corp.
Model------------------------------MVG4D
Cycle----------------------------------4 stroke
Cylinders-------------------------4
Cooling-------------------------Air
Cylinder bore---------------------3¼ in. (inch)
Stroke--------------------------------4 in.
Piston displacement--------------l54 cu in (cubic inch)
Horsepower------------- -----------36 at 2200 rpm
Firing order--------------------1 - 3 - 4 - 2

c. Hydraulic Pump.
Manufacturer------------------------Denisen Engineering

Company
Model----------------------------------PA072-564X201J 
Type-----------------------------------Axial piston, variable

volume
Pressure output----------------------0 to 6000 psi
Volume output------------------------0 to 10 gpm

d. Capacities.
Engine crankcase------------------5 qt (quart)
Engine fuel tank-----------------13 gal. (gallon)
Hydraulic reservoir---------------------26.8 gal.

e. Dimensions and weight.
Overall length ---------------------76 in.
Overall width-----------------------57 in.
Overall height----------------------53 in.
Weight--------------------------------2200 lb. (pound)
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Figure 5. Shipping dimensions.

f. Schematic Hydraulic Diagrams. The sche- g. Schematic Wiring Diagram. The sche-
matic hydraulic diagram covers the complete matic wiring diagram illustrated in figure 7
hydraulic system of the test stand. It is in- covers the engine electrical system. It is in-
cluded to aid in diagnosing and correcting mal- cluded to aid in the maintenance
functions of the hydraulic system. the engine electrical system.

and repair of

AGO 5742A 7



Figure 6.

Figure 7.

Figure 6.

Figure 7.
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CHAPTER 2
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

Section 1. SERVICE UPON RECEIPT OF EQUIPMENT

7. Unloading and Unpacking of Equipment

a. Unloading.
(1)
(2)

(3)

Disconnect tie-down straps.
Where a lifting device of suitable ca-
pacity (over 3000 lb. ) is available,
install lifting eyebolts in the tapped
holes provided in the frame, connect
cable slings and lift the test stand
from the carrier.
When a lifting device is not available,
build a ramp with suitable lumber
and tow the test stand off the carrier.

b. Unpacking.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Remove pressure sensitive tape from
seams, doors, panels, screen, and ven-
tilation ducts.
Remove barrier material from venti-
lation ducts and screens.
Remove bags of desiccant from inside
test stand housing.
Remove pressure sensitive tape from
all sealed. openings.
Use solvent specification PP–S-661
for removal of preservatives from ex-
terior surfaces of the equipment.

8. Inspection of New Equipment

a. Perform the before-operation services de-
scribed in paragraph 54.

b. Make a complete visual inspection of the
test stand for dents, cracks, breaks, and loose
or missing parts. Make sure all components are
securely mounted.

c. Inspect control panels for cracked or
broken glass and damaged parts.

d, Inspect the tires for cuts, fabric breaks,
and excessively worn treads.

e. Correct all deficiencies or report them to
organizational maintenance.
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9. Servicing New Equipment

a. General. Perform the before-operation
services as described in paragraph 54.

b. Lubrication. Lubricate the test stand in
accordance with the lubrication chart table I.

c. Fuel System.
(1) Filling Fuel Tank. Remove the fuel

tank cap (23, fig. 8) and fill the fuel
tank to capacity with the proper grade
fuel, specification MIL-G-3056. Use
a clean container.

Warning: Always provide a metal-
to-metal contact between the con-
tainer and fuel tank when filling the
tank with fuel. This will prevent a
spark from being generated as gaso-
line flows over the metal surfaces.

(2) Fuel Strainer.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Close the shutoff cock of the fuel
strainer (1, fig. 27) by turning its
handle fully clockwise.
Loosen the thumbnut and cup,
swing the clamp wire and stud to
one side and remove the glass bowl,
gasket, and filter screen from the
bowl cover.
Wash the bowl and screen in an ap-
proved cleaning solvent and wipe
the bowl dry with a lint-free cloth.
Install the screen, gasket, and bowl
in the cover and secure with the
clamp wire and the thumbnut.
Open the shutoff cock and check the
fuel strainer for leaks.

d. Battery.
(1) General. The battery ( 14, fig. 8) of a

new test stand is shipped dry charged
and must be filled with electrolyte be-
fore use. Fill each cell to the level in-
dicator or 3/8 inch over the plates.
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Pipe nipple
Left front door assembly 10
Elbow
Pipe nipple 12
Engine accessory generator
Generator mounting plate 14
Shielded cable 15
Reservoir 16

Reservoir fill cap
Left rear door assembly 18
Low pressure filter
Manifold 20
Battery tray
Battery 22
Cover assembly 23
Nut (2 rqr)

V-belting
Generator adjusting arm
Battery terminal adapter, negative
Battery fill cap
Bolt
Battery terminal adapter, positive
Fuel tank cap

Figure 8. Aircraft hydraulic test stand, left side view.

Warning: Battery electrolyte con- lockwashers, and 2 flat washers that
tains sulfuric acid and can cause secure the cover assembly (15) and
severe skin burns. If the electrolyte battery to the battery tray (13) and
comes in contact with the body, cloth- remove the battery.
ing, or painted surfaces, rinse imme- (3) Installation.
diately with clean water.  ( a )

(2) Removal.
(a) Disconnect the two battery terminal

adapters (19 and 33, fig. 8) from
the terminals of the battery (14).

(b) Remove the 2 hex nuts (16), 2 (b)

10

Place the battery in the battery
tray, mount the cover assembly on
the battery and secure with the 2
flat washers, and 2 lockwashers, and
2 hex nuts.
Clean all corrosion from the battery
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e. Tires.

terminal adapters and terminals.
Apply a thin film of grease to the
terminals and adapters and connect
the cables to the battery.

Check the tire inflation. Correct
tire pressure is 30 psi.

f. Hydraulic System.
(1)

(2)

Drain the preservative fluid from the
system by removing the drain plug
from the bottom of the low pressure
filter (11, fig. 8).
Install the drain plug. Remove the
reservoir fill cap (9) and fill the reser-
voir with 20 gallons of hydraulic fluid,
Specification MIL-O–5606.

Note. Do not overfill the hydraulic reser-
voir. The expansion space in the reservoir
is necessary for satisfactory test stand
operation.

Section II. CONTROLS

12. General

This section describes, locates, illustrates and
furnishes the operator with sufficient informa-
tion pertaining to the various controls and
instruments provided for proper operation of
the aircraft hydraulic test stand.

13. Brake Lever Assembly

The brake lever assembly (8, fig. 1), mounted
on the f rent of the frame assembly (7), sets
the brake shoes in the rear wheels to secure the
test stand in position for operation.

14. Reservoir Level Indicator

The reservoir level indicator (2, fig. 9) is
located in the upper left-hand corner of the
test stand control panel. It indicates the liquid
level in the reservoir, reading from 0 to 27
gallons.

15. Reservoir Shutoff Valve

The reservoir shutoff valve ( 12, fig. 9) lo-
cated in the lower right-hand corner of the test
stand control panel is a gate valve, provided to
control the flow of hydraulic fluid from the
reservoir to the hydraulic system of the test
stand. This valve must be closed when the
reservoir of the hydraulic system under test is
to be utilized.
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(3) Bleed air from the hydraulic system as
described in paragraph 70.

10. Inspection of Used Equipment

Inspect a used test stand, following the in-
structions contained in paragraph 8. Observe
carefully the component parts that might be
worn through use, such as connecting hose as-
semblies, tires, brakes, and drawbar assembly.
Correct all deficiencies or report them to field
maintenance.

11. Servicing Used Equipment

Service a used test stand as outlined in para-
graph 9. Pay particular attention to the air
cleaner, oil filter, fuel strainer, battery, and
tires. Report all deficiencies, found during serv-
icing, to field maintenance for correction.

AND INSTRUMENTS

16. Fluid Bypass Valve

The fluid bypass valve (27, fig. 9) is located
directly below the filter pressure gage (6). It
provides a means of directing the fluid dis-
charge from the hydraulic pump into the reser-
voir. This valve must be open, creating a zero
pressure condition, while starting the engine,
connecting the test stand to the aircraft under
test, and while setting the outlet selector valve.

17. Choke Control

The choke control (5, fig. 10), located on the
engine control panel, is a manually operated
control that closes the butterfly in the carbur-
etor, enriching the fuel mixture for starting a
cold engine.

18. Throttle Control

The throttle control (4, fig. 10), located on the
engine control panel, left of the choke control
(5), is a push-pull, twist lock control used to
set the governor for the desired engine rpm.

19. Ignition Switch

The ignition switch (1, fig. 10) is a double
pole throw switch mounted in the upper left-
hand corner of the engine control panel. When
placed in the OFF position, the ignition switch
grounds the magneto and interrupts power to
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Figure 9. Controls and instruments, removal points.

the hourmeter, armature relay, and the reser-
voir level indicator.

20. Starter Switch
The starter switch (2, fig. 10), mounted on

the engine control panel, is a spring loaded,
push-type switch. When pressed inward, it
energizes the armature relay which in turn com-
pletes the electrical circuit between the battery
and the starter.

12

21. Tachometer

Ignition switch 4 Throttle control The tachometer (9, fig. 9), mounted on the
Starter switch 5 Choke control test stand control panel, is a needle-indicating,
Fuse holder direct-reading instrument graduated from 0 to

Figure 10. Engine control panel. 3500 rpm in increments of 100 rpm. The tacho-
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meter indicates the engine rpm. The normal
operating speed is approximately 2200 rpm.

22. Oil Pressure Gage

The oil pressure gage (11, fig. 9), located on
the test stand control panel, is a needle-indicat-
ing, direct-reading, pressure-actuated gage
with the dial marked OFF, XX, and ON. Nor-
mal oil pressure is indicated when the needle is
between XX and ON ranges.

23. Ammeter

The ammeter (13, fig. 9), mounted on the
test stand control panel, is a needle-indicating,
direct-reading, electrically actuated instrument.
The dial is graduated in a 30–0–30 ampere
scale. The ammeter indicates the amount of
current flowing to or from the battery. With
the engine in operation, the normal reading

should be on the charge side of the 0.

24. Head Temperature Gage

The head temperature gage (28, fig. 9), lo-
cated on the test stand control panel, is a needle-
indicating, direct-reading, heat-actuated gage
graduated from 0 to 600 degrees fahrenheit.
With the engine in operation the needle should
be approximately mid-scale.

25. Hourmeter

The hourmeter (10, fig. 9), mounted on the
test stand control panel to the right of the head
temperature gage (28), is an electrically driven,
direct-reading indicator with five numbered
wheels, which record engine operating time in
hours and tenths of hours. The time recorded
is a guide for making operating checks, periodic
inspections, and filter cartridge replacements.

26. Flow Control Valves

The ½ in. and ¾ in. flow control valves (20
and 21, fig. 9), located on the left side of the
test stand control panel, control the flow of
hydraulic fluid to and from the hydraulic test
stand. In addition to the valve handles, locking
devices are provided to secure the valves in their
closed or open position.

27. Fluid Volume Control

The fluid volume control (29, fig. 9), centrally
located on the test stand control panel, positions

the cam plate of the pump to obtain the desired
volume output. The adjusted output is indicated
by the fluid flow indicator (15). A locknut is
provided to secure the fluid volume control in
its adjusted setting.

28. Fluid Flow Indicator

The fluid flow indicator ( 15, fig. 9), mounted
on the test stand control panel, indicates hy-
draulic pump delivery. The indicator is cali-
brated from 0 to 10 gpm.

29. High Pressure Relief Valve

The high pressure relief valve (17, fig. 9),
located in the lower left-hand corner of the
test stand control panel, is an adjustable, by-
pass-type relief valve with an operating range
from 200 to 5000 psi. This valve serves as a
safety device, protecting the hydraulic system
under test from excessive pressure. A knurled
locknut is provided to secure the valve in ad-
justment.

30. Compensator Control

The compensator control (25, fig. 9), located
directly below the fluid temperature gage (4)
on the test stand control panel, is adjusted for
the desired discharge pressure of the test stand.
A locknut is provided to secure the control in
adjustment.

31. Fluid Pressure Gage

The fluid pressure gage (3, fig. 9), mounted
on the test stand control panel, is a needle-
indicating, direct-reading, pressure actuated
gage. The dial is graduated from 0 to 6000 psi
in increments of 50 psi. When the test stand is
in operation the fluid pressure gage indicates
the discharge pressure selected by the compen-
sator control (25).

32. Gage Snubber Valve

The gage snubber valve (23, fig. 9), located
below the fluid pressure gage (3) on the test
stand control panel, is a needle-type valve pro-
vided to admit pressure to the fluid pressure
gage.

33. Fluid Pressure Gage Tap

The fluid pressure gage tap (24, fig. 9), ex-
tending through the test stand control panel,
is provided for the connection of a test pressure
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gage to check the accuracy of the fluid pressure
gage (3).

34. Filter Pressure Gage

The filter pressure gage (6, fig. 9), mounted
on the test stand control panel, is a needle-indi-
cating, direct-reading, pressure and vacuum
actuated, compound-type gage. When used in
conjunction with the pressure selector valve,
the filter pressure gage indicates pressure drop
through the low pressure filter. An indicated
pressure drop of 20 psi necessitates replace-
ment of the low pressure filter element.

35. Filter Pressure Gage Tap

The filter pressure gage tap (26, fig. 9), ex-
tending through the test stand control panel,
provides a means of connecting a test gage to
check the accuracy of the filter pressure gage
(6) .

36. Pressure Selector Valve

The pressure selector valve (8, fig. 9), located
in the upper right-hand corner of the test stand
control panel, is a two-way, plug-type valve
utilized to switch the filter pressure gage con-

nection from the inlet to the outlet side of the
low pressure filter, thereby determining the
condition of the filter element.

37. Gage Dampener Precharge Valve

The gage dampener precharge valve (22, fig.
9), extending through the test stand control
panel, is provided to precharge the gage damp-
ener with air to serve as a cushion in the hy-
draulic system, dampening pulsations.

38. Outlet Selector Valve

The outlet selector valve (16, fig. 9), mounted
on the test stand control panel, is a 4-way, plug-
type valve, providing a means of selecting
either the ½ in. or ¾ in. outlet connections of
the test stand.

39. Fluid Temperature Gage

The fluid temperature gage (4, fig. 9), cen-
trally located at the top of the test stand control
panel, is a needle-indicating, direct-reading
temperature gage graduated from —20 to 240
degrees Fahrenheit in increments of 5 degrees.
During operation the indicated fluid tempera-
ture should never exceed 160°.

Section Ill. OPERATION UNDER USUAL CONDITIONS

40. General

Instructions in this section are published for
the information and guidance of personnel re-
sponsible for operation of the aircraft hydraulic
test stand. It is essential that the operator
knows how to perform every operation for
which the equipment is capable.

41. Starting the Test Stand

a. Preparation for. Starting.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

14

Set the brake lever assembly (8, fig. 1)
securing the test stand in position.
Open the engine compartment and con-
trol panel door assemblies.

Caution: Always keep engine com-
partment top and side doors open
during operation.
Perform the before-operation services
outlined in paragraph 54.
Connect the coupling halves (7, 8, and
9, fig. 2) of the test stand to the cor-

responding outlets
be tested. Keep

of the aircraft to
unused couplings

capped with the dust protective caps
(10, 11, and 12).

b. Electrical Starting.
(1)

(2)
(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

Open the fluid bypass valve (27, fig.
9) by turning the handle fully counter-
clockwise.
Pull the choke control (5, fig. 10) out.
Pull the throttle control (4) to one-
quarter open position.
Place the ignition switch (1) in the
ON position.
Push the starter switch (2) until en-
gine starts.
Open the choke control until the engine
operates smoothly.
Operate the engine at 1000 to 1400
rpm for approximately 10 minutes to
warm engine up to normal operating
temperature.
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(8) Set the throttle control (4) for an
engine speed of 1800 rpm indicated by
the tachometer (9, fig. 9). Rotate the
throttle clockwise to lock it in adjust-
ment.

c. Manual Starting.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Perform procedures in b (1) through
(4) above.
Insert the starting crank in the access
hole in the front panel assembly (5,
fig. 1). Engage the starting crank
with the pin provided in the crank
shaft and pull up on the crank.

Warning: When using the starting
crank, keep the thumb on the same
side of the crank handle as the fingers
to avoid injury should the engine
kickback. Never attempt to spin the
engine with the starting crank.
Open the choke control until the en-
gine operates smoothly.
After sufficient warm up, set the
throttle for an engine speed of 1800
rpm.

42. Stopping the Test Stand

a. Open the fluid bypass valve (27, fig. 9) by
turning handle of the valve fully counterclock-
wise.

b. Close the flow control valves (20 and 21).

c. Idle the engine for 5 minutes to normalize
engine temperature.

d. Place the ignition switch (1, fig. 10) in
the OFF position and close the reservoir shutoff
valve (12, fig. 9).

43. Operating Details

a. Close the two flow control valves (20 and
21, fig. 9).

b. Open the gage snubber valve (23).

c. Adjust the pump delivery to requirements
of the aircraft under test with the fluid volume
control (29) as indicated by the fluid flow indi-
cator (15). Turn the hand wheel clockwise to

increase delivery, counterclockwise to decrease
delivery. Tighten the knurled locknut to secure
the fluid volume control in position.

d. Set the outlet selector valve (16) for the
desired size outlet.

e. Slowly close the fluid bypass valve (27).
Warning: Do not connect or disconnect any

hoses with the fluid bypass valve closed and
the test stand in operation.

Caution: Do not reposition the outlet se-
lector valve with the fluid bypass valve closed
and the test stand in operation.

f. Adjust the high pressure relief valve (17)
to relieve pressure at approximately 200 psi
above the system pressure of the unit under
test. Clockwise rotation of the relief valve
knob increases pressure setting, counterclock-
wise rotation decreases pressure setting.

g. Adjust the compensator control (25) until
the fluid pressure gage (3) indicates pressure
slightly higher than the maximum pressure of
the system being tested.

Caution: Adjust the compensator control
for a zero reading on the fluid pressure gage
when the compensator is not in use.

h. Open the flow control valves (20 and 21)
and proceed with. the test operation as directed
by the manufacturer’s specifications for the
system under test.

44. Movement to a New Work Site

a. Shut down and disconnect the test stand
from the system being tested (par. 42). Coil
the hose assemblies. and stow them in the rear
compartment of the test stand.

b. Close and secure all doors and release the
brake lever assembly (8, fig. 1).

c. Attach the drawbar assembly (3, fig. 1 )
to the prime mover and tow the test stand to
the new work site.

Caution: Maximum allowable towing speed
is 20 mph over smooth paved surfaces.

d. Set up the test stand for operation in ac-
cordance with instructions in paragraph 41.
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Section IV. OPERATION UNDER UNUSUAL CONDITIONS

45. Operation in Extreme Cold

a. Lubricate the test stand in accordance
with the lubrication chart.

b. Keep the electrolyte at the proper level in
the battery, and the battery fully charged. If
water is added to the battery, run the engine
long enough to thoroughly charge the battery.

c. Close engine compartment doors as re-
quired to maintain satisfactory engine operat-
ing temperature.

d. Remove oil from the air cleaner (par. 52)
and replace with the proper grade of oil.

46. Operation in Extreme Heat

a. Locate the test stand in a well ventilated
area and keep all door assemblies open during
operation.

b. Lubricate the test stand in accordance
with the lubrication chart.

c. Keep the engine shrouding, cylinder heads,
fins, and the air opening in the housing free of
dirt and obstructions.

47. Operation in Dusty or Sandy Areas

a. Lubricate the test stand in accordance
with the lubrication chart. Keep lubricants,
grease gun, oil containers and fittings clean.

b. Protect the test stand from dust and sand
as much as possible. Keep the unit clean and
free of foreign matter.

c. Cover the unit with a tarpaulin when not
in use.

d. If possible, wet down the area surrounding
the operating site to keep down dust and sand.

e. Clean the engine air cleaner every 2 to 4
hours.

48. Operation Under Rainy or
Humid Conditions

a. Lubricate the test stand in accordance
with the lubrication chart.

b. Keep the fuel tank full to prevent accumu-
lation of condensation.

c. Keep electrical components clean and dry.
Watch closely for evidence of fungus growth
and remove promptly.

d. Cover the test stand with a tarpaulin or
similar protection when not in use.

49. Operation on Salt Water Areas

a. Lubricate the test stand in accordance
with the lubrication chart.

b. Wipe all exposed areas frequently. Clean
off salt water deposits with clear water and
wipe dry.

c. Coat all exposed machined metal surfaces
with a thin film of oil.

d. Retouch or repaint damaged paint sur-
faces to prevent corrosion of exposed metal.

e. Cover the test stand with a tarpaulin or
similiar protection when not in use.

50. Operation at High Altitude

a. The amount of oxygen delivered to the
carburetor is reduced when operating at high
altitudes. Reduce the amount of fuel admitted
by the carburetor by adjusting the fuel mixture
(par. 122).

b. Keep air cleaner clean to assure maximum
air passage to the carburetor.
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C H A P T E R  3

O P E R A T O R  A N D  O R G A N I Z A T I O N A L

M A I N T E N A N C E  I N S T R U C T I O N S

Section I. SPECIAL

No special tools or equipment
aircraft hydraulic test stand.

51. General

ORGANIZATIONAL TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

are required to perform organizational maintenance of this

Section Il. LUBRICATION

This section contains lubrication instructions
which are supplemental to and are not specifi-
cally covered in the lubrication chart.

52. Detailed Lubrication Information

a. Care of Lubricants. Replace covers on
lubricant containers after use and store in a
clean, dry place. Keep all containers, used in
handling lubricating oil or gasoline, clean and
ready for use.

b. Cleaning. Use an approved cleaning sol-
vent to wipe all surfaces clean surrounding the
point of application before applying the lubri-
cant.

c. Points of Application. Follow the detailed
lubrication instructions given in the applicable
maintenance paragraphs and refer to the lubri-
cation chart for type of lubricant and interval
of application.

d. Operation After Lubrication. Operate the
test stand for 5 minutes immediately after
lubrication. Inspect the oil filter for leaks and
correct as necessary. Stop the unit, wait 5
minutes, and check the oil level. Add oil to
bring the oil level up to the FULL mark if nec-
essary.

e. Oil Filter.
(1) Loosen the bolt (27, fig. 11) and re-

move the cover (26) from oil filter
(24).

Table 1. Lubrication Chart

Expected Temperatures
Lubricants Intervals

Above  +32°  F . +40°  F  to  —10°  F . 0° F. to —65° F.

OE—OIL, Engine, Heavy Duty Engine Crankcase OE30 OE10 OES 50 hours
Air Cleaner 50 hours

OES—OIL, Engine, Subzero

2190—LUBRICATING OIL, General Purpose
Flow Indicator 50 hours
Drawbar Assembly 100 hours
Door Hinges and Latches 2190 2110 2075 100 hours
Engine Generator 100 hours

GAA—GREASE, Automotive and Artillery
Wheel Bearings 100 hours
Tie Rod Ends All Temperatures 100 hours
Spindles 100 hours
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Figure 11. Oil filter, air cleaner, and ignition magneto, installed view.



(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

Remove the cartridge from inside the
filter and discard.
Wipe the inside of the filter with a
lint-free cloth making’ sure all dirt and
sludge are removed.
Insert a new cartridge in the filter
body. Be sure the correct end of the
cartridge is up.
Install a new gasket in the cover (26).
Place the cover on the oil filter (24)
and tighten the bolt (27).
Add one quart of oil to the engine
crankcase to compensate for oil lost in
servicing the oil filter. Refer to lubri-
cation chart table 1 for the proper
grade oil.
Operate the unit immediately after

f. Air Cleaner.

servicing (d above).

Section Ill. PREVENTIVE

53. General

To insure that the equipment is ready for
operation at all times, it must be inspected
systematically before operation, during opera-
tion, and after operation, so that defects may be
discovered and corrected before they result in
serious damage or failure. The necessary pre-
ventive maintenance services will be performed
before operation. Defects discovered during
operation of the unit will be noted for future
correction, to be made as soon as operation has
ceased. Stop operation immediately if a defi-
ciency is noticed during operation which would
damage the equipment if operation were con-

54. Operator’s Daily Services
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(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Remove the air intake cap (10, fig.
11).
Loosen the thumbscrew (15) and re-
move the oil cup (17) from the air
cleaner assembly (14).
Discard the oil in the oil cup. Wash
the oil cup and air intake in an ap-
proved cleaning solvent and dry
thoroughly.
Fill the oil cup to the level mark with
clean oil of the proper grade. Refer
to the lubrication chart table 1. Install
the oil cup on the air cleaner body and
tighten the thumbscrew (15) to se-
cure.
Install the air intake cap on the top
of the air cleaner assembly.

MAINTENANCE SERVICES

tinued. After-operation services will be per-
formed by the operator after every operating
period. After-operation services will be per-
formed at intervals based on the normal opera-
tions of the equipment. Reduce interval to com-
pensate for abnormal conditions. Defects or
unsatisfactory operating characteristics beyond
the scope of the operator to correct must be re-
ported at the earliest opportunity to organiza-
tional maintenance. Responsibility for perform-
ance of preventive maintenance services rests
not only with the operator, but with the entire
chain of command from section chief to com-
manding officer (AR 750–5).

Procedures

Visual inspection. Make a general inspection of the entire unit for obvious deficiencies,
such as oil or fuel leaks, loose or missing bolts, nuts, screws, loose connections, broken
wires, and any damage that may have occurred since the equipment was last
operated. Correct or report any deficiencies to field maintenance.

Tampering. Inspect the test stand for evidence of tampering or damage. Do not operate
the unit until all defects are corrected or reported to direct and general support
maintenance.

Fuel. Check the fuel supply. See that the fuel tank is full.
Leaks. Inspect for leaks, paying particular attention to the fuel line and connections.

Correct all deficiencies noticed or report to direct and general support maintenance.
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Procedures

Oil. Check the oil level in the engine crankcase. Add oil if the oil is not at the proper
level.

Air Cleaner. Inspect the air cleaner for accumulated dirt. Clean if necessary.
Battery. Clean the battery and see that the terminal connections are tight. Check the

level of the electrolyte. Add water as necessary to bring the level to three-eighths of
an inch above the plates.

Tires. Inspect the tires for cuts, leaks, fabric breaks, and uneven wear. Check the
tires for proper inflation. Correct tire pressure is 30 psi. Report a defective tire
to direct and general support maintenance.

Cooling System. Inspect the condition of the fins on the engine. See that they are clean
and free from dust and dirt. Inspect the engine shrouding for correct installation
and loose or missing mounting bolts. Correct all deficiencies or report them to direct
and general support maintenance.

Fuel Strainer. Inspect the bowl of the strainer for accumulation of water, dirt, and
foreign matter. Clean the fuel strainer if necessary.

Instruments. Inspect all instruments for broken glass, improper operation, and insecure
mounting. Report all deficiencies to direct and general support maintenance.

Section IV. TROUBLESHOOTING

55. General

This section provides information useful in is followed by a list of probable causes of the
diagnosis and correction, inspection, operation, trouble. The possible remedy recommended is
or failure of the hydraulic test stand, or any of described opposite the probable cause.
its components. Each trouble symptom stated

56. Engine Hard to Start or Fails to Start
Probable cause Possible remedy

Carburetor not choked sufficiently ----------------------- Pull choke control further out.
Carburetor flooded. --------------------------------------------------  Push in choke control and crank until engine fires.
Water or dirt in fuel strainer --------------------------- Clean the fuel strainer (par. 9).
Battery cables loose or terminals corroded ------------ Tighten battery cable connections or remove and clean

cables as required (par. 9).

57. Engine Misses or Runs Erratically
Probable cause Possible remedy

Water, dirt, or gum in the fuel -------------------------- Clean the fuel strainer and drain fuel tank and fill
with clean fuel (par. 9).

Air cleaner clogged ------------------------------------ Service air cleaner (par. 52).
Carburetor out of adjustment --------------------------- Report to direct and general support maintenance.

58. Engine Stops Suddenly
Probable cause Possible remedy

Water or dirt in fuel strainer --------------------------- Clean the fuel strainer and drain the fuel tank and
fill with clean fuel (par. 9).

Air cleaner clogged --------------------------------------------- Service the air cleaner (par. 52).

59. Engine Overheats
Probable cause Possible remedy

Crankcase oil level too low ------------------------------ Stop engine and add oil to proper level.
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Probable cause Possible remedy

Air shroud loose or damaged ---------------------------------------- Tighten air shroud. Report damaged shroud to direct
and general support maintenance.

Cylinder cooling fins clogged with dirt ---------------------------- Report malfunction to direct and general support main-
tenance.

60. Engine Knocks or Develops Excessive Noise
Probable cause Possible remedy

Crankcase oil level too low --------------------------------------- Stop engine and add oil to proper level. Refer to
lubrication chart.

61. Engine Oil Pressure Low
Probable cause Possible remedy

Crankcase oil level too low -------------------------------------- Stop engine and add oil to proper level. Refer to
lubrication chart.

Oil pressure gage defective ------------------------------------- Report malfunction to direct and general support
maintenance.

62. Engine Exhaust Smoky
Probable cause Possible remedy

Crankcase oil level too high ---------------------------------------- Drain off excess oil to correct level.
Carburetor choked excessively --------------------------------------- Push in choke control.
Engine cold causing poor combustion ----------------------------- Allow sufficient time for engine warm up before oper-

ating the hydraulic system.

63. Fuel Consumption Excessive
Probable cause Possible remedy

Choke control partially closed ---------------------------------- Open choke control.
Dirty air cleaner -------------------------------------------------------- Service the air cleaner (par. 52).
Fuel leaks ---------------------------------------------------------------- Report to direct and general support maintenance.

64. Battery Needs Frequent Recharging
Probable cause Possible remedy

Battery electrolyte level low ------------------------------------- Add battery water to correct level (par. 9).
Battery defective ------------------------------------------------------ Replace defective battery (par. 9).

65. Hydraulic Pump Fails to Deliver Sufficient Pressure
Probable cause Possible remedy

High pressure relief valve out of adjustment ------------ Adjust the high pressure relief valve (par. 43).
Compensator control incorrectly adjusted -------------------- Adjust the compensator control (par. 43).
Fluid bypass valve open ------------------------------------------- Close the fluid bypass valve.
Defective fluid pressure gage ------------------------------------ Report to direct and general support maintenance,

66. Hydraulic Pump Fails to Deliver Sufficient Volume
Probable cause Possible remedy

Fluid volume control incorrectly adjusted ------------------ Adjust the fluid volume control (par. 43).
Engine speed incorrect ---------------------------------------------- Set throttle for an indicated 1800 rpm.

67. Hydraulic System Pressure too High
Probable cause Possible remedy

High pressure relief valve set too high ------------------------- Adjust high pressure relief valve (par. 43).
High pressure relief valve defective ------------------------- Refer the malfunction to direct and general support

maintenance.

68. Hydraulic Fluid Temperature too High
Probable cause Possible remedy

Low pressure filter dirty ------------------------------------------------  Report deficiency to direct and general support main-
tenance.

Reservoir fluid level low ----------------------------------------------- Fill reservoir to correct level (par. 9).
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Figure 12.

Figure 12.

Section V. HYDRAULIC SYSTEM

69. General ing hose assemblies and tubing are included for

The hydraulic system of the test stand is the hydraulic system to perform its intended

comprised of the hydraulic pump, high and low function of delivering filtered hydraulic fluid,

pressure filters, pressure gages, flow indicator, at the desired volume and pressure, to the air-
and control valves. The necessary interconnect- craft hydraulic system under test.
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Axial piston pump
Pump mount
Shaft coupling
Pump-to-low pressure filter hose assembly
Pump-to-manifold tubing
Low pressure filter-to-bleed valve tubing
Bleed valve
Pump-to-high pressure filter hose assembly
High pressure filter assembly
Flared tube tee
High pressure filter-to-relief valve tubing
High pressure relief valve-to-manifold tubing
High pressure filter-to-outlet selector valve tubing
Suction tubing
Coupling half, 1 in.
Dust protective cap, 1 in.
Flow control valve-to-outlet tubing
Dust protective cap, ¾ in.
Flow control valve-to-outlet tubing
Dust protective cap
Outlet selector valve-to-reservoir tubing
Relief valve-to-reservoir tubing
Relief valve
Tee

Flared tube elbow
Reservoir shutoff valve-to-manifold tubing
Flared tube elbow
Pressure selector valve-to-pump tubing
Flared tube elbow
Outlet selector valve-to-outlet tubing, ½ in.
Outlet selector valve-to-outlet tubing, ¾ in.
High pressure relief valve-to-snubber valve tubing
Flared tube tee
Flared tube tee
Damper valve-to-snubber valve tubing
Snubber valve-to-gage top tubing
Fluid pressure gage-to-dampener hose assembly
Relief valve-to-bypass valve tubing
Flared tube tee
Pressure selector valve-to-bypass valve tubing
Flared tube tee
Pressure selector valve-to-gage tubing
Flared tube elbow
Pressure selector valve-to-gage hose assembly
Bypass valve-to-reservoir shutoff valve tubing
Reservoir-to-shutoff valve tubing
Filter and manifold assembly

Figure 12—Continued.

70. Bleeding Air From the Hydraulic System

a. Fill the reservoir as outlined in paragraph
9.

b. Open the bleed valve (7, fig. 12) and allow
air to escape from the low pressure filter. Close
the valve when air bubbles no longer appear.

c. Connect the ½ inch hose assembly to the
coupling half (7, fig. 2).

d. Set the outlet selector valve ( 16, fig. 9)
in the ½ inch outlet position.

e. Open the flow control valve (20).

f. Remove the reservoir fill cap (9, fig. 8).
Remove the coupling half from the opposite end
of the attached ½ inch hose assembly and insert
the open end into the reservoir being careful
not to damage the screen in the filler neck of
the reservoir.

g. Set the fluid voume control (29, fig. 9) at
2 gpm as registered on the fluid flow indicator
(15).

h. Start the test stand (par. 41) and circu-
late hydraulic fluid through the system and
back into the reservoir until all traces of air
bubbles are gone from the fluid flowing into the
reservoir.

i. Stop the test stand (par. 42) and discon-
nect the hose assembly. Cap both ends of the
hose assembly and the coupling half of the test
stand.
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71. Filter Element Replacement

a. Inspecting Low Pressure Filters.
(1)

(2)

(3)

Start the test stand (par. 41) and
adjust the fluid volume control (29,
fig. 9) for maximum pump delivery.
Set the pressure selector valve (8) at
FILTER INLET position and note the
reading on the filter pressure gage
(6).
Set the pressure selector valve (8) at
FILTER OUTLET position and note
the reading on the filter pressure gage
(6).

(4) The difference between the readings
(2) and (3) above, represents the
pressure drop across the low pressure
filter. Replace the filter element, b
below, should the pressure drop be 20
psi or greater.

b. Low Pressure Filter Element Replace-
ment.

(1)

(2)

(3)

Close the reservoir shutoff valve (12,
fig. 9).
Remove plug (28, fig. 13) from the
bottom cover (26) and drain the hy-
draulic fluid from the low pressure
filter.
Disconnect the low-pressure filter-to-
bleed valve tubing (6, fig. 12) and the
pump-to-low pressure filter hose as-
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Figure 13.

Figure 13.
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Figure 13

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

sembly (4) from the top cover of the
low pressure filter.
Remove the six bolts (6, fig. 13) that
secure the top cover (16) to the filter
housing (31) and remove the cover
with attached parts from the housing.
Remove the wing nut (8) that secures
the filter element cover (9), gasket
(10), and the filter element (11) in
place and remove the cover, gasket,
and element.
Wash all metal parts with an approved
cleaning solvent and dry thoroughly.
Place a new filter element (11) on the
plate assembly (12) and secure with
the gasket (10), filter element cover
(9), and the wing nut (8).
Position the preformed packing (7)
and the top cover (16) on the filter
housing (31) and secure with the six
bolts (6) .
Connect the pump-to-low pressure
filter hose assembly (4, fig. 12) and
the low pressure filter-to-bleed valve
tubing. (6) to the installed top cover.
Install the plug (28, fig. 13) in the
bottom cover (26).
Open the reservoir shutoff valve (12,
fig. 9) and bleed air from the low
pressure filter (par. 70).
Fill reservoir as prescribed in para-
graph 9.

c. High Pressure Filter Element Replace-
ment. If the high pressure filter assembly (9,
fig. 12) is clogged or dirty, replace the element
as follows:

(1) Cut the safety wire and unscrew the
element case from the filter head.
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(2) Remove the old element and replace it
with a new element.

(3) Reassemble the high pressure filter
and secure with a safety wire.

(4) Fill reservoir as prescribed in para-
graph 9.

72. Hose Assemblies

a. Removal.
(1)

(2)

(3)

Remove the drain assembly from the
bottom of the reservoir and drain the
hydraulic system.
Disconnect and remove the pressure
selector valve-to-gage hose assembly
(44, fig. 12), fluid pressure gage-to-
dampener hose assembly (37), pump-
to-high presure filter hose assembly
(8), and the pump-to-low pressure
filter hose assembly (4).
Remove the 3 hose assemblies attached
to the 3 coupling halves (7, 8, and 9,
fig. 2). These hose assemblies are
stored in the compartment at the rear
of the test stand when not in use.

b. Cleaning and Inspection.
(1) Clean the hose assemblies in an ap-

proved cleaning solvent and dry
thoroughly.

(2) Inspect the hose assemblies for frayed
or worn hose. Inspect the fittings of
the hose assemblies and the drain as-
sembly for damaged threads. Replace
a defective hose assembly or drain as-
sembly.

c. Installation.
(1) Install the 3 hose assemblies on the 3

coupling halves (7, 8, and 9, fig. 2) or
store them in the compartment at the
rear of the test stand.
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Figure 14.

b .

73.

a.

74.
a.

(2)

(3)

Install the pump-to-low pressure filter
hose assembly (4, fig. 12), pump-to-
high pressure hose assembly (8), fluid
pressure gage-to-dampener hose as-
sembly (37), and the pressure selector
valve-to-filter gage hose assembly
(44).
Install the drain assembly in the bot-
tom of the reservoir and fill the reser-
voir (par. 9).

Pressure Gages

Testing Pressure Gages.
(1) Connect a pressure gage of known ac-

curacy to the filter pressure gage tap
(26, fig. 9).

(2) Start the test stand (par. 41) and
compare the readings of both the test
gage and the filter pressure gage (6).
Replace a defective gage
below.

Section 

Wheels
Removal.

as outlined

Pressure Gage Replacement.
(1) Removal.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Close the reservoir shutoff valve
(12, fig. 9).
Disconnect the hose from the back
of the filter pressure gage (6).
Remove the 3 nuts and 3 screws that
secure the filter pressure gage to
the panel and remove the gage.
Remove the fluid pressure gage (3)
in a similar manner.

(2) Installation.
(a) Position the filter pressure gage (6)

in the panel (1) and secure with the
3 screws and 3 nuts.

(b) Connect the hose to the back of the
filter pressure gage.

(c) Open the reservoir shutoff valve
(12).

(d) Install the fluid pressure gage in a
similar manner.

VI. RUNNING GEAR ASSEMBLY

(1) Remove the 5 hex nuts (30, fig. 14) (2)
and 5 lockwashers (31) that secure

the wheel to the hub (51) and remove
the wheel.

Remove the remaining wheels in a
similar manner.
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Figure 15

b. Installation.
(1) Position the wheel on the hub (51) and

secure with the 5 lockwashers (31)
and 5 hex nuts (30).

(2) Install the remaining wheels in a
similar manner.

75. Drawbar and Steering Arm Assemblies
a. Removal.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Remove the hex nut (20, fig. 14) and
bolt (21) that secure the latch (19) to
the steering arm assembly (14) and
remove the latch.
Remove the retaining ring (13) and
headed grooved pin (12) that secure
the drawbar assembly (11) to the
steering arm assembly and remove the
drawbar.
Remove the 2 cotter pins (1), and nuts
(2) that secure the 2 tie rod ends (5)
to the steering arm assembly and lift
the tie rod ends out of the arm.
Remove the cotter pin (15), nut (16),
two thrust washers (17), and shear
bolt (18) from the steering arm as-
sembly and remove the steering arm
from the support and arm assembly
(70).
Remove the sleeve bearing (85) from
the support and arm assembly.

b. Cleaning and Inspection.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)
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Clean all parts in an approved cleaning
solvent and dry thoroughly.
Inspect the drawbar and steering arm
assembly for cracks, breaks, and dis-
tortion.
Inspect the thrust washer and sleeve
bearing for nicks, burrs, distortion,
and excessive wear.
Inspect all attaching hardware for dis-
tortion and damaged threads.
Replace all defective parts.

c. Installation.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Install the sleeve bearing (85, fig. 14)
in the support and arm assembly (70).
Position the steering arm assembly
(14) on the support and arm assembly
and insert the shear bolt (18) in the
alined holes of the arm and sleeve
bearing. Install the two thrust wash-
ers (17), nut (16) and insert cotter
pin (15) in the shear bolt.
Insert the 2 tie rod ends (5) in the
steering arm assembly and secure
with the 2 nuts (2) and 2 cotter pins
(1).
Position the drawbar assembly (11) in
the steering arm assembly and install
the headed grooved pin ( 12) and the
retaining ring (13).
Place the latch (19) on the steering
arm and install the bolt (21) and hex
nut (20).

76. Brake Lever Assembly

a. Removal.
(1)

(2)

Remove the 2 hex nuts (3, fig. 15) that
secure the 2 cable assemblies ( 1 and
2) to the 2 rod end clevises (12) and
pull cable ends out of the clevises.
Remove the 3 bolts (9), 3 spacers (5),
2 spacers (7), the spacer (6) and 3
lockwashers (8) that secure the lever
assembly (4) to the frame and remove
the lever assembly.

b. Cleaning and Inspection.
(1) Clean the break lever assembly with

an approved cleaning solvent and dry
thoroughly.

(2) Inspect the brake lever assembly for
cracks, breaks, and distortion. Check
to see that the lever operates free
without binding. Replace a defective
brake lever assembly.
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c. Installation. in the rod end clevises (12) and secure
(1) Position the 3 spacers (5, fig. 15) and with the 2 hex nuts (3).

the lever assembly (4) on the frame d. Brake Adjustment. The brakes of the test
and secure with the 2 spacers (7), stand are adjusted by rotating the knurled por-
spacer (6), 3 lockwashers (8) and 3 tion of the lever assembly (4, fig. 15). Clockwise
bolts (9) . rotation will set the brakes tighter while coun-

(2) Insert the cable assemblies (1 and 2) ter clockwise rotation will reduce set pressure.
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CHAPTER 4
DIRECT AND GENERAL SUPPORT
MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS

No special tools
draulic test stand.

77. General

Section I. SPECIAL DIRECT AND GENERAL SUPPORT
MAINTENANCE TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

are required to perform direct and general support maintenance of this hy-

Section Il. PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE SERVICES

vialed for the information of the person per-

Preventive maintenance is performed by forming the inspection. An X in this column

direct and general support maintenance person-
indicates that an inspection should be made of
the listed items in accordance with instructionsnel at 50 and 100 hour intervals. The preventive

maintenance services to be performed at these given in the text opposite. The indicated items

regular intervals are listed - in paragraph 78. and instructions constitute minimum inspection
The first column headed “inspection”, is pro- requirements for the equipment.

78. Direct and General Support Preventive Maintenance Services

Inspection GENERAL

x

x

x

x

x

x
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50 hour

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

100 hour

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Before-operation services. Perform the services listed in daily before-operation services
(par. 54).

Lubrication. Inspect for missing or damaged lubrication fittings and inspect for indi-
cations of improper lubrication. Inspect lubricant level in engine crankcase. Inspect
for oil and grease leaks; also inspect for defective or damaged oil seals.

Lubricate as necessary in accordance with the lubrication chart. Replace missing or
damaged fittings. Correct all oil or grease leaks.

Appearance. Inspect the general appearance of the equipment, paying particular
attention to cleanness, legibility of identification markings, and conditions of the
paint. Correct all deficiencies noticed.

Cylinder heads, manifold and muffler. Inspect the cylinder heads, manifolds, and
muffler for leaks, loose mounting and defective gaskets. Tighten loose manifolds and
muffler mounting bolts and nuts. During the first weekly servicing of a new or
reconditioned engine, inspect all the cylinder head bolts for tightness . After warming
up the engine to operating temperature, tighten any loose bolts to 25 to 32 ft-lb
torque. Replace defective cylinder head and manifold gaskets.

Valve mechanism. If the valves are noisy or loss of power is noticed, inspect the
condition of the valve mechanism.

Remove valves covers and adjust valve lifter clearance if necessary (par. 125). The
correct clearance for the valve lifters is 0.0080 inch for the intake valves and 0.0160
inch for the exhaust valves. Replace cover gaskets if defective.

Compression test. Remove the spark plugs and test the cylinder compression by turning
the engine over several times to stabilize gage reading. If the gage reading varies
more than 10 pounds between the four cylinders, inspect the cylinder head bolts for
tightness.
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x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
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50 hour

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

100 hour

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

Tighten any loose bolts and retest. If low compression or a
persists, the trouble lies with the cylinder head gasket,
Correct all deficiencies.

Electrical System Magneto. Inspect the ignition magneto for
wiring connections. Correct any deficiencies noted.

variation in compression
valves, or piston rings.

loose mounting bolts and

Remove the end cap and inspect the distributor cap for cracks, and corroded terminals.
Examine the breaker point gap. The correct gap is 0.015 inch at full separation of
points.

Spark plugs. Inspect the spark plugs for looseness, bad connections, and dirty or broken
insulators.

Replace damaged spark plugs (par. 114). Clean dirty plugs and set the gap to 0.0300
inch (par. 114).

Generator and starter. Inspect the mounting of the generator and starting motor for
loose connections. Examine the brushes, brush holders and springs. Inspect the
commutators for dirt and scoring.

Tighten loose mounting bolts. Replace generator brushes worn to one half their original
length (par. 112). Replace starter brushes worn to one half their original length
(par. 113).

Engine generator regulator. Inspect the generator regulator for proper operation,
tight connections, and secure mounting. The generator regulator should allow an
appreciable charge to go into the battery after the starter is used. After the battery
is fully charged, the ammeter should read only a slight charge.

Tighten loose mounting nuts and connections. Adjust or replace a defective engine
generator regulator (par. 111).

CONTROL PANEL
Gages. Examine the condition of all gages. See that all gages indicate correctly and

that the glass is not cracked or broken.

Tighten loose mounting screws and connections. Replace any defective or damaged gage.
Meters. See that all meters are securely mounted and operating properly and that the

glass is not cracked or the indicators are not bent or broken.
Tighten loose mounting screws and replace any defective or damaged meter.
Control valves. Inspect all control valves for packing leaks and proper operation. Sec

that handwheels are securely mounted.
Tighten packing or replace as required. Replace a defective or damaged control valve.

RUNNING GEAR

Tires. Inspect all tires for under inflation, abnormal or uneven wear, cuts, embedded
foreign matter, and missing valve caps.

Remove any foreign matter from tires. See that tires are inflated to correct pressure
and all valve caps are in place.

Wheels. Inspect for loose wheel mounting bolts. Inspect wheel bearings for proper
adjustment.

Tighten loose wheel bolts and adjust wheel bearings as required (par. 163).

Axles. Inspect the axle assemblies for secure mounting and proper alinement. Inspect
the springs for cracks, breaks and weakened condition.

Tighten all axle mounting bolts. Aline the front wheels as required (par. 163). Replace
defective springs (par. 164).

Brake assembly. Inspect the brake assembly for correct adjustment. Inspect the cables
for secure mounting.

Tighten all brake assembly mounting bolts and adjust the brakes (par. 76).

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM
Hydraulic pump. Inspect the hydraulic pump for loose mounting bolts and hydraulic

connections. See that the drive coupling is securely mounted and alined.
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Tighten all mounting bolts and loose or leaking hydraulic connections. Replace a
defective drive coupling (par. 153).

Hose assemblies. Inspect the hydraulic hose assemblies for loose connections. Inspect
the hose for cracks, breaks, and for frayed or rotten fabric covering.

Tighten hose connections and replace any defective hose assembly.
Tubing. Inspect all tubing for cracks, breaks, and distortion.

Tighten all tube connections. Replace any damaged or defective tube or fitting.
High pressure filter assembly. Inspect the filter for dirty or clogged condition resulting

in excessive pressure drop.
Remove and replace the filter element.
Thermoswitch. Inspect the thermoswitch for correct temperature response and for

secure installation.
Replace a defective or damaged thermoswitch (par. 143).

Section ill. TROUBLESHOOTING

79. General

This section provides information useful in
diagnosis and correction, inspection, operation,
or failure of the hydraulic test stand, or any
of  i ts  components . Each t rouble  symptom

80. Engine Hard to Start or Fails to Start
Probable cause

Battery defective. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Choking insufficient. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Battery cables loose on terminals. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ignition switch faulty. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Battery cable loose on armature relay. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Carburetor flooded. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

No ignition spark. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Spark plugs defective. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Magneto faulty. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

81. Engine Misses or Runs Erratically
Probable cause

Carburetor gasket leaks 

Spark weak. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . 
Spark gap incorrect. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Ignition wiring loose. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Magneto contact points pitted or incorrectly adjusted
Governor defective

82. Engine Stops Suddenly
Probable cause

Fuel pump defective
Fuel line clogged

Magneto contact set defective
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stated is followed by a list of probable causes of
the trouble. The possible remedy recommended
is described opposite the probable cause.

Possible remedy

Charge or replace defective battery (par. 9).
Inspect the choke valve for full open or closed position

(par. 122).
Tighten loose connections.
Replace switch (par. 138).
Tighten loose connections.
Remove spark plugs (par. 114) and crank the engine

several times to drive out rich fuel mixture.
Test the spark (par. 115).
Clean and adjust or replace spark plugs (par. 114).
Repair or replace magneto contact point set (par. 115).

Possible remedy

Tighten carburetor mounting bolts. Replace gasket if
leak persists (par. 122).

Test spark (par. 115)
Measure and reset spark plug gap (par. 11.4) .
Tighten ignition wire connections.
Clean, adjust, or replace contact points (par. 115).
Repair governor (par. 135).

Possible remedy

Repair or replace fuel pump (par. 131).
Remove and clean fuel line, replace if defective (par.

131).
Replace defective contact set (par. 115) .
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83. Engine Overheats
Probable cause Possible remedy

Cylinder cooling fins dirty ----------------------------------------------------  Clean dust and dirt from cooling fins.
Magneto timed late ----------------------------------------------- Time the magneto (par. 115).
Air  shroud part ia l ly  removed f rom engine- -Install the missing shroud (pars. 118 and 119).

84. Engine Knocks or Develops Excessive Noise
Probable cause Possible remedy

Magneto timing advanced too far -------------------------------------- Time the magneto (par. 115).
Carbon deposits on cylinder heads ----------------------------- Remove and clean cylinder heads (par. 124).
Flywheel loose -------------------------------------------------------------- Tighten the flywheel (par. 118).

85. Engine Exhaust Smoky
Probable cause Possible remedy

Carburetor incorrectly adjusted --------------------------------------- Adjust the carburetor (par. 122).
Carburetor defective ------------------------------------------------------- Repair or replace carburetor (par. 122).

86. Engine Starter Fails to Operate
Probable cause

Ignition fuse blown -- -. Replace
Starter brushes worn -- -.. . . . Replace
Electrical connections loose or corroded ------------------ -- -----------Tighten
Starter switch contacts burned -.. .. Replace
Starter brushes defective -. .  - - -Replace

87. Fuel Consumption Excessive
Probable cause

Possible remedy

ignition fuse.
brushes (par. 113).
connections or replace wiring (par. 113).
starter switch (par. 138).
starter brushes (par. 113).

Possible remedy

Carburetor incorrectly adjusted ---------------------------------------- Adjust the carburetor (par. 122).
Fuel tank leaking --------------------------------------------------------- Repair or replace fuel tank (par. 132).
Carburetor defective -------------------- Repair or replace carburetor (par. 122).

88. Ammeter Shows No Charge or Discharge With Engine Operating
Probable cause Possible remedy

Electrical connections loose or corroded ------------------- Clean and tighten electrical connections.
Generator regulator incorrectly adjusted or faulty ------------- Replace generator regulator as required (par. 111).
Generator V-belt loose or broken ---------------------------------------- Adjust or replace V-belt as necessary (par. 112).
Generator inoperative ------------------------------------------------ Replace worn brushes (par. 112).
Ammeter defective --------- ----------------- Replace ammeter (par. 137).

89. Ammeter Shows Excessive Charge
Probable cause Possible remedy

Battery run down -------------------------------------------------- Charge battery.
Generator regulator defective -------------------------------------- Replace a defective regulator (par. 111).
Generator field winding grounded --------------------------------------Replace generator (par. 112).

90. Ammeter Needle Fluctuates Rapidly
Probable cause Possible remedy

Electrical connections shorted or loose --------------------------------- Repair short circuits and tighten loose connections.
Generator commutator has high mica ------------------------- Report to depot maintenance.

91. Wheel Wobbles
Probable cause Possible remedy

Wheel bent --------------------------------------------- Replace the wheel (par. 163).
Wheel loose on the hub -------------------------------------- Tighten wheel mounting bolts.
Wheel bearing incorrectly adjusted ----------------------- Adjust wheel bearing (par. 163).

92. Wheel Bearings Overheat
Probable cause Possible remedy

Wheel bearings lack lubricant ------------------------------ Lubricate wheel bearings (par. 163).
Wheel bearings incorrectly adjusted Adjust wheel bearings (par. 163).
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93. Tire Wear Abnormal or Uneven
Probable cause Possible remedy

Wheel loose on the hub Tighten wheel mounting bolts.
Steering tie rod incorrectly adjusted Adjust tie rods (par. 164).

94. Brake Does Not Hold
Probable cause Poss ib le  remedy

Normal wear Adjust brakes (par. 76).
Defective brake assembly Repair or replace brake assembly (par. 167).

95. Hydraulic Pump Fails to Deliver Sufficient Pressure
Probable cause Possible remedy

Defective high pressure relief valve Repair or replace high pressure relief valve (par. 149).
Fluid pressure gage defective Replace fluid pressure gage (par. 173).
Compensator control defective Repair or replace compensator control (par. 153).
Hydraulic pump defective Replace the pump (par. 153).

96. Hydraulic Pump Fails to Deliver Sufficient Volume
Probable cause Possible remedy

Fluid volume control defective Repair fluid volume control (par. 153).
Air in the hydraulic system Bleed air from the system (par. 70).
Engine speed too low Check engine with hand speed indicator. Replace

tachometer if defective (par. 137).
Fluid flow indicator defective Replace or repair fluid flow indicator (par. 146).
High pressure filter clogged Replace high pressure filter (par. 142).
Fluid bypass valve leaking Replace fluid bypass valve (par. 150).

97. Hydraulic System Pressure Too High
Probable cause Possible remedy

High pressure filter clogged Replace high pressure filter (par. 142).
High pressure relief valve defective Repair or replace high pressure relief valve (par. 149).
Compensator control defective Repair or replace compensator control (par. 153).
Fluid pressure gage defective Repair or replace fluid pressure gage (par. 73).

98. Hydraulic Fluid Temperature Too High
Probable cause Possible remedy

Fluid temperature gage defective Replace fluid temperature gage (par. 147).
High pressure filter clogged Replace high pressure filter (par. 142).
Thermoswitch defective Replace the thermoswitch (par. 143).

Section IV. RADIO INTERFERENCE SUPPRESSION

99. Definition

a. Interference. The term “interference” as
used herein applies to electrical disturbances in
the radio frequency range which are generated
by the test stand and which may interfere with
the proper operation of radio receivers or other
electronic equipment.

b. Interference Suppression. The term “in-
terference suppression” as used herein applies
to the methods used to eliminate or effectively
reduce radio interference generated by the test
stand.
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100. Purpose of Interference Suppression

The tactical importance of effective interfer-
ence suppression cannot be stressed too greatly.
Since the electrical disturbances generated by
the test stand are composed partly of electrical
waves in the radio frequency range they must
be suppressed for two important reasons. First,
they will interfere with the proper operation
of the friendly radio net, and second, they will
enable the enemy to locate the equipment and
its associated units.
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Figure 16.

101. General Sources of Interference

Generally, radio interference is generated
anywhere a spark occurs or where a high-fre-
quency current is present. A spark is a small
amount of current jumping an air gap in re-
sponse to the force of a relatively high voltage.
The gasoline engine ignition system is a com-
mon source. Magneto breaker points, generator

commutators, relay contacts, and static changes
collecting on the frame are other common
sources which in some way must be suppressed.

102. General Methods Used to Attain
Proper Suppression

Essentially, suppression is attained by pro-
viding a low-resistance path to ground for the
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Figure 17.

stray currents, The method used to attain sup-
pression include shielding the igni t ion and
high-frequency wires, grounding the  f rame
with bonding straps, and using capacitors and
resistors where necessary.

103. Interference Suppression Components

a. A 0.5 pf (microfarad), 100-volt dc, capac-
itor (5, fig. 16) is mounted on the inside of the
generator shield box (1).

b. A 0.5 pf 100-volt de capacitor (34, fig. 17)
is mounted on the engine generator regulator
(25) inside the box assembly (28).

104. Testing Radio Interference
Suppression Components

Test the capacitors for leaks and shorts on a
capacitor tester. Replace a defective capacitor.
If test equipment is not available and interfer-
ence is indicated, isolate the cause of interfer-
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ence by trial and error method or replacing Position the shield box on the gener-
each capacitor in turn until the cause of inter- ator and secure with the lockwasher
ference is determined and eliminated. (3) and screw (2).

105. Replacement of Interference
b. Engine Generator Regulator Capacitor.

Suppression Components
(1)

a. Engine Accessory Generator Capacitor.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Remove the screw (2, fig. 16) and lock- (2)
washer (3) that secure the generator
shield box (1) to the engine accessory (3)
generator (9),
Carefully lift the shield box off the
generator. Disconnect the leads of the
capacitor (5). (4)
Remove the hex nut (6), lockwasher
(7), and screw (8) that secure the
capacitor in the shield box and remove
the capacitor. (5)
Secure a new capacitor (5) in the
shield box with the screw (8), lock- (6)
washer (7), and hex nut (6),
Connect the leads of the capacitor.

Remove the four screws (24, fig. 17)
that secure the cover (23) to the box
assembly (28) and remove the cover.
Disconnect the electrical lead from the
capacitor (34).
Remove the hex nut (35), lockwasher
(36), and the screw (37) that secures
the capacitor in the box and remove
the capacitor.
Position a new capacitor (34) in the
box assembly and secure with the
screw (37), lockwasher (36), and hex
nut (35).
Connect the electrical lead to the ca-
pacitor.
Place the cover (23) on the box as-
sembly (28) and secure with the four
screws (24 ).

Section V. REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION OF MAJOR COMPONENTS

106. Housing Assembly

a. Removal.
(1)

(2)

Loosen the seven
1) and remove
sembly (5) from
(4).

thumbscrews (6, fig.
the front panel as-
the housing assembly

Remove the nine hex nuts, lockwashers
and bolts that secure the housing as-
sembly to the frame assembly and lift
the housing assembly off the frame.

b. Installation.
(1) Mount the housing assembly (4) on

the frame assembly (7) and secure
with nine bolts, lockwashers, and hex
nuts.

(2) Position the front panel assembly (5)
on the housing assembly and tighten
the seven thumbscrews (6) to secure.

107. Control Panel Assembly

a. Removal.
(l) Remove the housing assembly (par.

106).

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Open the drain valve in the reservoir
and drain the hydraulic fluid into a
suitable container. Remove the pipe
plug in the bottom of the filter and
manifold assembly (47, fig. 12) and
drain the remaining hydraulic fluid
from the system.
Disconnect the pressure selector valve-
to-pump tubing (28) , outlet selector
valve-to-reservoir tubing (21), bypass
valve-to-reservoir shutoff valve tubing
(45), reservoir shutoff valve-to-mani-
fold tubing (26), flow control valve-to-
outlet tubing (17 and 19), high pres-
sure relief valve-to-manifold tubing
(12), and the pump-to-high pressure
filter hose assembly (8).

Tag and disconnect the electrical wires
from the reservoir level indicator (2,
fig. 9).

Disconnect the sensing element of the
fluid temperature gage (4) from the
filter and manifold assembly (47, fig.
12).
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(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

Remove the hex nut and handwheel
from the reservoir shutoff valve (12,
fig. 9).
Remove the hex nut, handwheel, and
the locknut from the fluid volume con-
trol (29).
Remove the hex nut, handwheel, and
locknut from the compensator control
(25).
Disconnect the steel cable linking the
fluid flow indicator (15) to the hy-
draulic pump.
Remove the eight screws (19) and flat
washers (18) that secure the panel
(1) to the reservoir and control panel
support and lift the panel off the sup-
port.

b. Installation.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)
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Mount the control panel (1, fig. 9) on
the resrvoir and control panel support
and secure with the eight flat washers
(18) and screws (19).
Connect the steel cable which links the
fluid flow indicator (15) to the hy-
draulic pump.
Install the locknut, handwheel, and
hex nut on the compensator control
(25).

Install the locknut, handwheel, and
hex nut on the fluid volume control
(29).

Place the handwheel on the reservoir
shutoff valve (12) and secure with the
hex nut.

Install the sensing element of the fluid
temperature gage (4) in the filter and
manifold assembly (47, fig. 12).

Connect the electrical wires to the re-
servoir level indicator (2, fig. 9).

Connect the pump-to-high pressure
filter hose assembly (8, fig. 12), high
pressure relief valve-to-manifold tub-
ing (12), flow control valve-to-outlet
tubing (17 and 19), reservoir shutoff
valve-to-manifold tubing (26), bypass
valve-to-reservoir shutoff valve tubing
(45), outlet selector valve-to-reservoir
tubing (21), and the pressure selector
valve-to-pump tubing (28).

(9)

(10)

Fill the hydraulic system (par. 9) and
bleed air from the system (par. 70).
Install the housing assembly (par.
106).

108. Engine

a. Removal.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

Remove the hydraulic pump (par.
153).

Remove the engine accessory gener-
ator (par. 112).

Remove the electrical engine starter
(par. 113).

Remove air cleaner (par. 116).

Remove the muffler (par. 121).

Remove the fuel tank (par. 132).

Remove the pipe plug from the elbow
(23, fig. 11) and drain the oil from the
engine.

Disconnect the throttle control (6)
from the governor and the choke con-
trol (5) from the carburetor (11).

Disconnect the fuel line tubing (fig.
18) outlet oil line tubing (2), inlet oil
tubing (3), and the pressure gage oil
line tubing (4).

Remove the 4 bolts (25) and 4 lock-
washers (26) that secure the engine
(24) to the frame.

Use a suitable lifting device and lift
the engine off the frame.

b. Installation.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Hoist the engine (24, fig. 18) with a
suitable lifting device and place it on
the frame of the test stand. Secure in
place with the 4 lockwashers (26) and
4 bolts (25).

Connect the pressure gage oil line tub-
ing (4), inlet oil tubing (3), outlet oil
line tubing (2), and the fuel line tub-
ing (l).

Connect the throttle control (6, fig.
11) to the governor and the choke con-
trol (5) to the carburetor (11).

Install the fuel tank (par. 132).

Install the muffler (par. 121).
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Figure 18.
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Figure 18

(6)
(7)

(8)

Install the air cleaner (par. 116). ( 9 )
Install the electrical engine starter (10)
(par. 113).
Install the engine accessory generator
(par. 112).

Install the hydraulic pump (par. 157).
Install the pipe plug in the elbow (23,
fig. 11). Remove the breather cap (1)
and fill the crankcase with oil. Refer
to the lubrication chart table 1.
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CHAPTER 5

ENGINE MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS

Section I. ENGINE ACCESSORIES

109. General

The engine accessories consist of the ignition
magneto, electrical engine starter, generator,
and generator regulator. The magneto is a
flange-mounted type. A permanent magnet,
mounted on the rotor shaft, produces a high
voltage current as its field passes through a
fixed coil. The current produced is fed to the
spark plugs at the proper instant by a distrib-
utor, The electrical engine starter is a 6-volt,
4-brush, bendix-drive type, The starter con-
verts electrical energy from the battery into
mechanical power and transmits this power to
the engine flywheel for electrical starting. The
engine accessory generator is a 6-volt, shunt
wound, 2-bush, belt-driven, direct-current gen-
erator used to supply current for charging the
6-volt battery of the test stand. The generator
regulator is a 6-volt unit provided to control the
charging current from the generator to the
battery.

110. Armature Relay Replacement

a. Removal.

(1) Tag and disconnect the electrical wires
and cables from the terminals of the
armature relay (18, fig. 17).

(2) Remove the two hex nuts (19), lock-
washers (20), flat washers (21), and
bolts (22) that secure the relay to the
frame and remove the relay.

b. Installation.

(1)

(2)
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Position the armature relay (18) on
the frame and secure with the two
bolts (22), flat washers (21), lock-
washers (20), and hex nuts (19).

Connect the electrical wires and-cables
to the armature relay.

111. Engine Generator Regulator

a. On-engine Testing. Defects in the gener-
ator or regulator are indicated on the ammeter
by a continuous high-charging rate when the
battery is fully charged, or by a low-or no-
charging rate when the battery is low.

(1) When a high-charging rate is indi-
cated, run the engine at operating
speed and disconnect the lead. from
the field terminal. If the output re-
mains high, the trouble is in the gen-
erator. Replace or repair a defective
generator (par. 112). If the output
drops off, the trouble is in the regu-
lator. Replace a defective regulator.

(2) When a low or no charging rate is
indicated, inspect for loose connec-
tions, frayed or damaged wires, or a
defective battery. If none of these
conditions exist, operate the engine at
medium speed and momentarily
ground the field terminal of the regu-
lator. No increase indicates a defect
in the generator. Repair or replace a
defective generator (par. 112). An
increase indicates the regulator is
faulty. Replace a defective regulator.

b.   Removal.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Disconnect the battery terminal adap-
ters (7, and 8, fig. 17).
Remove the four screws (24) that se-
cure the cover (23) to the box as-
sembly (28) and remove the cover.
Tag and disconnect all electrical wires
from the engine generator regulator
(25).
Remove the three screws (26) and
lockwashers (27) that secure the reg-
ulator in the box assembly and remove
the regulator.
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c. Installation.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Position the engine generator reg-
ulator (25, fig. 17) in the box assembly
(28) and secure with the three lock-
washers (27) and screws (26).
Connect all electrical leads to the reg-
ulator in accordance with tags at-
tached during removal,
Place the cover (23) on the box as-
sembly and secure with
screws (24).
Connect the two battery

the four

terminal
adapters (7 and 8, fig. 17).

112. Engine Accessory Generator

a. Belt Adjustment.
(1) Loosen the bolt (10, fig. 16) that se-

cures the engine accessory generator
(9) to the generator adjusting arm
(14).

(2) Swing the generator toward or away
from the engine as required to obtain
a ¾ to 1 inch deflection of the belt
midway between the pulleys. Tighten
the bolt (10) to secure.

b. Belt Replacement.
(1) Loosen the bolt (10, fig. 16), move the

engine accessory generator (9) to-
ward the generator mounting plate
(20) and remove the belt from the
pulleys.

(2) Place a new belt on the pulleys and
adjust as prescribed in a above.

c. Removal.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)
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Remove the bolt (10, fig. 16) lock-
washer (12), and flat washer (13),
swing the engine accessory generator
(9) in toward the generator mounting
plate (20) and remove the V-belt
from the pulley of the generator.
Tag and disconnect the 2 shielded
cables from the 2 electrical box con-
nectors (4).
Remove the two bolts (11), lockwash-
ers (12), and flat washers (13) that
secure the generator to the mounting
plate and remove the generator.
Remove the screw (2) and lockwasher
(3) that secure the generator shield
box (1) to the generator, Lift the

box off the generator and tag and dis-
connect the leads from the generator.

d. Disassembly.
(1)

(2)

Remove the hex nut (17, fig. 19) and
lockwasher (16) that secure the pulley
(15) and the fan (18) to the shaft of
the armature (31).
Remove the pulley and fan from the
armature shaft.

e. Cleaning, Inspection and Repair.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Clean the outside of the generator with
a cloth dampened with an approved
cleaning solvent and dry thoroughly.
Clean all other metal parts in an ap-
proved solvent and dry with a lint-free
cloth.
Inspect the terminal studs for corro-
sion. Remove all corrosion and apply
a thin film of grease.
Inspect the brushes through the holes
in the end bell. Replace brushes that
are oil soaked or worn to less than half
their original length. See f below.
Inspect the pulley and fan for cracks,
breaks, and distortion. Straighten a
bent or distorted pulley and fan. Re-
place a pulley or fan damaged beyond
repair.
Inspect all attaching hardware for dis-
tortion and damaged threads. Replace
if defective.

f. Brush Replacement.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Remove the two bolts (2, fig. 19) and
lockwashers (3) that secure the end
bell (1) to the housing (44) and re-
move the end bell with attached
brushes from the housing.
Remove the screw (10) and lock-
washer (11) that secures the lead of
the brush (9) to the grounded brush
holder assembly (4).
Lift the brush arm (12) and remove
the brush from the holder.
Remove the remaining brush in a
similar manner.
Lift the brush arm (12) and install a
new brush (9) in the grounded brush
holder assembly (4).
Secure the lead of the brush to the
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Figure 19

(7)

(8)

holder with the lockwasher (11) and
screw (10).

Install the other brush in a similar
manner.

Position the end bell (1) on the hous-
ing (44)  and secure with the two
lockwashers (3) and bolts (2).

g. Reassembly.

(1) Mount the fan (18, fig. 19) and the
pulley (15) on the shaft of the arma-
ture  (31) .

(2) Install the lockwasher (16) and hex
nut (17) on the armature shaft.

h. Installation.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Connect the leads of the shield box (1,
fig. 16) to the terminals of the engine
accessory generator (9) in accordance
with tags at tached during removal .
Place shield box on the generator and
secure with the lockwasher (3) and
screw (2).
Position the generator on the gener-
ator mounting plate (20) and secure
with the two flat washers (13), lock-
washers (12), and bolts (11).

Install the belt on the pulleys and ad-
just the belt as prescribed in a a b o v e .

Connect the 2 shielded cables to the ‘2
electrical plug connectors (4) in ac-
cordance with tags at tached during
removal.

113. Electrical Engine Starter

a. Removal.
(1) Remove the battery (par. 9).
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(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Disconnect the electrical cable from
the starter.
Remove two hex nuts and lockwashers
that secure the starter support bracket
(21, fig. 20) to the crankcase.

Remove the three bolts and lockwash-
ers that secure the starter in the fly-
wheel shroud and remove the starter.
R e m o v e  t h e  s c r e w  ( 2 2 )  a n d  f l a t
washer (36) that secures the support
bracket to the end bell (24) and re-
move the bracket from the starter.

b. Cleaning and Inspection.
(1)

(2)

(3)

Clean the external surfaces of the
starter with a cloth dampened in an
approved cleaning solvent  and dry
thoroughly. Clean corrosion from the
electrical terminal of the starter.
Inspect the terminal of the starter for
corrosion and damaged threads.

Remove the brush access cover and
inspect the starter internally for dam-
age. Inspect the brushes for oil soaked
condition and excessive wear. If the
brushes are less than half their orig-
inal length replace the brushes as di-
rected in c below. Refer a defective
starter to depot maintenance for over-
haul.

c. Brush Replacement.
(1)

(2)

Lift the four brushes (28 and 29) out
of the brush holders.
Remove the four  screws (25)  and
lockwashers (26) that secure the end
bell (24) to the housing assembly (35)
and remove the end bell.
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(3)

(4)

(5)

Unsolder the leads of the two brushes (6)
(29) from the field winding assembly
(34) .
Unsolder the leads of the two brushes
(28) from the brush holders. (7)
Solder the leads of four new brushes to
the winding assembly and brush hold- (8)
ers.

Position the end bell (24) on the
housing assembly (35) and secure
with the four lockwashers (26) and
screws (25).
Insert the four brushes into the brush
holders under the tension springs.
Install the brush access cover (23 ) on
the housing assembly.
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d. Installation.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Position the starter support bracket
(21, fig. 20) on the end bell (24) and
secure with the lockwasher (36) and
screw (22).
Install the starter in the flywheel
shroud and secure with the three lock-
washers and bolts.
Secure the starter support bracket to
the crankcase with two lockwashers
and hex nuts.
Connect the electrical cable to the
terminal of the starter.
Install the battery (par. 9).

114. Spark Plugs and Cables

a. Removal.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Remove the screw (9, fig. 11) and
clamp (12) that secures the ignition
cable (8) to the cylinder head shroud
(13).
Tag and disconnect the ignition cable
(8) from the spark plug (7) and the
ignition magneto (21).
Remove the spark plug and gasket
from the cylinder head.
Remove the three remaining spark
plugs and ignition cables in a similar
manner.

b. Cleaning, Inspection, and Repair.
(1)

(2)

(3)

Clean the outside of the spark plugs
and ignition cables with a cloth damp-
ened in cleaning solvent and dry
thoroughly.
Inspect the ignition cables for cracked
or frayed shielding, damaged threads,
and broken or missing clamps. Replace
broken or missing clamps and replace
the cables if damaged.
Clean the spark plugs with a suitable
plug cleaner. Inspect the spark plugs
for burned electrodes and for cracked
porcelain. Replace a defective spark
plug.

c. Installation.
(1) Install the gasket and spark plug (7,

fig. 11) in the cylinder head and
tighten to a 25 to 30 lb. torque.

(2) Connect the ignition cable (8) to the
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(3)

(4)

installed spark plug and ignition mag-
neto (21).
Secure the ignition cable to the cylin-
der head shroud (13) with the clamp
(12) and screw (9).
Install the three remaining spark
plugs and ignition cables in a similar
manner.

115. Ignition Magneto

a. Testing Magneto Spark.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Tag and disconnect the four ignition
cables (8, fig. 11) from the ignition
magneto (21).
Insert an insulated wire, bared at both
ends, into one of the terminal posts
of the magneto.
Place the ignition switch (1, fig. 10) in
the ON position and crank the engine
with the starter. With the bared end
of the wire held one-eighth inch away
from the cylinder head shroud, an in-
tense blue spark should be observed.
Continue the test inserting the wire in
the three remaining terminal posts of’
the magneto.
If no spark is observed, disconnect the
switch-to-magneto lead by removing
the screw (29, fig, 11). Retest for a
spark. If a spark is now observed, the
ignition switch is defective and must
be replaced.
If no spark is observed in the proced-
ures outlined in (1) through (5)
above, replace the breaker points as
described in e below.

b. Removal.
(1) Disconnect the switch-to-magneto lead

at the screw (29, fig. 11).
(2) Tag and disconnect the four ignition

cables (8) from the magneto (21).
(3) Disconnect the ground strap (16)

from the cylinder head.
(4) Remove the two hex nuts and the bolt

that secures the magneto in place and
remove the magneto and gasket.

c. Disassembly.
(1) Remove the 2 screws (2, fig. 21) that

secure the capacitor (1) in the end
cap (9) and remove the capacitor.
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Figure 21.

(2) Remove the 2 screws (10) and 2 (4)
screws (11) that secure the end cap
(9) to the magneto housing (50) and
remove the end cap.

(3) Remove the distributor rotor (12)
from the spur gear (39).

d.  Cleaning, Inspection, and Repair. (5)

(1)

(2)

(3)

Clean the outside of the magneto, end
cap, and rotor with a cloth dampened
with an approved cleaning solvent and
dry thoroughly.

Inspect  the end cap and rotor  for
cracks, breaks or other visible dam- (6)

age. Replace a defective end cap and
rotor.
Inspect the points of the contact set
for pitting or burning. Replace a de- (7)

fective contact set.

c. Contact Set Replacement.
Remove and disassemble the ignition

(8)

magneto as described in b and c above.
Remove the screw (19, fig. 21) and

(9)

lockwasher (18) that disconnect the

Remove the two screws (14) and lock-
washers (15) that secure the wick and
holder assembly (13) and the station-
ary member of the contact set (16) to
the breaker plate and remove the con-
tact and wick holder.
Position the stationary member of the
contact set (16) and the wick and
holder assembly (13) on the contact
breaker plate (46) and secure with
the two lockwashers (15) and screws
(14).

Place the movable member of the con-
tact set (16) on the pin of the contact
breaker plate (46) and install the re-
taining ring (17).
Connect the electrical leads of the

(1)

(2)

electrical leads from the contact set, f. Contact Set Adjustment.

magneto to the contact set (16) with
the lockwasher (18) and screw (19).
Adjust the breaker point gap setting
as prescribed in f below.
Reassemble and install the ignition
magneto as outlined in g and h below.

(3)
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(16). (1)
Remove the retaining ring (17) that
secures the movable member of the (2)
contact set to the contact breaker plate
(46) and remove the movable contact.

Remove and disassemble the magneto
as described in b and c above.
Loosen the two screws (14, fig. 21)
and increase or decrease the clearance
between the stationary point and the
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Figure 22.

movable point to obtain the proper h. Timing and Installation.

(3)

(4)

clearance of 0.015 inch. (1)
Tighten the 2 screws (14) and rein-
spect the clearance. (2)
Reassemble and install the magneto
as outlined in g and h below.

g. Reassembly.
(1)

(2)

(3)

Install the distributor rotor (12, fig.
21) on the spur gear (39).
Position the end cap (9) on the mag- (3)
neto housing (50) and secure with
the 2 screws (10) and 2 screws (11). (4)
Insert the capacitor (1) in the end
cap and secure with the two screws
(2).

Remove the spark plug from the num-
ber 1 cylinder (par. 114).
Crank the engine slowly until air
blows from the spark plug hole, indi-
cating start of the compression stroke.
Continue cranking until the edge of
the marked flywheel vane is in line
with the mark on the shroud as shown
in figure 22.
Remove the timing hole plug (18, fig.
11) from the gear cover (19).
Turn the magneto drive gear clockwise
so that when the magneto is positioned
on the engine, its drive gear will en-
gage the idler gear with the marked
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(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

tooth of the drive gear visible through
the lower half of the inspection hole
as illustrated in figure 22.
Position a new gasket and the ignition
magneto (21, fig. 11) in place on the
engine and secure with the bolt and
two hex nuts.
Install the timing hole plug (18) in
the hole of the gear cover (19).
Connect the ground strap (16) to the
cylinder head.
Connect the four ignition cables (8)
to the magneto.
Connect the switch-to-magneto lead at
the screw (29).
Install the spark plug in the number 1
cylinder (par. 114).

116. Air Cleaner Assembly

a .  R e m o v a l .
(1) Loosen the two hose clamps that se-

cure the hose to the carburetor (11,
fig. 11) and the air cleaner assembly
(14) and remove the clamps, sleeve
spacer and the hose from the air
cleaner and the carburetor.

(2) Remove the four hex nuts, lockwash-
ers, and bolts that secure the air
cleaner assembly to the flywheel
shroud and remove the air cleaner.

b. Cleaning and Inspection.
(1)

(2)

(3)

Clean all metal parts with an approved
cleaning solvent and dry thoroughly.
Inspect the hose for oil soaked condi-
tion and other visible signs of deteri-
oration. Replace a defective hose.
Inspect the air cleaner assembly for
cracks, breaks, and distortion. Inspect
the oil cup of the air cleaner for leaks.
Replace a defective air cleaner as-
sembly.

c. Installation.
(1)

(2)

(3)

Position the air cleaner assembly (14,
fig. 11) on the flywheel shroud and
secure with four bolts, lockwashers,
and hex nuts.
Install the hose sleeve spacer and two
hose clamps on the carburetor (11)
and air cleaner and tighten the
clamps.
Service the air cleaner assembly as
prescribed in paragraph 52.

Section Il. AIR SHROUDING GROUP

117. General

The air shrouding group, made up of the fly-
wheel shroud, heat deflectors, cylinder shrouds, (6)
and shroud covers, is incorporated to direct
forced cooling air from the flywheel over the
cooling fin surfaces of the cylinders and cylin-
der heads. (7)

118. Flywheel and Flywheel Shroud (8)
a. Removal.

(1) Remove the housing assembly (par.
106) .

(2) Remove the electrical engine starter (9)
(par. 113).

(3) Remove the engine accessory gener-
ator (par. 112).

(4) Remove the muffler (par. 121).
(5) Remove the eight screws (2, fig. 23) (10)

and lockwashers (3) that secure the
flywheel shroud screen (1) to the fly-
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wheel shrewd (18) and remove the
screen from the shroud.
Remove the six bolts (18, fig. 36) and
]ockwashers (19) that secure the gen-
erator drive sheave (17) to the fly-
wheel (20) and remove the sheave.
Remove the headless straight pin (14)
from the crankshaft (34).
Bend the locking ears of the lockwash-
ers (16) away from the hex nut (15)
and remove the nut from the crank-
shaft.
Strike the end of the crankshaft with
a soft hammer to dislodge the flywheel
from the taper on the crankshaft.
Remove the flywheel and woodruff key
(21) from the crankshaft.

Remove the eight bolts (9, fig. 23) and
lockwashers (10) that secure the fly-
wheel shroud to the cylinder head
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(11)

shrouds (6 and 7), lower cylinder
shrouds (15), and the cylinder heat
deflectors (16 and 17).
Remove the six bolts and lockwashers
that secure the flywheel shroud to the
gear cover and remove the flywheel
shroud.

b. Cleaning, Inspection, and Repair.
(1)

(2)

(3)

Clean all parts in an approved clean-
ing solvent and dry thoroughly.
Inspect the flywheel shroud and the
screen for cracks, breaks, distortion,
and damaged threads. Straighten a
bent or distorted shroud and screen
and repair cracks and breaks by weld-
ing. Replace a shroud or screen dam-
aged beyond repair.
Inspect the flywheel for cracks, breaks,
and damaged threads. Replace a dam-
aged flywheel.

c. Installation.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)
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Position the flywheel shroud (18, fig.
23) on the gear cover and secure with
six lockwashers and bolts.
Secure the flywheel shroud to the cyl-
inder heat deflectors (16 and 17),
lower cylinder shrouds (15), and cyl-
inder head shrouds (6 and 7) with the
eight lockwashers (10), and bolts (9).
Insert the woodruff key (21, fig. 36)
in the crankshaft (34). Install the
flywheel (20) on the crankshaft and
secure with the Iockwasher (16) and
hex nut (15).
Install the headless straight pin (14)
in the crankshaft.
Position the generator drive sheave
(17) on the flywheel and secure with
the six lockwashers (19) and bolts
(18),
Mount the flywheel shroud screen (1,
fig. 23) on the flywheel shroud (18)
and secure with the eight lockwashers
(3) and screws (2).
Install the muffler (par. 121).

Install the engine accessory generator
(par. 112).

Install the electrical engine starter
(par. 113).

(10) Install the housing assembly (par.
106).

119. Cylinder Shrouds and Heat Deflectors
a. Removal.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)
(6)

(7)

Remove the ignition cables and spark
plugs (par. 114).
Remove the five screws (8, fig. 23) and
lockwashers (10) that secure the cyl-
inder head shroud (7) to the rear
shroud cover (12), lower cylinder
shroud (15), and the flywheel shroud
(18) and remove the cylinder head
shroud.
Remove the two bolts (13), lockwash-
ers (14), screw (8), and lockwasher
(10) that secure the rear shroud
cover (12) in place and remove the
shroud cover.
Remove the two bolts (9) and lock-
washers (10) that secure the lower
shroud (15) to the cylinder and re-
move the lower shroud.
Remove the manifold (par. 123).
Remove the screw (8) and lockwasher
(10) that secure the cylinder heat de-
flector (17) to the flywheel shroud
(18) and remove the heat deflector.

Remove the remaining shrouds and
heat deflector in a similar manner.

b. Cleaning, Inspection, and Repair.
(1)

(2)

(3)

Clean all parts with an approved
cleaning solvent and dry thoroughly.
Inspect the various shrouds for dents,
cracks, breaks, and damaged threads.
Straighten minor dents and repair
cracks and breaks by welding. Replace
a shroud or heat deflector damaged be-
yond repair.
Retouch or repaint all shrouds as re-
quired to protect metal surfaces.

c. Installation.
(1)

(2)
(3)

Position the heat deflector ( 17, fig. 23)
on the flywheel shroud (18) and se-
cure with the lockwasher (10) and
screw (8).
Install the manifold (par. 123).
Secure the lower shroud (15) to the
cylinder with the two lockwashers
(10) and bolts (9).
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(4)

(5)

Position the rear shroud cover (12) on
the lower shroud and heat deflector
and secure with the lockwasher (10),
screw (8), 2 lockwashers (14) and 2

(6)

bolts (13).
Place the cylinder head shroud (7) on (7)

shroud and secure with the five lock-
washers (10) and screws (8).

Install the spark plugs and ignition
cables (par, 114).

Install the remaining shrouds and heat
the installed shroud cover and lower deflector in a similar manner.

Section III. MANIFOLD AND CYLINDER BLOCK GROUP

120. General

The manifold and cylinder block group, con-
sisting of the carburetor, intake and exhaust
manifold, cylinder heads, cylinder block assem-
blies, and the muffler, make up the upper por-
tion of the engine where mixing and combus-
tion of the fuel takes place. The carburetor
meters fuel into the air stream passing into the
manifold. The intake valves of the cylinder
block assemblies admit the air-fuel mixture into
their respective cylinders at the precise time for
compression and combustion. The burnt gases
pass out of the cylinder through the exhaust
valves, manifold, and muffler.

121. Muffler

a. Removal.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Remove the two pipe nipples (1 and 4,
fig. 8) and elbow (3).
Remove the elbow (6, fig. 24) from
the muffler (7).
Remove the two hex nuts (10), lock-
washers (9), and the clamp (8) that
secure the muffler to the muffler mount
(11) and unscrew the muffler from
the coupling (12).
Remove the coupling, pipe nipple (13),
and elbow (14) from the intake and
exhaust manifold (24).

b. Cleaning, Inspection, and Repair.
(1)

(2)

(3)
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Clean rust and corrosion from the
muffler and all fittings with a wire
brush.

Inspect the muffler for cracks, breaks,
and damaged threads. Replace a de-
fective muffler.

Inspect the various fittings for cracks,
breaks, distort ion,  and damaged
threads. Repair damaged threads.

Replace a fitting damaged beyond re-
pair.

(4) Inspect all attaching parts for distor-
tion and damaged threads. Replace
all defective parts,

c. Installation.
(1)

(2)

(3)
(4)

Install the elbow (14, fig. 24), pipe
nipple (13), and coupling (12) in the
intake and exhaust manifold (24).
Install the muffler (7) in the coupling
(12) and secure the muffler to the
muffler mount (11) with the clamp
(8), two lockwashers (9), and hex
nuts (10).
Install the elbow (6) on the muffler.
Install the two pipe nipples (1 and 4,
fig. 8) and the elbow (3).

122. Carburetor

a. Adjustment.
(1) Start the engine (par. 41) and allow

the engine to warm up properly be-
fore making any adjustments on the
carburetor.

(2) Close the throttle and adjust the throt-

(3)

(4)

(5)

tle stop screw (14, fig. 25) for the
desired idle speed.
Turn the idle adjusting needle (20)
counterclockwise until the engine rolls
because of a rich mixture.
Turn the needle clockwise until the
engine runs irregularly because of a
lean mixture.
Turn the needle counterclockwise
again as far as possible maintaining
smooth engine operation.

Note. This adjustment will give a slower
idling speed than a slightly leaner adjust-
ment with the same throttle stop screw set-
ting, but will give the smoothest performance.
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(6) Readjust the throttle stop screw as
necessary to obtain proper idle speed.

b. Removal.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Disconnect the choke control (15, fig.
24) from the carburetor (18).
Disconnect the fuel line from the car-
buretor.
Disconnect the governor linkage from
the throttle shaft assembly (16, fig.
25).
Remove the hose of the air cleaner
assembly (par. 116).
Remove the two bolts (16, fig. 24) and
lockwashers (17) that secure the car-
buretor (18) and gasket (19) to the
intake and exhaust manifold (24) and
remove the carburetor and gasket.

c. Disassembly.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)
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Remove the bolt (2, fig. 25) and gasket
(3) that secure the fuel sediment bowl
(1) and gasket (4) to the body (34)
and remove the bowl and gasket.
Remove the headless straight pin (6)
and the float (5) from the body.
Remove the valve assembly (7) from
the body.
Remove the main nozzle (8), gasket
(9), and power jet (10) from the
body.
Remove the packing retainer (17) and
preformed packing (18) from the
body.
Remove the idle adjusting needle (20)
and the spring (21) from the body.
Remove the screw (14) and spring
(15) from the throttle shaft assembly
(16).
Remove the two screws (13) that se-
cure the throttle fly (12) to the throt-
tle shaft assembly (16) and remove
the throttle fly. Remove the throttle
shaft assembly from the body.
Remove the two screws (23) that se-
cure the choke fly (22) to the choke
shaft assembly (28) and remove the
choke fly.
Remove the choke shaft assembly from
the body (34). Remove the cotter pin
(26) and choke swivel (25) from the

(11)

(12)

shaft assembly. Remove the screw
(24) from the swivel.
Disconnect the spring (27) from the
bracket assembly (30). Remove the
two screws (31) that  secure  the
bracket assembly to the body and re-
move the bracket and the preformed
packing (32).
Remove the two sleeve bushings (19)
if defective or worn.

d. Cleaning, Inspection, and Repair.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Clean all metal parts with an approved
cleaning solvent and dry thoroughly.
Clear all fuel passages with com-
pressed air.
Inspect the body for cracks, breaks,
distortion, and damaged threads. In-
spect the fuel passages making certain
they are not obstructed. Repair dam-
aged threads. Replace a body damaged
beyond repair.
Inspect the float and sediment bowl for
cracks and distortion. Repair cracks
by soldering. Replace parts damaged
beyond repair.
Inspect the valve assembly for proper
closing and seating. Replace a defec-
tive valve assembly.
Inspect all other parts for distortion
and damage. Replace all defective
parts.

e. Reassemble.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Install the two sleeve bushings (19,
fig. 25) in the body (34).
Insert the preformed packing (32) in
the body. Position the bracket assem-
bly (30) on the body and secure with
the two screws (31).  Attach the
spring (27) to the bracket.

Install the choke shaft assembly (28)
in the body, Position the choke fly
assembly (22) on the shaft assembly
and secure with the two screws (23).

Install the screw (24) in the choke
swivel (25). Insert the swivel in the
shaft assembly and install the cotter
pin (26).

Insert the throttle shaft assembly (16)
in the body (34). Position the throttle
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Figure 24

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

fly (12) on the shaft assembly and
secure with the two screws (13).
Install the screw (14) and spring (15)
on the throttle shaft assembly.
Install the preformed packing (18)
and packing retainer (17) in the body.

Install the spring (21) and the idle
adjusting needle (20) in the body.
Install a new gasket (9), main nozzle
(8), and the power jet (10) in the
body (34).

Install the valve assembly (7) in the
body.

Position the float (5) on the body and
install the headless straight pin (6).

Secure a new gasket (4) and the fuel
sediment bowl (1) to the body with a
new gasket (3) and the bolt (2).

f. Installation.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)
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Secure a new gasket (9, fig. 24) and
the carburetor (18) to the intake and
exhaust manifold (24) with the two
lockwashers (17) and bolts (16).

Install the hose of the air cleaner as-
sembly (par. 116).

Connect the governor linkage to the
throttle shaft assembly (16, fig. 25).

Connect the fuel line to the carburetor.

Connect the choke control (15, fig. 24)
to the carburetor (18).

Adjust the carburetor as
above.

outlined in a

123. Intake and Exhaust Manifold

a. Removal.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Remove the muffler (par. 121).

Remove the carburetor (par. 122).

Remove the 4 hex nuts (21, fig. 24)
and lockwashers (22) that secure the
intake and exhaust manifold (24) and
2 gaskets (26) to the cylinder blocks.
Remove the manifold, gaskets, and 6
gasket inserts (25) from the cylinder
blocks.

Remove the four studs (23) from the
cylinder blocks if defective.

b. Cleaning and Inspection.

(1) Clean all rust and corrosion from the
manifold with a wire brush.

(2) Inspect the manifold for cracks,
breaks, distortion, and damaged
threads. Replace a defective manifold.

(3) Inspect all attaching hardware for dis-
tortion and damaged threads. Replace
if defective.

c. Installation.

(1)

(2)

Install the four studs (23, fig. 24) in
the cylinder blocks.

Position the 6 gasket inserts (25), 2
new gaskets (26) and the intake and
exhaust manifold (24) on the cylinder
blocks and secure with the 4 lockwash-
ers (22) and hex nuts (21). Tighten
the nuts to 40 to 50 ft-lb torque.
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Figure 25

(3) Install the carburetor (par. 122).

(4) Install the muffler (par. 121).

124. Cylinder Heads

a. Removal.
(1)

(2)

(3)

R e m o v e  t h e  a i r shrouding group
(pars. 118 and 119).

Remove the 17 bolts (1, fig. 24) and
flat washers (2) that secure the cylin-
der block head assembly (3) and the
gasket (4) to the cylinder block and
remove the head and gasket.

Remove the other cylinder head in a
similar manner.

b. Cleaning and Inspection.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)
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Clean all carbon deposits from the cyl-
inder blocks. Clean the carbon from
the tops of the pistons and blow car-
bon away with compressed air.
Brush and scrape the carbon out of the
cylinder heads.
Wipe the cylinder heads and blocks
with a cloth dampened with an ap-
proved solvent and dry thoroughly.
Inspect the cylinder heads for cracks,
breaks, or warping. Replace a defec-
tive cylinder head.
Inspect the top of the cylinder blocks
for cracks or breaks. Inspect the cyl-
inder walls for scoring or pitting. Re-
port a defective block to depot mainte-
nance.
Inspect the top of the valve seats. Re-
port defective valves or seats to depot
maintenance.

c. Installation.
(1)

(2)

(3)

Position a new gasket (4, fig. 24) and
the cylinder block head assembly (3)
on the cylinder block and secure with
the 17 flat washers (2) and bolts (1).
Tighten the bolts to 25 to 32 ft-lb
torque.

Install the remaining cylinder block
head assembly in a similar manner.

Install the air shrouding group (pars.
118 and 119).

125. Valve Lifters

a. Valve Inspection Covers.
(1) Removal.

(a)
(b)

(c)

Remove the governor (par. 135).
Remove the bolt (2, fig. 26) and flat
washer (3) that secures the valve
inspection cover (1) and gasket (4)
to the cylinder block (13) and re-
move the cover and gasket.
Remove the three remaining covers
in a similar manner.

(2) Cleaning and Inspection.
(a) Clean the covers in an approved

cleaning solvent and dry thor-
oughly.

(b) Inspect the covers for distortion and
other visible damage. Replace a de-
fective cover.

(3) I n s t a l l a t i o n .
(a) Position the gasket (4, fig. 26) and

the valve inspection cover (1) on
the cylinder block (13) and secure
with the flat washer (3) and bolt
(2).
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Figure 26.

(b) Install the three remaining covers (2) Crank the engine slowly until the
in a similar manner. number 1 piston rising in compression

(c) Install the governor (par. 135). stroke blows air out of the spark plug
b. Valve Lifter Adjustment. hole. Continue until the marked vane

(1) Remove the valve inspection covers as on the flywheel alines with the number
outlined in a above. 1 centerline mark on the flywheel
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(3)

(4)

shroud which is 45° counterclockwise (5)
from vertical as shown in figure 22.
Insert a feeler gage between the cap
of the tappet assembly (5, fig. 26) and
the end of the valve (10) and measure

(6)

the clearance. The proper clearance
for the intake valves is 0.008 and 0.016
inch for the exhaust valves cold. The
clearance is correct when there is a
slight drag felt as the feeler gage is (7)

moved.
Turn the cap of the tappet assembly

Turn the crankshaft 180° clockwise
and adjust the lifter clearance. of
number 3 cylinder as in (3) above.

Turn the crankshaft until the marked
vane is in line with the number 2 cyl-
inder centerline (fig. 22). Adjust the
lifter clearance of the number 4 cylin-
der as in (3) above.

Turn the crankshaft 180° clockwise
and adjust the lifter clearance of the
number 2 cylinder as in (3) above.

until the correct clearance is obtained. (8)
The adjusting screw is self-locking
and will hold this setting.

Install the valve inspection covers as
outlined in a above.

Section IV. OIL FILLER AND FILTER MOUNTING GROUP

126. General

The oil filler and filter mounting group, made
up of the oil filter, oil filler tube, breather cap,
and oil sabre, provides a means of maintaining
a clean supply of lubricating oil in the engine
crankcase.

127. Oil Filler Tube and Sabre

a. Removal.
(1) Remove the oil sabre (28, fig. 11)

from the crankcase and remove the
cork washer from the sabre.

(2) Pull the breather cap (1) off the oil
filler tube and remove the tube and the
oil filler screen from the crankcase.

b. Cleaning and Inspection.

(1)

(2)

(3)

Clean all parts with an approved clean-
ing solvent and dry thoroughly.
Inspect the filler cap, filler tube, and
sabre for cracks, breaks, and distor-
tion. Inspect the sabre for legible oil
level marks. Replace all defective
parts.
Inspect  the screen for  tears and
clogged condition. Replace a defective
screen.

c. Installation
(1)
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Install the oil filler screen and the oil
filler tube in the crankcase and install
the breather cap (1, fig. 11) on the
filler tube.

(2) Install the cork washer on the oil sabre
(28) and insert the sabre in the crank-
case.

128. Oil Filter
a. Removal.

(1)

(2)

(3)

Remove the filter element from the oil
filter (par. 52).
Disconnect the oil lines from each of
the elbows in the oil filter (24, fig. 11)
and remove the elbows from the oil
filter.
Remove the four hex nuts, lockwash-
ers, and bolts (25) that secure the oil
filter to the frame and remove the
filter.

b. Cleaning and Inspection.
(1)

(2)

(3)

Clean the oil filter with an approved
solvent and dry thoroughly.
Inspect the oil filter for cracks, breaks,
distortion, and damaged threads. Re-
place a defective oil filter.
Inspect all attaching parts for distor-
tion and damaged threads. Replace
all defective parts.

c. Installation.
(1)

(2)

(3)

Position the oil filter (24, fig. 11) on
the frame and secure with the four
bolts (25), lockwashers, and hex nuts.
Install the two elbows in the oil filter
and connect the oil lines to the elbows.
Install a new filter element in the oil
filter (par. 52).
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Section V. FUEL PUMP, FUEL STRAINER AND FUEL TANK

129. General

The fuel pump, fuel strainer, and fuel tank
make up the major component of the fuel sys-
tem. The fuel pump delivers fuel from the fuel
tank to the carburetor through the fuel strainer.
The fuel pump is mounted on the fuel pump
adapter and is operated by an arm and plunger
mechanism which is actuated by the eccentric
on the camshaft.

130. Fuel Strainer

a. Removal.
(1) Disconnect the fuel line from the fuel

strainer (1, fig. 27).
(2) Remove the fuel strainer from the pipe

nipple (2) and remove the nipple and
elbow (3) from the fuel pump (5).

b. Cleaning and Inspection.
(1)

(2)

(3)

Clean all parts in an approved clean-
ing solvent and dry thoroughly.
Inspect the fuel strainer for a cracked
or broken glass. Inspect the strainer
body for cracks, distortion, and dam-
aged threads. Replace a defective fuel
strainer.
Inspect the nipple and elbow for dis-
tortion and damaged threads. Replace
a defective part.

c. Installation.
(1) Install the elbow (3, fig. 27) and the

(2)

(3)

pipe nipple (2) in the fuel pump (5).
Install the fuel strainer (1) on the
nipple.
Connect the fuel line to the fuel
strainer.

131. Fuel Pump and Adapter
a. Testing.
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(1)  Be sure the fuel  tank is  f i l led.
(2) Disconnect the fuel line (4, fig. 27)

from the carburetor and actuate the
primer handle lever (11). If fuel flows
from the disconnected fuel line the
fuel lines and pump are clear.

(3) If there is no flow of fuel or very little,
perform the following steps:

(a) Service the fuel strainer (par. 9).

(b) Inspect all fuel lines from the fuel
pump back to the fuel tank and
tighten any loose connections.

(c) Inspect for clogged fuel lines be-
tween the pump and tank. Blow out
with compressed air to clear.

(d) Inspect the fuel pump cover screw
and tighten if necessary.

(4) Reinspect the fuel pump performance
as directed in (2) above. If the pump
operation is still unsatisfactory, re-
pair or replace the fuel pump as out-
lined below.

b. Removal.
(1)
(2)

(3)

(4)

Remove the fuel strainer (par. 130).
Disconnect the fuel line (4, fig. 27)
from the fuel pump (5) and the car-
buretor.
Remove the two bolts (6) and lock-
washers (7) that secure the fuel
pump and gasket (8) to the fuel pump
adapter (15) and remove the fuel
pump,
Remove the two screws (9) and lock-

(5)

washers (10) that secure the pump
adapter and the gasket (18) to the
crankcase and remove the gasket and
adapter.
Lift the plunger cap (17) with at-
tached plunger (16) from the crank-
case and remove the cap from the
plunger.

c. Disassembly.
(1) Fuel Pump.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Remove the bolt (1, fig. 28) and
gasket (2) that secure the pulsator
dome (3), gasket (4), and fuel filter
(5) to the fuel head (7) and remove
the dome, gasket, and filter from the
head.
Match mark the head and the
mounting bracket (22) to facilitate
alining of mating parts during re-
assembly.
Remove the six screws and lock-
washer assemblies (6) that secure
the head to the bracket and remove
the head with attached valves.
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(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

Remove the 3 screw and lockwasher
assemblies (13) that secure the
valve plate (12) and gasket (11) to
the head and remove the valve plate,
gasket, 2 valves (8), 2 springs (9),
and spring retainer (10).
To remove the diaphragm (14),
hold the linkage (21) up by press-
ing down on the rocker arm (20).
Press down on the diaphragm and
disconnect the diaphragm from the
linkage. Remove the diaphragm,
spring (16) and gasket (15) from
the mounting bracket (22).
Compress and disengage the spring
(17) from the rocker arm (20) and
the mounting bracket.
Drive the headless straight pin (18)
out of the mounting bracket. Re-
move and separate the rocker arm
(20), linkage (21), and the bushing
(19).

(2) Fuel Pump Adapter.
(a) Remove the setscrew that secures

the primer handle (11, fig. 27) in
the primer shaft (14) and remove
the handle and shaft from the fuel
pump adapter (15).

(b) Remove the packing ring (13) and
primer spring ( 1 2 )  f r o m  t h e
adapter.

d. Cleaning, Inspection, and Repair.
 (1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)
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Clean all metal parts in an approved
cleaning solvent and dry thoroughly.
Clear all fuel passages with com-
pressed air.
Inspect the valve plate, dome, pump
head, mouting bracket, and fuel pump
adapter for cracks, breaks, distortion,
and damaged threads. Replace defec-
tive parts.
Inspect  the rocker arm, l inkage,
primer shaft, and primer handle for
cracks, breaks, and excessive wear.
Replace all defective parts.
Inspect the fuel filter for clogged or
torn condition. Replace a defective
filter.
Inspect the springs for cracks, distor-
tion and lack of tension. Replace a
defective spring.

(6) Inspect all attaching hardware for dis-
tortion and damaged threads. Replace
defective hardware.

e. Reassembly.
(1) Fuel Pump Adapter.

(a)

(b)

Install the primer spring (12, fig.
27) and the packing ring (13) on
the fuel pump adapter (15).
Insert the primer shaft (14) in the
adapter. Install the primer handle
(11) in the shaft and secure with
the set screw in the shaft.

(2) Fuel Pump.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

Assemble the rocker arm (20, fig.
28) and the linkage (21). Insert
the bushing (19) in the alined holes
of the arm and linkage.
Position the arm and linkage in the
mounting bracket (22) and drive
the headless straight pin (18) into
the alined holes of the bracket and
bushing.
Install the spring (17) between the
bosses of the rocker arm and the
mounting bracket.
Position a new gasket (15), spring
(16) and a new diaphragm (14) on
the mounting bracket (22). Hold
the rocker arm (20) down and de-
press the diaphragm to engage it
with the hook end of the linkage
(21).
Install the spring retainer (10), 2
springs (9), 2 valves (8), gasket
(11), and valve plate (12) on the
fuel head (7) and secure the valve
plate with 3 screw and lockwasher
assemblies (13).
Position the fuel head on the dia-
phragm (14) and mounting bracket
(22) in accordance with match
marks made during disassembly
and secure with the six screw and
lockwasher assemblies (6).
Place the fuel filter (5), a new gas-
ket (4), and the pulsator dome (3)
on the fuel head and secure with
the gasket (2) and bolt (1).

f. Installation.
(1) Install the plunger cap (17, fig. 27)
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Figure 28.
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(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

on the plunger (16) and insert the
plunger in the crankcase.
Place a new gasket (18) and the fuel
pump adapter (15) on the crankcase
over the installed plunger and plunger
cap and secure in place with the two
lockwashers (10) and screws (9).
Position a new gasket (8) and the fuel
pump (5) on the fuel pump adapter
(15) and secure with the two lock-
washers (7) and bolts (6).
Connect the fuel line (4) to the fuel
pump and carburetor.
Install the fuel strainer (par. 130).

132. Fuel Tank

a. Removal.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Disconnect the fuel line tubing (1, fig.
18) from the elbow (20) and remove
the elbow from the fuel tank (16).
Remove the fuel tank cap (17) and
the safety pin (18) from the fuel tank.
Remove the pipe plug (19) from the
fuel tank and drain the fuel into a
suitable container.
Remove the two hex nuts (9), lock-
washers (8), flat washers (7), and
bolts (6) that secure the spout support
(5) to the test stand frame.
Remove the 4 hex nuts (13), lock-
washers (12), flat washers (11), and
bolts (10) that secure the 2 fuel tank
straps (15) and 2 strap liners (14)
to the frame and remove the straps
and the fuel tank.
Slip the spout support (5) off the
spout.

b. Cleaning, Inspection, and Repair.
(1)

(2)

(3)

Rinse the tank interior thoroughly
with an approved cleaning solvent.
Clean the exterior of the fuel tank and
all other metal parts with an approved
cleaning solvent and dry thoroughly.
Inspect the fuel tank for cracks, dents,
damaged seams and threads and for
weak or rusted spots. Repair minor
leaks by soldering. Replace a tank
damaged beyond repair.
Inspect the straps and all attaching
parts for damage and distortion. Re-
place a defective part.

c. Installation.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Place the spout support (5, fig. 18)
over the spout of the fuel tank (16).
Secure the fuel tank, strap liners (14),
and fuel tank straps (15) to the
underside of the frame with the four
bolts (10), flatwashers (11), lock-
washers (12), and hex nuts (13).

Position the spout support (5) on the
frame and secure with the two bolts
(6), flat washers (7), lockwashers
(8) and hex nuts (9).

Install the pipe plug (19) in the bot-
tom of the fuel tank.

Install the elbow (20) in the fuel tank
and connect the fuel line (1).

Fill the tank with the proper grade
fuel and install the fuel tank cap (17)
and safety pin (18) on the spout of
fuel tank.

Section VI. GOVERNOR AND CONTROL ASSEMBLY

133. General

The centrifugal flyweight governor is located
at the top and to the rear side of the gear cover,
It is driven by the camshaft at one and one-
eighth camshaft speed. Centrifugal action of
the rotating flyweights causes the governor to
pull the carburetor throttle toward the closed
or idle position, This action is counteracted by
the spring of the control assembly. The ad-
justed tension on this spring determines the
engine speed the governor will maintain.
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134. Governor Control Assembly

a. Removal and Disassembly.
(1)

(2)

(3)

Disconnect the spring (27, fig. 29)
from the adjusting screw (4) and the
shaft and lever assembly (48).
Remove the screw (7) that secures the
throttle control (6) to the control stop
(8) and pull the throttle control out of
the swivel block (16).
Pull the cotter pin (19) and remove
the flat washer (20) and the lever
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Figure 29.

(4)

(5)

(18) with attached parts from the
lever support pin (21).
Remove the bolt (14), two flat washers
(15) and the swivel block (16) from
the lever.
Remove the adjusting screw locknut (6)
(1) from the adjusting screw (4) and
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remove the screw and spring (2)
from the swivel pin (5). Remove the
cotter pin (3) from the adjustment
screw.

Remove the swivel pin (5) from the
lever.
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b. Cleaning and Inspection.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Clean all parts with an approved
cleaning solvent and dry thoroughly.
Inspect the lever, swivel pin, and lever
support pin for cracks, breaks, and
distortion. Replace all defective parts.
Inspect the springs for cracks, distor-
tion and lack of tension. Replace a
defective spring.
Inspect all other parts for distortion
and damaged threads, Replace all de-
fective parts.

c. Reassembly and Installation.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

Install the swivel pin (5, fig. 29) in
the lever (18).
Install the cotter pin (3) in the ad-
justing screw (4). Place the spring
(2) on the adjusting screw and insert
the screw in the swivel pin. Install
the adjusting screw locknut (1) on
the adjustment screw.
Install the swivel block (16), two flat
washers (15), and the bolt (14) in the
lever (18).
Position the lever with attached parts
on the lever support pin (21) and in-
stall the flat washer (20) and cotter
pin (19).
Insert the throttle control (6) through
the swivel pin (16) and secure in the
control stop (8) with the screw (7).
Connect the spring (27) to the adjust-
ing screw (4) and the shaft and lever
assembly (48).
Adjust the governor as outlined in
paragraph 135.

135. Governor

a. Governor Adjustment.
(1)

(2)

(3)
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Check and make certain the spring
(27, fig. 29) is hooked in the number
6 hole of the shaft and lever assembly
counting from the shaft outward.
With the engine at rest, remove the
hex nut (29) and lockwasher (30)
from the control rod ball joint (31).
Slip the ball joint out of the shaft and
lever assembly (48) and push the con-
trol lever rod (32) toward the car-
buretor to fully open the throttle fly.

(4)

(5)

(6)

With the externally threaded portion
of the ball joint at a right angle to the
control lever rod, the ball joint must
be in exact alinement with the top hole
in the shaft and lever assembly.
Loosen the hex nut (28) and turn the
ball joint on the rod to attain aline-
ment specified in (4) above, Tighten
the hex nut after adjustment.
Install the ball joint in the shaft and
lever assembly and secure with the
lockwasher (30) and hex nut (29).

b. Removal.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Disconnect the oil line assembly (22,
fig. 29) from the tee (23).
Disconnect the tachometer drive from
the tachometer adapter (45).
Remove the two control rod ball joints
(31) with attached control lever rod
(32) from the carburetor and gov-
ernor.
Disconnect the spring (27) from the
shaft and lever assembly (48).
Remove the four bolts and lockwash-
ers that secure the housing (54) to
the gear cover spacer and remove the
governor and gasket (46).

c. Disassemly.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Remove the drive shaft (44, fig. 29)
with attached parts from the housing
(54) .
Remove the two bearings (33 and 36)
from the drive shaft.
Remove the helical gear (34) and the
woodruff key (35) from the drive
shaft.
Slide the thrust sleeve (38) with at-
tached bearing (37) off the drive shaft
and remove the bearing from the
sleeve.
Remove the 2 headed straight pin (41)
from the 2 flyweights (40). Drive the
2 headless straight pins (39) out of
the flyweights and remove the fly-
weights from the flyweights hub (43).
Remove the plain tapered pin (42)
that secures the flyweight hub to the
drive shaft and remove the hub from
the shaft.
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(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

Remove the two headless straight pins
(53) from the housing (54).
Remove the tee (23), bushing (24)
and the tachometer adapter (45) from
the housing.
Remove the pipe plug (25) from the
housing.
Remove the plain tapered pin (52)
that secures the yoke (51) to the shaft
and lever assembly (48) and remove
the shaft and lever assembly pre-
formed packing (49), and the yoke
from the housing.
Remove the expansion plug (47) from
the housing.
Remove the two sleeve bearings (50)
from the housing if damaged or worn
excessively. For inspection procedure
see d below.
Loosen the 2 hex nuts (28) that secure
the 2 control rod ball joints (31) to
the control lever rod (32) and remove
the ball joints and hex nuts from the
control rod.

d. Cleaning, Inspection, and Repair.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)
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Clean all parts in an approved clean-
ing solvent and dry thoroughly.
Inspect the housing, flyweights, thrust
sleeve, and yoke for cracks, breaks,
distortion and damaged threads. Re-
pair cracks or breaks by welding and
repair damaged threads. Replace all
parts damaged beyond repair.

Rotate the bearings, inspecting for
rough rolling elements and races. Re-
place a defective hearing.

Inspect the oil line assembly for
cracks, breaks, and damaged threads.
Inspect the adapter, tee, and bushing
for damaged threads.

Inspect the drive shaft and gear for
distortion and excessive wear.

Inspect the shaft and lever assembly
and the two sleeve bearings for dis-
tortion and excessive wear. Replace
all damaged or defective parts.

Inspect all attaching hardware for dis-
tortion and damaged threads. Replace
any defective part.

e. Reassembly.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

Install the 2 hex nuts (28, fig. 29) and
2 control rod ball joints (31) on the
control lever rod (32).
Press the two sleeve bearings (50)
into the housing (54).
Install the expansion plug (47) in the
housing.
Position the yoke (51) in the housing.
Place the preformed packing (49) on
the shaft and lever assembly (48) and
insert the shaft and lever assembly in
the alined holes of the yoke and hous-
ing. Secure the yoke to the shaft with
the plain tapered pin (52).
Install the pipe plug (25), bushing
(24), tee (23), and the tachometer
adapter (45) in the housing (54).
Install the two headless straight pins
(53) in the housing.
Install the thrust sleeve hub (38) on
the drive shaft (44) and secure with
the plain tapered pin (42).
Position the 2 flyweights (40) on the
flyweight hub and install the 2 head-
less straight pins (39) in the alined
holes of the flyweights and hub. In-
stall the 2 headed straight pins (41)
in the 2 flyweights.
Install the bearing (37) on the thrust
sleeve (38) and slide the thrust sleeve
on the drive shaft.
install the woodruff key (35) and the
helical gear (34) on the drive shaft.
Install the two bearings (33 and 36)
on the drive shaft.
Install the drive shaft with Attached
parts in the housing.

f. Installation.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Position a new gasket (46, fig. 29) and
the governor on the gear cover spacer
and secure with the four lockwashers
and bolts.
Connect the spring (27) in the shaft
and lever assembly (48).
Install the two control rod ball joints
(31) with attached control lever rod
(32) on the governor and carburetor.
Connect the tachometer drive to the
tachometer adapter (45).
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(5) Connect the oil line assembly (22) to (6) Adjust the governor as outlined in a
the tee (23). above.

Section VII. ENGINE CONTROLS AND INSTRUMENTS

136. General

All controls and instruments necessary for
operation of the engine are located on the con-
trol panel. Controls and instruments must be
replaced when they become inoperative or show
signs of incorrect readings during normal op-
eration. Damage can be caused by overloading,
breakage, or wear. Before replacing any con-
trol or instrument, inspect all interconnections
of tubing or electrical leads between the control
or instrument and the component from which
it operates, Always handle instruments with
care, since they are sensitive. Any mishandling
may damage them.

137. Engine Instruments

a. Tachometer.
(1) Testing. Inspect the accuracy of the

tachometer by comparison with the
reading indicated on a suitable hand
held mechanical tachometer. Replace
a defective or inaccurate tachometer
as outlined below.

(2) Tachometer Replacement.
(a) Disconnect the tachometer drive

from the tachometer (9, fig. 9).
(b) Remove the four nuts and screws

that secure the tachometer to the
panel and remove the tachometer.

(c) Position a new tachometer (9) on
the panel and secure with four
screws and nuts.

(d) Connect the tachometer drive to the
tachometer.

b. Head Temperature Gage.
(1) Testing. Inspect the accuracy of the

head temperature gage by comparison
with the reading on a suitable thermo-
couple test instrument connected to
the same terminals as the temperature
gage. Replace a defective or inaccur-
ate head temperature gage as outlined
below.

(2) Head Temperature Gage Replacement.
(a) Remove the cylinder head shroud
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(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

from the right hand cylinder head
(par. 119).
Disconnect the sensing element of
the head temperature gage (28, fig.
9) from the cylinder head.
Remove the four nuts and screws
that secure the head temperature
gage to the panel and remove the
temperature gage.
Position a new head temperature
gage (28) on the panel and secure
with the four screws and nuts.
Attach the sensing element of the
head temperature gage to the cylin-
der head.
Install the cylinder head shroud
(par. 119).

c. Hourmeter.
(1) Removal.

(a) Tag and disconnect the electrical
leads from the back of the hour-
meter (10, fig. 9).

(b) Remove the nuts, lockwashers, and
bracket that secure the hourmeter
to the panel and remove the hour-
meter.

(2) Installation.
(a) Position the hourmeter (10) on the

panel and secure with the bracket,
lockwasher, and nuts.

(b) Connect the electrical leads to the
terminals of the hourmeter.

d. Ammeter. Replace a defective ammeter in
a similar manner as described in c above.

e. Oil Pressure Gage.
(1) Removal.

(a) Disconnect the oil line tubing from
the oil pressure gage (11, fig. 9).

(b) Remove the nuts, lockwashers, and
bracket that secure the oil pressure
gage to the panel and remove the
gage.

(2) lnstallation.
(a) Position the oil pressure gage (11)
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(b)

in the panel and secure with the
bracket, lockwashers, and nuts.
Connect the oil line tubing to the oil
pressure gage.

138. Engine Controls

a. Ignition Switch.
(1) Testing. Tag and disconnect the elec-

trical leads from the ignition switch
and test the switch for continuity with
a suitable test lamp circuit.

(2) Ignition Switch Replacement.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Tag and disconnect all electrical
leads from the ignition switch (1,
fig. 10).
Remove the hex nut and lockwasher
that secure the ignition switch to
the panel and remove the switch.
Position a new ignition switch (1)
in the panel and secure with the
lockwasher and hex nut.
Connect the electrical leads to the
ignition switch in accordance with
tags attached during removal.

b. Starter Switch. Test the starter switch
for serviceability and replace the starter switch
in a manner similar to that described in a above.

c. Fuse Holder.
(1) Removal.

(a) Disconnect the electrical leads from
the fuse holder (3, fig. 10).

(b) Remove the hex nut and lockwasher
that secure the fuse holder in the
panel and remove the fuse holder.

(2) Installation.
(a) Position a new fuse holder (3) in

the panel and secure with the lock-
washer and hex nut.

(b) Connect the electrical leads to the
fuse holder.

d. Throttle.
(1) Removal.

(a) Disconnect the throttle control (6,
fig. 11) from the governor control

assembly.
(b) Remove the hex nut (4) that se-

cures the throttle in the engine con-
trol panel (2) and remove the
throttle.

(2) Installation.
(a) Insert the throttle control (6) in the

engine control panel (2) and secure
with the hex nut (4).

(b) Connect the throttle to the governor
control assembly.

e. Choke Control. Remove and install the
choke control (5, fig. 11) in a manner similar
to that described in d above.
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Figure 30.

CHAPTER 6
HYDRAULIC SYSTEM MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS

Section I. RESERVOIR

139. Reservoir

a. Removal.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Remove the housing assembly (par.
106).
Remove the drain assembly (15, fig.
30) from the reservoir (17) and drain
the hydraulic fluid and discard.
Disconnect the relief valve-to-reser-
voir tubing (22, fig, 12), outlet selec-
tor valve-to-reservoir tubing (21), and
the reservoir-to-shutoff valve tubing
(46) from the flared tube tee (16, fig.
30) and from the elbow in the reser-
voir.
Remove the two straps that secure the
reservoir to the reservoir and control
panel support (18) and remove the
reservoir from the support.

b. Disassembly.
(1)

(2)

(3)

Remove the eight hex nuts, lockwash-
ers, and flat washers that secure the
cover assembly (1, fig. 30) and the
gasket to the reservoir and remove the
cover assembly.
Remove the reservoir fill cap (2) from
the tank filler neck (3). Remove the
strainer (4) from the cover assembly.
Remove the eight hex nuts, lockwash-
ers, and flat washers that secure the
cover assembly (5) and gasket to the

AND

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

SUPPORT

reservoir and remove the cover assem-
bly.
Remove the rubber hose (10) from
the filter element (9) and the tubing
of the cover assembly.
Remove the 2 hex nuts (6) and 2 lock-
washers (7) that secure the filter ele-
ment in the reservoir cover assembly
(8) and remove the filter element.
Remove the eight hex nuts, lockwash-
ers, and flat washers that secure the
cover assembly (11) and gasket to the
reservoir and remove the cover assem-
bly.
Remove the four screws (13) and lock-
washers (14) that secure the sending
unit (12) to the cover assembly and
remove the sending unit.

c. Cleaning, Inspection, and Repair.
(1)

(2)

(3)

Rinse the inside of the reservoir thor-
oughly with an approved cleaning sol-
vent. Clean the remaining metal parts
in an approved solvent and dry thor-
oughly.
Inspect the reservoir for dents, tears,
and damaged and leaking seams. Re-
pair minor leaks by soldering. Replace
a reservoir damaged beyond repair.
Inspect the cover assemblies for
cracks, breaks, and distortion. Replace
a defective cover assembly.
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(4) Inspect the strainer for torn and
clogged condition. Replace a defective
screen.

(5) Inspect all other parts for distortion
and damage. Replace all defective or
damaged parts.

d. Reassemble.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

Position the sending unit (12, fig. 30)
on the cover assembly (11) and secure
with the four lockwashers (14) and
screws (13).
Position a new gasket and the cover
assembly (11) with attached parts on
the reservoir and secure with the
eight flat washers, lockwashers, and
hex nuts.
Place a new filter element (9) in the
cover assembly (8) and secure with
the two lockwashers (7) and hex nuts
(6).
Install the rubber hose (10) on the
filter element and the tubing of the
cover assembly (5).
Position a new gasket and the cover
assembly (5) on the reservoir and
secure with eight flat washers, lock-
washers, and hex nuts.
Install the strainer (4) and tank filler
neck (3) in the cover assembly (1).
Install the reservoir fill cap (2) on the
filler neck.
Position a new gasket and the cover
assembly (1) on the reservoir and se-
cure with eight flat washers, lock-
washers, and hex nuts.

e. Installation.
(1)

(2)

Mount the reservoir (17, fig. 30) on
on the reservoir and control panel sup-
port (18) and secure in place with the
two straps.
Connect the reservoir-to-shutoff valve
tubing (46, fig. 12), outlet selector

(3)

(4)

(5)

valve-to-reservoir tubing (21), and
the relief valve-to-reservoir tubing
(22) to the flared tube tee (16, fig. 30)
and the elbow.
Install the drain assembly (15) in the
reservoir.
Install the housing assembly (par.
106).
Fill the reservoir with hydraulic fluid
(par. 9).

140. Reservoir and Control Panel Support
a. Removal.

(1) Remove the control panel assembly
(par. 107).

(2) Remove the engine controls (par. 138).
(3) Remove the reservoir (par. 139).
(4) Remove eight hex nuts, lockwashers,

flat washers, and bolts that secure the
reservoir and control panel support
(18) to the frame and remove the
support.

b. Cleaning, Inspection, and Repair.
(1)

(2)

(3)

Clean all parts in an approved clean-
ing solvent and dry thoroughly.
Inspect the support for cracks, breaks,
distortion, and damaged threads. Re-
pair minor cracks and breaks by weld-
ing. Replace a support damaged be-
yond repair.
Inspect all attaching hardware for dis-
tortion and damaged threads. Replace
any defective hardware.

c. Installation.
(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)

Position the reservoir and control
panel support (18, fig. 30) on the
frame and secure with eight bolts, flat
washers, lockwashers, and hex nuts.
Install the reservoir (par. 139).
Install the engine controls (par. 138).
Install the control panel assembly
(par. 107).

Section Il. FILTERS AND MANIFOLD ASSEMBLY

141. General ble hydraulic fluid to the aircraft under test.

The high pressure and low pressure filters The high pressure filter is installed in the pump

are incorporated in the test stand hydraulic discharge line located on the back side of the
system to assure delivery of the cleanest possi- control panel, This filter has a throw away type
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element. The low pressure filter is attached to
the manifold which is mounted on the frame at
the inside back corner of the test stand.

142. High Pressure Filter

a. Servicing. Service the high pressure filter
as outlined in paragraph 71.

b. High Pressure Filter Replacement.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Disconnect the high pressure filter-to-
relief valve tubing (11, fig. 12), pump-
to-high pressure filter hose assembly
(8), and the high pressure filter-to-
outlet selector valve tubing (13).
Remove the flared tube tee (10) from
the high pressure filter (9).
Install the flared tube tee in a new high
pressure filter (9).
Connect the high pressure filter-to-
outlet selector valve tubing (13),
pump-to-high pressure filter hose as-
sembly (8), and the high pressure
filter-to-relief valve tubing (11).

143. Low Pressure Filter

a. Servicing. Service the low pressure filter
as outlined in paragraph 71.

b. Removal.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)
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Close the reservoir shutoff valve (12,
fig. 9).
Remove the plug (28, fig. 13) from
the bottom cover (26) and drain the
hydraulic fluid from the filter housing
(31) and manifold (20).

Disconnect the suction tubing (14, fig.
12), high pressure relief valve-to-
manifold tubing (12), pump-to-mani-
fold tubing (5), reservoir shutoff
valve-to-manifold tubing (26), and
the low pressure filter-to-bleed valve
tubing (6).
Disconnect the electrical leads from
the thermoswitch (23, fig. 13).
Remove the sensing element of the
fluid temperature gage (4, fig. 9) from
the manifold (20, fig. 13).
Remove the six bolts (21) and lock-
washers (22) that secure the manifold
housing to the frame of the test stand
and remove the manifold with at-
tached low pressure filter.

c. Disassembly.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

Loosen the locknut (1, fig. 13) and
remove the flared tube elbow (2) from
the top cover (16). Remove the lock-
nut and preformed packing (3) from
the elbow.
Remove the flared tube union (4) and
preformed packing (5) from the top
cover.
Remove the six bolts (6) that secure
the top cover and the preformed pack-
ing (7) to the filter housing (31) and
remove the top cover with attached
parts from the housing.
Remove the wing nut (8) that secures
the filter element cover (9), two gas-
kets (10) and the filter element (11)
to the plate assembly, (12) and remove
the cover, gaskets, and element.
Remove the 2 bolts (13) and lock-
washers (14) that secure the plate as-
sembly to the 2 spacers (15) and re-
move the plate assembly.
Remove the two spacers from the top
cover.
Remove the six bolts (27) that secure
the bottom cover (26) to the filter
housing and remove the bottom cover
and preformed packing (30).
Remove the four bolts (21) and lock-
washers (22) that secure the filter
housing and preformed packing (25)
to the manifold (20) and remove the
filter housing and preformed packing.
Remove the thermoswitch (23) and
preformed packing (24) from the
manifold.
Loosen the tube fitting locknut (17)
and remove the flared tube elbow (18)
and the preformed packing (19) from
the manifold. Remove the locknut
from the elbow.

d. Cleaning and Inspection.
(1)

(2)

Clean all metal parts with an approved
cleaning solvent and dry with a lint-
free cloth.
Inspect the filter housing and mani-
fold, top and bottom covers, filter ele-
ment cover, and plate assembly for
cracks, breaks, distortion and dam-
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(3)

(4)

aged threads. Replace all defective
parts.
Inspect the tube fittings and locknuts
for distortion and damaged threads.
Replace a damaged fitting or locknut.
Inspect all attaching hardware for
distortion and damaged threads. Re-
place defective hardware,

e. Reassembly.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

Install the locknut (17, fig. 13) and a
new preformed packing (19) on the
flared tube elbow (18). Install the
elbow in the manifold (20) and
tighten the locknut to secure.
Install a new preformed packing (24)
and the thermoswitch (23) in the
manifold.
Position a new preformed packing
(25) and filter housing (31) on the
manifold and secure with the four
lockwashers (22) and bolts (21).
Place a new preformed packing (30)
and the bottom cover (26) on the
filter housing and secure with six
bolts (27) .
Install the two spacers (15) in the top
cover (16).
Position the plate assembly (12) on
the installed spacers and secure with
the two lockwashers (14) and bolts
(13).

Mount two new gaskets (10), a new
filter element (11), and the filter ele-
ment cover (9) on the plate assembly
(12) and secure with the wing nut
(8).

(8)

(9)

Place a new preformed packing (7)
and the top cover (16) on the filter
housing (31) and secure with six bolts
(6).
Install a new preformed packing (5)

(10)

and the flared tube union (4) in the
top cover.
Install the locknut (1) and a new pre-
formed packing (3) on the flared tube
elbow (2). Install the elbow in the
top cover and tighten the locknut to
secure.

f. Installation.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

Position the manifold (20, fig. 13)
with attached parts on the frame of
the test stand and secure with six
lockwashers (22) and bolts (21).
install the sensing element of the fluid
temperature gage (4, fig. 9) in the
end of the manifold.
Connect the electrical leads to the
thermoswitch.
Connect the low pressure filter-to-
bleed valve tubing (6, fig. 12), reser-
voir shutoff valve-to-manifold tubing
(26), pump-to-manifold tubing (5),
high pressure relief valve-to-mani-
fold tubing (12), and the suction tub-
ing (14).
Install the plug (28, fig. 13) and a
new preformed packing (29) in the
bottom cover (26).
Open the reservoir shutoff valve (12,
fig. 9).
Bleed air from the hydraulic system
(par. 70).

Section Ill. HYDRAULIC SYSTEM INSTRUMENTS

144. General

The various instruments necessary for opera-
tion of the hydraulic system of the test stand
are located on the control panel. Instruments
must be replaced when they become inoperative
or show signs of incorrect readings during nor-
mal operation. Damage may be caused by
overloading, breakage, or wear. Before re-
placing any instrument, inspect all interconnec-
tions of tubing or electrical leads between the
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instrument and the component from which it
operates.

145. Reservoir Level Indicator

a. Testing. Inspect the reservoir level indi-
cator accuracy by draining the fluid from the
reservoir and adding a measured, predeter-
mined amount of fluid to the reservoir and ob-
serve the indicator reading. Replace a defective
reservoir level indicator as outlined below.
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b. Removal.
(1) Disconnect the electrical leads from

the reservoir level indicator (2, fig. 9).
(2) Remove the nuts, lockwashers, and

bracket that secure the indicator in
the control panel (1) and remove the
indicator.

c. Installation.
(1) Position a new reservoir level indi-

cator (2) in the control panel (1) and
secure with the bracket, lockwashers,
and nuts.

(2) Connect the electrical leads to the
reservoir level indicator.

146. Fluid Flow Indicator

a. Removal.
(1) Disconnect the flexible cable that links

the fluid flow indicator (15, fig. 9) to
the pump.

(2) Remove the four nuts and screws (14)
that secure the flow indicator to the
control panel (1) and remove the flow
indicator.

b. Installation.
(1)

(2)

Position a new fluid flow indicator
(15) in the control panel (1) and se-
cure with the four screws (14) and
nuts.
Connect the flexible cable between the
fluid flow indicator and the pump.

147. Fluid Temperature Gage

a. Testing. A fluid temperature gage that
returns to ambient temperature indications
when the test stand is inoperative can be con-
sidered to be in proper operating condition.

The temperature gage accuracy can be checked
by inserting the sensing element of an accurate
thermometer in the reservoir with test stand
in normal operation and comparing the indi-
cated temperatures. Replace a defective fluid
temperature gage as outlined below.

b. Removal.
(1)

(2)

(3)

Close the reservoir shutoff valve (12,
fig. 9) and remove the plug in the bot-
tom of the low pressure filter draining
fluid from the filter and manifold as-
sembly.
Remove the sensing element of the
fluid temperature gage (4) from the
manifold.
Remove the three nuts and screws (5)
that secure the fluid temperature gage
to the control panel (1) and remove
the temperature gage.

c. Installation.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Position a new fluid temperature gage
(4, fig. 9) in the control panel (1)
and secure with the three screws (5)
and nuts.

Caution: Exercise extreme care in
handling the capillary tube and sens-
ing element of the temperature gage.
The slightest kink may render the
gage inoperative.
Install the sensing element of the fluid
temperature gage (4) in the manifold.

Install the plug in the bottom of the
low pressure filter and open the reser-
voir shutoff valve (12).

Bleed air from the hydraulic system
(par. 70).

Section IV. CONTROL VALVES AND PANEL

148. General
The various control valves of the hydraulic

system are located on the control panel. When
these control valves become damaged or in-
operative they must be repaired or replaced as
outlined in this section. After the removal of
a control valve, inspect the interconnecting hose
assemblies or tubing for damage or obstructions
making certain the questionable control valve is
the source of trouble.

149. High Pressure Relief Valve

a. Removal.

(1) Disconnect the high presure filter-to-
relief valve tubing (11, fig. 12), high
pressure relief valve-to-manifold tub-
ing (12), high pressure relief valve-to-
snubber valve tubing (32), and the
relief valve-to-bypass valve tubing
(38) .
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Figure 31.

(2)

(3)

Remove the adjusting screw (1, fig.
31) and locking nut (2) from the cap
(9). (2)
Remove the hex nut (3) that secures
the high pressure relief valve to the
control panel and remove the relief
valve. (3)

b. Disassembly.
(1) Remove the valve spring guide (5, fig.

31), gasket (4), pilot spring (6),
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needle valve (7), and the seat (8)
from the valve cap.
Remove the two screws (10) that se-
cure the cap and preformed packing
(11) to the body (17) and remove the
cap and packing.
Lift the plunger (13) and spool spring
(14) out of the spool (15) and remove
the preformed packing (12) from the
plunger.
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(4) Remove the spool and the seat (16)
from the body.

c. Cleaning, Inspection, and Repair.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Clean all metal parts in an approved
cleaning solvent and dry with a lint-
free cloth.
Inspect the valve body and valve cap
for cracks, breaks, and damaged
threads. Retap damaged threads and
remove nicks and burs from gasket
seating surfaces. Replace a body or
cap damaged beyond repair.
Inspect the valve spring guide needle
valve, seat, plunger, spool, and seat
for nicks, burs, and distortion. Re-
move minor abrasions. Replace any
part damaged beyond repair.
Inspect the springs for cracks, distor-
tion, and lack of tension, Replace a
defective spring.
Inspect all attaching parts for distor-
tion and damaged threads. Replace
all defective parts.

d. Reassembly.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Insert the seat (16, fig. 31) and the
spool (15) in the body (17).
Install a new preformed packing (12)
on the plunger (13) and place the
spool spring (14) and the plunger in
the spool.
Position a new preformed packing
(11 ) and the cap (9) on the body and
secure with the two screws (10).
Install the seat (8), needle valve (7),
pilot spring (6), a new gasket (4),
and the valve spring guide (5) in the
cap.

e. Installation.
(1)

(2)

(3)
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Position the high pressure relief valve
in the control panel and secure with
the hex nut (3, fig. 31).
Install the locking nut (2) on the ad-
justing screw (1) and install the
screw in the relief valve.

Connect the relief valve-to-bypass
valve tubing (38, fig. 12), high pres-
sure relief valve-to-snubber valve tub-
ing (32), high pressure relief valve-
to-manifold tubing (12), and the high

150.

pressure filter-to-relief valve tubing
(11).

Flow Control, Gage Snubber, Fluid
Bypass and Reservoir Shutoff Valves

a. Removal.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Disconnect the flow control valve-to-
outlet tubing (17, fig. 12) and the
outlet selector valve-to-outlet tubing
(31).
Remove the hex nut that secures the
handwheel on the flow control valve
(20, fig. 9) and remove the handwheel
and locking nut from the valve.
Remove the four bolts (32) that se-
cure the flow control valve to the con-
trol panel (1) and remove the valve.
Remove the remaining flow control
valve (21), gage snubber valve (23),
fluid bypass valve (27), and reservoir
shutoff valve (12) in similar manner.

b. Cleaning and Inspection.
(1)

(2)

(3)

Clean the valves with an approved
cleaning solvent and dry thoroughly.
Blow the fluid passages of the valves
clear with compressed air.
Inspect the valves for damaged or
broken handwheels, damaged threads,
and for improper closing. Replace a
defective valve.
Inspect all attaching hardware for
distortion and damaged threads. Re-
place defective or damaged hardware.

c. Installation.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Position the flow control valve (20,
fig. 9) in the control panel (1) and
secure with the four bolts (32).
Install the locking nut and handwheel
on the flow control valve and secure
with the hex nut.
Connect the outlet selector valve-to-¾
in. outlet tubing (31, fig. 12) and the
flow control valve-to-¾ inch outlet
tubing (17).
Install the remaining flow control
valve (21, fig. 9), gage snubber valve
(23), fluid bypass valve (27) and
reservoir shutoff valve (12) in a
similar manner.
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151. Outlet Selector Valve and
Pressure Selector Valve

a. Removal.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Disconnect the high pressure filter-to-
outlet selector valve tubing (13, fig.
12), outlet selector valve-to-reservoir
tubing (21), outlet selector valve-to-
outlet tubing (30 and 31).
Remove the bolt (31, fig. 9) that se-
cures the handle of the outlet selector
valve (16) in place and remove the
handle.
Remove the four screws (30) that se-
cure the valve to the control panel (1)
and remove the valve.
Remove the pressure selector valve
(8) in a similar manner.

b. Cleaning and Inspection.
(1) Clean the valves with an approved

cleaning solvent and dry thoroughly.

(2)

(3)

Blow the fluid passages of the valves
clear with compressed air.
Inspect the valves for cracks, breaks,
and damaged threads. Inspect the
handles for free movement. Replace
a defective or damaged valve.
Inspect all attaching hardware for
distortion and damaged threads. Re-
place any defective hardware.

c. Installation.
(1)

(2)

(3)

Position the outlet selector valve (16,
fig. 9) in the control panel (1) and se-
cure in place with the four screws
(30) .
Secure the handle of the outlet selector
valve in place with the bolt (31).
Connect the outlet selector valve-to-
outlet tubing (30 and 31, fig. 12) out-
let selector valve-to-reservoir tubing
(21), and the high pressure filter-to-
outlet selector valve tubing (13).

Section V. HYDRAULIC PUMP

1 5 2 .  G e n e r a l

The hydraulic pump is a variable volume,
axial piston-type unit designed to deliver up to
10 gpm at a maximum 5000 psi. The volume
of fluid delivered is varied by changing the
length of piston strokes in the barrel. These
piston strokes are controlled by the angle of the
cam plate against which they ride, The thrust
of the pistons is balanced by the admission of
pressure through a drilled hole in the piston
into an area in the surface of the piston shoe
that contacts the cam plate. This area is slightly
less than the effective piston area, which results
from the shoe being supported on an oil film
at all times. The cylinder barrel is supported on
a port plate into which are machined support
areas hydraulically balancing this portion of
the pump, The radial load created by the angle
of the cam plate is supported by a roller bear-
ing. The cylinder barrel is driven by a spline
shaft. The variable delivery controls are bolted
to the pump housing in easily removable units.
All working parts are submerged in a bath of
hydraulic fluid.
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153. Removal
a. Remove the

107) .
control panel assembly (par.

b. Drain and discard the hydraulic fluid from
the pump by removing the plug in the pump
case.

c. Disconnect the pump inlet-to-low pressure
filter hose assembly (4, fig. 12) from the filter
and manifold assembly (47) and pump (1).

d. Disconnect the pump-to-manifold tubing
(5) from the manifold and from the pump case
relief valve in the pump. Remove the relief
valve from the pump.

e. Disconnect the pump-to-high pressure
filter hose assembly (8) from the flared tube
tee (10) and from the check valve in the pump
(1). Remove the check valve from the pump.

f. Disconnect the pressure selector valve-to-
pump tubing (28) from the flared tube elbow
(27) and pump (l).

g. Remove the roller chain (21, fig. 18) from
the two coupling halves (22 and 23).

h. Remove the four bolts (25) and lockwash-
ers (26) that secure the pump mount to the
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engine and remove the pump mount with at-
tached pump from the engine.

154. Disassembly

a. Remove the two setscrews that secure the
coupling half (23, fig. 18) to the shaft of the
pump and remove the coupling halt’ and wood-
ruff key from the shaft.

b. Remove the four bolts and flat washers
that secure the pump mount to the pump and
remove the mount.

c. Remove the post of the fluid volume con-
trol with attached parts from the pump.

d. Remove the preformed packing, packing
retainer, and flat washer from the pushrod and
remove the screw and pushrod from the post.

e. Loosen the hex nut and remove the com-
pensator control tube with attached parts from
the pump.

f. Remove the bullet and 15 balls from the
control tube.

g. Remove the hex nut, screw, and pushrod
from the control tube.

155. Cleaning, Inspection, and Repair

a. Wipe the external surfaces clean with a
cloth dampened with an approved cleaning
solvent.

Caution: Observe precautions necessary to
prevent dirt from entering the various open-
ings in the pump while cleaning externally.

b. Clean all disassembled parts with an ap-
proved cleaning solvent and dry thoroughly.

c. Inspect the compensator control tube,
pushrod, balls, and bullet for nicks, burs, and
distortion. Inspect for free movement of the
bullet and balls in the control tube. Remove
nicks and burs from the pushrod and bullet.
Replace any part damaged beyond repair.

d. Inspect the handles, locknuts, and screws
for cracks, breaks, and damaged threads. Re-
place all defective parts.

e. Inspect the coupling halves and the roller
chain for cracks, breaks, and excessive wear.
Replace a defective coupling or chain.

f. Inspect all attaching parts for distortion
and damaged threads. Replace any defective
part.

156. Reassembly

a. Install the pushrod and the screw in-the
compensator control tube. Install the hex nut
on the control tube.

b. Apply a thin film of grease to the 15 balls
and the bullet and install the balls and bullet in
the control tube.

c. Install the compensator control tube in
the pump and tighten the hex nut to secure.

d. Install the pushrod and the volue control
screw in the post and install the flat washer,
packing retainer, and preformed packing on
the pushrod.

e. Install the post with attached parts in the
pump.

f. Position the pump mount on the pump and
secure with four flat washers and bolts.

g. Install the woodruff key in the shaft of the
pump and slide the coupling half (23, fig. 18)
on the shaft.

157. Installation

a. Position the pump mount with attached
pump on the engine and secure in place with
the four lockwashers (26, fig. 18) and bolts
(25).

b. Position the coupling half on the pump
shaft to allow clearance between the 2 halves
and secure in place with the 2 setscrews. In-
stall the roller chain (21) on the coupling.

c. Connect the pressure selector valve-to-
pump tubing (28, fig. 12) to the flared tube
elbow (27) and the pump (1).

d. Install the check valve in the discharge
part of the pump (1) and connect the pump-to-
high pressure filter hose assembly (8) to the
check valve and the flared tube tee (10).

e. Install the pump case relief valve in the
case of the pump and connect the pump-to-
manifold tubing (5) to the relief valve and
the manifold.

f. Connect the pump-to-low pressure filter
hose assembly (4) to the filter and manifold
assembly (47) and to the pump.

g. Fill the pump case with hydraulic fluid
and install the plug in the case of the pump.

h. Install the panel assembly (par. 107).
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MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS

Section I. HOUSING ASSEMBLY

H O U S I N G

CHAPTER 7

A N D  R U N N I N G GEAR

158. General

The steel housing assembly consists of a
welded steel frame, a four door roof assembly,
and front and rear panel assemblies. The four
roof doors are mounted to a hinge positioned
at the top center, and running the length of
the housing roof. These doors permit overhead
access to the engine, hydraulic reservoir com-
ponents, and control panel. The two front side
doors hinged at the side, unlock and open out to
permit access to both sides of the engine,
battery, fuel tank, and other engine accessories.
The other side door, also hinged at the side,
permits access to the back of the control panel
and the entire hydraulic system.

159. Removal and Disassembly

a. Remove the housing assembly (par. 106).

b. Remove the six hex nuts (32, fig. 32),
lockwashers (33), and screws (34) that secure
the gasket retaining ring (35) and gasket (36)
to the rear top door assembly (44) and remove
the ring and gasket.

c. Remove the screw (40) and lockwasher
(41) that secure the rubber bumper (42) to
the spacer (43) and remove the bumper.

d. Remove the hex nut, spacer, two lock-
washers (39) and screws (38) that secure the
door support (37) to the door. Remove the hex
nut and bolt that secure the door support to the
housing assembly (72) and remove the support.

e. Remove the seven hex nuts (45), lock-
washers (46), and bolts (47) that secure the
door to the butt hinge (59) and remove the
door and neoprene strip (48).

f. Remove the remaining top door assemblies
(30 and 50) in a similar manner as described in
a through e above.
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g. Remove the 6 hex nuts, lockwashers, and
bolts that secure the 3 hinge retainer assemblies
(57 and 58) to the housing assembly and re-
move the 3 retainers and 2 hinges (59 and 60).

h. Remove the hex nut (14) and clamp arm
(15) from the clamp stud (20) and remove the
spring (16), flat washer (17) and the stud with
attached knob (18) from the door assembly
(23). Loosen the setscrew (19) and remove
the knob from the stud. Remove the seven re-
maining knobs in a similar manner.

i. Remove the four remaining door assem-
blies in a similar manner as described in c
through e above.

j. Remove the headless straight pin (63)
that retains the spring (64) and hose support
hook (65) in the plate assembly (66). Remove
the four bolts (61) and lockwashers (62) that
secure the plate assembly to the housing and
remove the plate assembly. Disassemble the
other hanger assembly in a similar manner.

k. Remove the four hex nuts, lockwashers,
flat washers (68) and screws (69) that secure
the bow handle (67) to the housing assembly
and remove the handle. Remove the remaining
three bow handles in a similar manner.

160. Cleaning, Inspection, and Repair
a. Clean all metal parts with an approved

cleaning solvent and dry thoroughly. Remove
rust and corrosion from the housing and doors
with a wise brush.

b. Inspect all sheet metal parts for dents,
cracks, and tears. Straighten all minor dents
and repair cracks by welding. Retouch or re-
paint exposed metal surfaces. Replace any sheet
metal part damaged beyond repair.

c. Inspect the hinges for seized hinge pins
and for bent or distorted condition. Replace a
defective hinge.
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d. Inspect all attaching hardware for cracks,
breaks, distortion, and damaged threads. Re-
place all damaged parts.

161. Reassembly and Installation

a. Position the bow handle (67, fig. 32) on
the housing assembly (72) and secure with the
four screws (69), flat washers (68), lockwash-
ers, and hex nuts. Install the remaining bow
handles in a similar manner.

b. Position the plate assembly (66) on the
housing assembly and secure with the four
lockwashers (62) and bolts (61). Place the
spring (64) on the hose support hook (65),
insert the hook in the plate assembly and install
the headless straight pin (63) in the hook.
Reassemble the remaining hose hanger as-
sembly in a similar manner.

c. Position the 2 hinges (59 and 60) and the
3 hinge retainers (57 and 58) on the housing
assembly and secure with the six bolts, lock-
washers, and hex nuts.

d. Position the door assembly (44) and neo-
prene strip (48) on the butt hinge (59) and
secure with the seven bolts (47), lockwashers
(46), and hex nuts (45).

e. Position the door support (37) on the
housing assembly and secure with the bolt and
hex nut, Secure the other end of the support
to the door assembly with the 2 screws (38), 2
lockwashers (39), spacer (43) and hex nut.

f. Assemble the remaining top door assem-
blies (30 and 50) in a similar manner as de-
scribed in d and e above.

g. Install the rubber bumper (42) on the
spacer (43) and secure with the lockwasher
(41) and screw (40).

h. Install the four door assemblies (21, 22,
23, and 24) in a similar manner as described in
c through e above.

i. Install the knob (18) in the clamp stud
(20) and secure with the setscrew (19). Place
the flat washer (17) on the stud, insert the stud
in the door and install the spring (16), clamp
arm (15), and hex nut (14) on the stud. As-
semble the seven remaining door clamp assem-
blies in a similar manner,

j. Position the gasket (36) and gasket re-
taining ring (35) on the door assembly (44)
and secure with the six screws (34), lockwash-
ers (33), and hex nuts (32).

k. Install the housing assembly (par. 106).

Section Il. WHEEL AND AXLE ASSEMBLIES

162. General

The wheels of the running gear are secured
to cast iron hubs into which are pressed the
outer races of the wheel bearings. Grease re-
tainers are installed in the inner ends of the
hubs to prevent lubricant leakage. The axles
which carry the bearing cones and rollers are
supported by the arm assemblies. The rear
axles are secured directly to the arms, while
the front axles are pivot mounted with a king-
pin and connected to the steering gear with tie
rods. Each arm assembly has independent coil
spring suspension, pivoting on pins and bush-
ings installed in the arm supports.

163. Wheels

a. Wheel Bearing Adjustment.
(1) Support the frame, at a point near the

wheel to be adjusted, with a suitable
jack.
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(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Remove the grease cap (41, fig. 14)
from the hub (51).
Remove the cotter pin (42) and
tighten the nut (43) until a slight
drag is felt when the wheel is rotated
back and forth. This operation will
seat the cones and rollers in the bear-
ing cups.

Loosen the nut just enough to line up
the nearest slot in the nut with the
cotter pin hole in the axle assembly
(69). Install a new cotter pin.

Install the grease cap and lower the
jack.

b. Removal and disassembly.
(1) Release the brake lever assembly (25,

fig. 14) and block a wheel to prevent
the test stand from rolling.

(2) Remove the wheel (par. 74).
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(3) Remove the tire valve cap (39) and
check valve (40) from the inner tube
(38) deflating the tube.

(4) Remove the 8 hex nuts (32), lock-
washers (33), and bolts (34) and re-
move the 2 wheel halves (35 and 36)
from the pneumatic tire (37). Re-
move the inner tube from the tire.

(5) Remove the grease cap (41) from the
hub (51).

(6) Remove the cotter pin (42), nut (43),
and key washer (44) from the axle
assembly (69).

(7) Remove the roller bearing cone (45)
and the hub with attached parts from
the axle.

(8) Remove the hub from the brake drum
(52) and remove the five rib neck
bolts (50) from the brake drum.

(9) Remove the grease seal (47), roller
bearing cone (48), and the two roller
bearing cups (46 and 49) from the
hub.

(10) Remove and disassemble the other
wheels in a similar manner.

c. Cleaning, Inspection, and Repair.
(1) Clean all metal parts in an approved

cleaning solvent and dry thoroughly.
(2) Rotate the bearing cones in their re-

spective cups inspecting rough or
worn rolling elements and races. Re-
place a defective bearing.

(3) Inspect the wheel halves and brake
drum for cracks and distortion. Re-
place a defective wheel half or brake
drum.

(4) Inspect the tire for cuts, bruises, wear,
and damaged cord inside the tire. Vul-
canize cuts and bruises if possible.
Replace a tire worn or damaged be-
yond repair.

(5) Inspect the tube for leaks by inflating
with air and immersing in water. Re-
pair a leaking tube with rubber patch-
ing material. Replace a tube damaged
beyond repair.

(6) Inspect all attaching hardware for dis-
tortion and damaged threads. Replace
all unserviceable hardware.

d. Reassembly and Installation.
(1) Install the two roller bearing cups

(46 and 49, fig. 14), roller bearing
cone (48), and the grease seal (47)
in the hub (51).

(2) Press the five rib neck bolts (50) into
the brake drum (52) and mount the
drum on the hub.

(3) Install the hub with attached parts
and the roller bearing cone (45) on
the axle assembly (69).

(4) Install the key washer (44) and cas-
tellated hex nut (43) on axle, adjust
the bearings as outlined in a above
and install the cotter pin (42).

(5) Install the grease cap (41) in the hub.
(6) Insert the inner tube (38) in the pneu-

matic tire (37). Install the 2 wheel
halves (35 and 36) in the tire and
secure together with the 8 bolts (34),
lockwashers (33), and hex nuts (32).

(7) Install the check valve (40) in the
inner tube and inflate the tube to 30
psi. Install the tire valve cap (39)
on the tube.

(8) Install the wheel (par. 74).
(9) Lower the jack, remove the wheel

blocks and set the brake lever as-
sembly (25).

164. Axles and Steering Tie Rods

a. Tie Rod Adjustment.
(1) Make sure the test stand is on a

smooth and level surface.

(2) Lay the drawbar assembly (11, fig.
14) on the surface pointed straight
ahead.

(3) Measure the distance between the
kingpin (57) on each side to a center
point on the end of the drawbar and
move the drawbar as necessary to
equalize these measurements.

(4) Measure the distance between each
outer tie rod end (4) and the steering
arm assembly (14). Equalize these
measurements by loosening the bolts
(8) in the loop clamps (9) and rotate
the tie rods (10) as required. Tighten
the bolts after the adjustment is made.
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(5)

(6)

(7)

Place a mark on the outside diameter
of each front tire at a point level with
the hub.
Measure the distance between these
marks. Move the test stand until the
marks are level with the hub on the
back side of the tires and measure the
distance between the marks.
The distance between the marks when
at the front side of the tires should be
one-fourth inch less than at the rear.
Loosen the loop clamps (9) on each
end of both tie rods (10) and rotate
both tie rods equally until this adjust-
ment is obtained, Secure the clamps
after the adjustment is made.

b. Removal and Disassembly.
(1)
(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)
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Remove the wheels (par. 163).
Disconnect the cable assembly (23),
fig. 14 from the brake assembly (66).
Remove the four hex nuts (67, fig. 14)
and lockwashers (68) that secure the
brake assembly to the axle assembly
(69) and remove the brake assembly.
Remove the four bolts (64) and lock-
washers (65) that secure the axle as-
sembly (69) to the arm assembly (77)
and remove the axle.
Remove the other rear axle in a simi-
lar manner.
Remove the 2 cotter pins (1) and 2
nuts (2) that secure the 2 tie rod
ends (4 and 5) in place and remove
the tie rod ends with attached parts.
Remove the 2 hex nuts (6), lockwash-
ers (7), and bolts (8) that secure the
2 loop clamps (9) on the tie rod (10)
and remove the tie rod ends and
clamps from the tie rod.
Disassemble the other steering tie rod
assembly in a similar manner.
Drive the kingpin (57) out of the 2
sleeve bearings (61 and 62) and the
spindle assembly (60) and remove the
spindle and 2 thrust washers (58 and
59) from the axle bracket (63).
Remove the four bolts (55) and lock-
washers (56) that secure the axle
bracket to the support and arm as-
sembly (70) and remove the bracket.

(11 ) Press the two sleeve bearings out of
the bracket if defective.

(12) Remove and disassemble the remain-
ing spindle and bracket in a similar
manner.

c. Cleaning, Inspection, and Repair.
(1) Clean all metal parts with an approved

cleaning solvent and dry thoroughly.
(2) Inspect the axles and spindles for

cracks, breaks, distortion, and dam-
aged threads. Remove minor abra-
sions and repair damaged threads.
Replace an axle or spindle damaged
beyond repair.

(3) Inspect the axle brackets for cracks,

(4)

breaks and distort ion.  Repair  a
cracked bracket by welding, Replace
a bracket damaged beyond repair.
Inspect the kingpins and sleeve bear-
ings for nicks, burs, distortion, and
excessive wear. Replace a defective or
excessively worn kingpin and sleeve
bearing.
Inspect all attaching hardware for dis-
tortion and damaged threads. Replace
all defective hardware.

(5)

d. Reassembly and Installation.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

Press the two sleeve bearings (61 and
62, fig. 14) into the axle bracket (63).
Position the bracket on the support
and arm assembly (70) and secure
with the four lockwashers (56) and
bolts (55) .
Position the spindle assembly (60)
and two thrust washers (58 and 59)
in the bracket and drive the kingpin
(57) into the spindle.
Reassemble and install the remaining
spindle and bracket in a similar man-
ner.
Install the 2 loop clamps (9) on the
tie rod (10) and screw the 2 tie rod
ends (4 and 5) into the tie rod. Secure
the clamps with the 2 bolts (8), lock-
washers (7), and hex nuts (6).
Install the assembled tie rod in the
spindle and the steering arm assembly
and secure with the 2 nuts (2) and 2
cotter pins (1).
Reassemble and install the remaining
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(8)

(9)

tie rod and tie rod ends in a similar
manner.
Position the axle assembly (69) on the (10)
arm assembly (77) and secure with

(64).
Position

the four lockwashers (65) and bolts (11)

the brake assembly (66) on (12)

the axle and secure with the four
lockwashers (68) and hex nuts (67).
Connect the cable assembly (23) to
the brake assembly.
Install the remaining axle assembly in
a similar manner.
Install the wheels (par. 163).

165. General

The handbrake

Section Ill. HANDBRAKE ASSEMBLY

assembly is mounted on the
rear axle and is mechanically operated, through
cables, by the brake lever assembly. Moving
the lever to a horizontal position actuates the
expanding-type brake assemblies in the rear
wheels, forcing the brake shoes out against the
brake drums, which are mounted to the rear
wheel hubs.

166. Brake Lever Assembly

a. Removal and Disassembly.
(1)

(2)

(3)

Remove the brake lever assembly
(par. 76).
Remove the 3 cotter pins (10 and 14,
fig. 15) from the 3 headed straight
pins (11 and 18) and remove the
headed straight pins and 5 flat wash-
ers (13 and 15) from the brake lever
assembly.
Remove the 2 rod end clevises (12),
2 levers (16), and 2 sleeve spacers
(17) from between the side plates of
the brake lever assembly.

b. Cleaning, Inspection, and Repair.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)
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Clean all parts with an approved
cleaning solvent and dry thoroughly.
Inspect the spacers, levers, and clev-
ises for cracks, breaks, and distortion.
Straighten minor bends and repair
cracks by welding. Replace any part
damaged beyond repair.
Inspect the lever assembly for free
movement between the side plates.
Inspect the knurled knob at the outer
end of the lever for free rotation. Re-
place a defective lever
Inspect all hardware
and damaged threads.
fective.

assembly.
for distortion
Replace if de-

C. Reassembly and Installation.

(1)

(2)

(3)

Position the 2 sleeve spacers (17, fig.
15), 2 levers (16), and 2 rod end
clevises (12) between the side plates
of the brake lever assembly.

Insert the 3 headed straight pins (11
and 18) in the alined holes of the
spacers, clevices, levers, and 5 flat
washers (13 and 15) and install the
3 cotter pins (10 and 14) in the
headed straight pins.

Install the brake lever assembly (par.
76).

167. Brake and Cable Assemblies

a. Removal and Disassembly.
(1)

(2)

Remove the brake assemblies (par.
163).

Disconnect the cable assemblies from

(3)

the brake lever assembly (par. 76).

Remove the 2 elastic grommets (24,
fig. 14) that secure the cable assem-
blies (22 and 23) to the frame as-
sembly (87) and remove the cable
assemblies.

b. Cleaning, lnspection, and Repair.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Clean all metal parts with an ap-
proved cleaning solvent and dry thor-
oughly.

Blow all dust and dirt from the brake
assemblies with compressed air.

Inspect the cable assemblies for free
movement of the cables in their re-
spective housings. Inspect the cable
housings for visible signs of damage.
Replace defective cable assemblies.

Inspect the shoes of the brake as-
semblies for damage and excessive
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wear. Replace worn brake lining on 23, fig. 14) to the frame assembly
the shoes. Inspect the return springs (87) with the 2 elastic grommets
for cracks, distortion and lack of ten- (24).
sion. Replace a defective brake as- (2) Connect the cables to the brake lever
sembly. assembly (par. 76).

c. Reassembly and Installation. (3) Install the brake assemblies (par.
(1) Secure the 2 cable assemblies (22 and 163) .

Section IV. FRAME ASSEMBLY

168. General

The frame assembly is a welded steel fabri-
cation providing the mounting place for all
major components of the test stand as well as
the attachment point for the various parts of
the running gear,

169. Arm and Support Assemblies

a. Removal and Disassembly.
(1) Remove the axle assembly (par. 164).

(2) Remove the two bolts (28, fig. 14) and
lockwashers (29) that secure the stop
bracket (27) to the support assembly
(84) and remove the stop bracket re-
leasing the spring (53).

(3) Remove the 4 retaining rings (75)
from the 2 headless grooved pins (76)
and remove the pins from the 2 sleeve
bearings (78) releasing the arm as-
sembly (77) from the support as-
sembly,

(4) Remove the two sleeve bearings from
the arm assembly if defective.

(5) Remove the hex nut (80 ), lockwasher
(81), bolt (83), and flat washer (82)
that secure the rubber bumper (79)
to the arm assembly and remove the
bumper.

(6) Remove the other arm assemblies in a
similar manner.

(7) Remove the six hex nuts (71), lock-
washers (72), flat washers (73) and
bolts (74) that secure the support
assembly to the frame assembly (87)
and remove the support assembly.

(8) Remove the other support assembly in
a similar manner.
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b. Cleaning, Inspection, and Repair.
(1) Clean all metal parts with an approved

cleaning solvent and dry thoroughly.

(2) Inspect the arm and support assem-
blies for cracks, breaks, distortion,
and damaged threads. Straighten
bends and repair cracks and breaks
by welding. Replace an arm or sup-
port assembly damaged beyond repair.

(3) Inspect the pins and bearings for
nicks, burs, and excessive wear. Re-
move minor abrasions from the pins
and bearings, Replace if defective or
excessively worn.

(4) Inspect the rubber bumper for oil
soaked condition or other visible signs
of deterioration. Replace a defective
rubber bumper.

(5) Inspect all attaching hardware for
distortion and damaged threads. Re-
place any defective parts.

c. Reassembly and Installation.
(1) Position the support assembly (84, fig.

14) under the frame assembly (87)
and secure with the six bolts (74),
flat washers (73), lockwashers (72),
and hex nuts (71 ).

(2) Install the other support assembly in
a similar manner.

(3) Place the rubber bumper (79) on the
arm assembly (77) and secure with
the bolt (83), flat washer (82), lock-
washer (81), and hex nut (80).

(4) Press the two sleeve bearings (78)
into the arm assembly (77).

(5) Position the arm assembly on the sup-
port assembly and install the 2 head-
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less grooved pins (76). Install the 4
retaining rings (75) in the grooves of
the pins.

(6) Place the spring (53) over the rubber
bumper on the arm assembly. Raise
the arm assembly and secure the stop

bracket (27) to the support assembly
with the 2 lockwashers (29) and 2
bolts (28).

(7) Install the other arm assemblies in a
similar manner.

(8) Install the axle assembly (par. 164).
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CHAPTER 8

DEPOT MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS

Section I. DEPOT MAINTENANCE SPECIAL TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

No special tools or equipment are required to perform depot maintenance of this test stand.

Section Il. TROUBLESHOOTING

170. General

This section provides information useful in diagnosis and correction, inspection, operation,
or failure of the hydraulic test stand, or any of its components. Each trouble symptom stated
is followed by a list of probable causes of the trouble. The possible remedy recommended is de-
scribed opposite the probable cause.

171. Engine Hard to Start or Fails to Start
Probable cause Possible remedy

Magneto defective ------------------------------------------------------ Repair or overhaul the magneto (par. 185).
Valves defective ------------------------------------------------------- Reseat or replace defective valves (par. 186).

172. Engine Misses or Runs Erratically
Probable cause Possible remedy

Magneto defective ----------------------------------------------------- Repair or overhaul the magneto (par. 185).
Valves burned, warped, or broken --------------------------- Grind or replace valves (par. 186).
Valve seats cracked --------------------------------------------------- Reface valve inserts (par. 187).
Compression poor ---------------------------------------------------- Replace valves (par. 186). Replace pistons and/or

piston rings (par. 195).

173. Engine Stops Suddenly
Probable cause Possible remedy

Magneto defective --------------------------------------------------- Repair or overhaul magneto (par. 185).
Connecting rod and crankshaft bearings seized due to Replace bearing and repair or replace crankshaft (par.

lack of oil. 196) .

174. Engine Will Not Idle Smoothly
Probable cause Possible remedy

Valves burned, warped, or sticking ----------------------------- Grind or replace valves (par. 186).
Valve springs weak or broken ------------------------------------ Replace defective valve springs ( par. 186).
Piston rings worn --------------------------------------------------- Replace piston rings (par. 195).
Pistons and cylinder walls scored ------------------------------------ Rebore cylinder blocks and install oversize pistons and

rings (pars. 195 and 199).

175. Engine Knocks or Develops Excessive Noise
Probable cause

Connecting rod and crankshaft bearings
Oil pump defective ----------------------

176. Engine Exhaust Smokey
Probable cause

Pistons and/or piston rings defective---
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Possible remedy

defective ------------ Replace worn or defective bearings (pars. 195 and 196).
--------------------------- Repair or replace oil pump (par. 193).

Possible remedy

---------------------- Replace pistons and/or piston rings (par. 195).
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177. Engine Starter Fails to Operate
Probable cause Possible remedy

Bendix drive spring broken ---------------------------------------- Replace spring (par. 184).
Commutator worn, burned or has high mica -------------- Repair commutator (par. 184).
Armature or field coils defective ------------------------------------ Overhaul starter (par. 184).

178. Ammeter Shows No Charge or Discharge With Engine Operating
Probable cause Possible remedy

Generator regulator defective ------------------------------------------- Repair generator regulator (par. 182).
Generator defective --------------------------------------------------- Repair or overhaul generator (par. 183).

179. Ammeter Needle Fluctuates Rapidly
Probable cause Possible remedy

Generator commutator has high mica --------------------------------- Turn down commutator and undercut mica (par. 183).
Generator regulator points burned ----------------------------------- Clean or replace defective regulator points (par. 182).

180. Hydraulic Pump Fails to Deliver Sufficient Pressure
Probable cause Possible remedy

Pump pistons and cylinder barrel defective ------------------ Replace pistons and cylinder barrel (pars. 207-209).
Pump shaft assembly sheared ------------------------------------------- Replace drive shaft assembly (pars. 207-209).
Compensator control defective -------------------------------------- Repair compensator control (pars. 202-206).

181. Hydraulic Pump Fails to Deliver Sufficient Volume
Probable cause Possible remedy

Pump pistons and cylinder barrel defective or Replace pistons and barrel assembly (pars. 207-209).
excessively worn.

Port plate excessively worn ---------------------------------------------- Replace port plate (pars. 207-209).
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CHAPTER 9

ENGINE MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS

Section I. ENGINE ACCESSORIES

182. Engine Generator Regulator

a. Removal. Remove the engine generator
regulator (par. 111).

b. Cleaning and Inspection.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

Clean the outside of the regulator with
a cloth dampened with an approved
cleaning solvent and dry thoroughly,
Remove the two screws (2, fig. 33)
and flat washers (3) that secure the
cover (1) and gasket (4) in place and
remove the cover and gasket.
Clean all leads, windings, insulators,
resistors, and other parts with a clean,
dry, lint-free cloth.
Inspect the coils, resistors, and in-
sulation for signs of burning. Replace
a defective regulator.
Inspect the contacts on all three units.
In normal use, the contacts will be-
come grayed. If the contacts are
burned, dirty, or rough, file them with
a contact point dresser. File just
enough so the contacts present smooth
surfaces toward each other. It is not
necessary to remove all traces of
burning. After filing, draw a piece of
linen tape, moistened with carbon tet-
rachloride, between the contacts. Re-
peat with dry tape. If contact points
are too badly burned to dress, replace
contacts as described in c below.
Adjust and test the regulator as in-
structed in e below.
Position the cover (1) and gasket (4)
on the regulator and secure in place
with the two screws (2) and flat
washers (3).

c. Contact Replacement.
(1) Removal.

(a) Remove the two screws (8) and
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(b)

(c)

lockwashers (7) that secure the
armature (6) in place and remove
the armature.
Remove the two screws (11) and
the lockwasher (12) that secure the
contact (16) in place and remove
the contact.
Remove the remaining contact in a
similar manner.

(2) Installation.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Position the contact (16) insulator
bushing (15), and insulator (13)
on the bus bar (14) and secure in
place with the lockwasher (12) and
the two screws (11).
Install the other contact in a similar
manner.
Install the armature (6) securing
in place with the lockwashers (7)
and screws (8).
Adjust and test the regulator as in-
structed in d below.

d. Testing and Adjustment.
(1) Continuity Test. Use a multimeter to

test the series and field circuits of the
regulator.

(a)

(b)

To test the series circuits, remove
the cover and touch test probes to
the armature terminal (center ter-
minal) and cutout relay armature
(6). If the circuit is open, replace
the regulator. Hold the cutout relay
armature (6) down and test the
armature terminal to the battery
terminal (left terminal). If the
circuit is open, clean and file the
contact points. Test again, if the
circuit is still open, replace the
regulator.
To test the field circuit, touch the
test probes to the field terminal
(r ight  terminal)  and regulator
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Figure 33.
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base.  The meter  must  show zero contacts (16) and repeat the test.
resistance. Open the contacts (16) If it tests faulty, replace the regu-
of the voltage regulator unit. The later.
meter must show the resistance of (2) Cutout  Relay.  The cutout relay acts
the shunt resistor. If the circuits to close the circuit between the bat-
do not test as above, file and clean tery-charging generator and the bat-
the voltage and current regulator tery when the voltage output is suffi-
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cient to charge the battery, and acts
to open the circuit as soon as reverse
current flows from the battery to the
generator.

(a) Air Gap Adjustment.
1. Be sure the regulator is discon-

nected from the battery.
2. Remove the regulator cover as de-

scribed in b above.
3. Press down on the cutout relay

armature (6) until contacts just
close.

4. Measure the air gap with a feeler

(b)

gage between the armature and the
center core. The gap should be
0.020 inch. Adjust, if necessary, by
loosening the two armature attach-
ing screws (8)  and raising or
lowering the armature. Tighten the
screws and measure the gap after
adjustment.

Note. Be sure that both contacts are
alined accurately and close simultane-
ously.
Contact Gap Adjustment.

1. Measure the gap between the con-
tact points on the cutout relay with
a feeler gage. The gap should be
0.020 inch.

2. Adjust, if necessary, by bending the
upper armature stop to give the
proper contact gap.

(c) Closing Voltage.
1. Disconnect the battery lead from

the regulator.
2. Mount the regulator on the unit, or

on a regulator test stand if avail-
able, in the operating position. Con-
nect the regulator to the generator.
Connect a voltmeter lead to the
armature terminal and ground the
other voltmeter lead on the regu-
later.

3. Polarize the generator to prevent
contacts from vibrating and burn-
ing by momentari ly placing a
jumper wire across the regulator
terminals marked GEN and BAT.
Do this after connecting all leads.

4. Start the engine and slowly increase
its speed. Observe the voltmeter
readings at which the cutout re-
lay closes. They should close be-

tween 5.9 and 6.7 volts. Turn the
closing voltage adjusting screw (5)
clockwise to increase closing volt-
age or counterclockwise to decrease
closing voltage until it is set at 6.0
volts.

Note. The regulator must be at operat-
ing temperature in order that proper
values be obtained during testing. Oper-
ate the unit for 15 minutes at operating
speed to bring up to normal operating
temperature.

(3) Voltage Regulator Unit. The voltage
regulator unit maintains a constant
battery-charging generator voltage
after the voltage has been allowed by
circuit valves to build up to the opera-
tional setting.

(a) Air Gap Adjustment.
1.

2.

3.

4.

(b)
1.

2.

3.

Be sure the regulator is discon-
nected from the battery.
Remove the cover as described in b
above.
Press down on the armature of the
voltage regulator unit until the con-
tact points are just touching.
Measure the air gap between the
armature and the center core. The
air gap should be 0.075 inch. Ad-
just, if necessary, by loosening the
screws (11) and raising or lower-
ing the contact (16). Tighten the
screws after adjustment is made.

Voltage setting.
Disconnect the battery lead from
the regulator.
Mount the regulator on the unit, or
on a regulator test stand if avail-
able, in the operating position. Con-
nect the regulator to the generator.
Connect a voltmeter lead to the bat-
tery terminal on the regulator and
ground the other voltmeter lead to
the regulator. Connect a fixed re-
sistor to the battery terminal of the
regulator and ground it. Fixed re-
sistance should be 0.75 ohm and
must be capable of carrying 10 am-
peres without any change of resist-
ance because of heat.
With the regulator cover in place,
bring the regulator to normal op-
erating temperature. Reduce engine
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(4)

speed and then increase slowly
again to operating speed. The indi-
cated voltage should be 7.2 volts at
a 70° ambient temperature.

4. Turn the voltage adjusting screw
(5) clockwise to increase voltage
setting and counterclockwise to de-
crease it. After each adjustment,
install the cover before observing
indicated voltage.

Current regulator unit. The current
regulator unit, centrally located on the
regulator, limits the battery-charging
generator current output to a prede-
termined maximum value.

(a) Air gap adjustment. The current
regulator unit air gap is inspected
and adjusted in the same manner as
the voltage regulator unit as de-
scribed in (3) (a) above.

(b) Current setting.
1. Mount the regulator on the unit or

on a regulator test stand, if avail-
able, in the operating position. Con-
nect the regulator to the generator.
Connect an ammeter to the battery
terminal of the regulator and to the
ammeter lead. Connect a carbon
pile or other suitable resistor across
the battery to permit variation of
current.

2. Polarize the generator as described
in (2) (c) 3 above and allow it to
attain normal operating tempera-
ture.

3. Slowly increase to operating speed.
Adjust the resistor across the bat-
tery to allow 32 amperes to flow
when the current regulator unit
contacts are held shut.

4. Release the contacts and adjust
them until the ammeter reads 30
amperes. Turn the current adjust-
ing screw clockwise to increase the
current setting and counterclock-
wise to decrease it.

Note. Replace the regulator if it will
not respond to the adjustments outlined
due to mechanical or electrical faults.

e. Install the engine generator regulator
(par. 111).
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183. Engine Accessory Generator

a. Removal. Remove the generator (par.
112).

b. Disassembly.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

Remove the pulley (15, fig. 19), fan
(18), and brushes (9) as outlined in
paragraph 112.
Disconnect the spring (13) from the
grounded brush holder assembly (4)
and remove the brush arm (12), flat
washer (14), and spring from the
brush holder.
Remove the hex nut (8), lockwasher
(7), and screw (6) that secure the
brush holder to the end bell (1) and
remove the brush holder.

Remove the insulated brush holder as-
sembly (5) in a similar manner.

Remove the end bell (30) with at-
tached parts from the housing (44).
Remove the woodruff key (19) and
collar (29) from the armature (31).

Press the armature out of the ball
bearing (25).

Remove the three screws (21) and
lockwashers (22) that secure the
bearing retaining plate (20) and gas-
ket (23) to the end bell and remove
the plate, gasket, flat washer (24),
ball bearing, felt retainer plate (26)
and preformed felt (27) from the end
bell.

Note. Do not perform the instructions in
(8), (9), and (10) below unless the tests in
d below show the frame and field assembly
defective.

Remove the two hex nuts (36), lock-
washers (37), flat washer (38), and
the insulating washer (39) that se-
cure the bushing insulator (40) and
stud terminal (41) in the housing and
push the stud out of the housing.

Remove the remaining stud terminal
in a similar manner.

Remove the 2 screws (33) that secure
the 2 pole pieces (32) to the housing
and remove the pole pieces, 2 insula-
tor plates (35), and windings (34)
from the housing.
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c. Cleaning, Inspection, and Repair.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

Clean a slightly dirty or discolored
commutator with a strip of NO. 00
sand paper. Blow sand and dust out
of the generator with clean, dry com-
pressed air.
Clean the housing and end bells with
an approved cleaning solvent and dry
thoroughly.
Inspect the armature shaft and shaft
bearing surfaces for nicks, burs, dis-
tortion and damaged threads. Replace
a defective armature.
Inspect the armature to be sure all
windings are secure in the core slots
and are properly soldered in the com-
mutator segments. Replace a defec-
tive armature.
Inspect the commutator for roughness
arid high mica, Place the armature
shaft bearing surfaces in v-blocks,
and, with a dial indicator, check the
commutator for out-of-round. Turn
down a commutator that is scored,
rough, has high mica, or is over 0.003
inch out-of-round.
If the mica is high or the commutator
has been turned, undercut the mica.
Inspect the housing for cracks, faulty
insulation, or damaged threads and
replace if defective.
Inspect and replace the brushes if nec-
essary (par. 112).
Rotate the ball bearing and inspect
for rough rolling elements and races.
Visually inspect the bearing for exces-
sive wear. Replace a rough or worn
ball bearing.
Inspect all other parts for cracks,
breaks, distort ion,  and damaged
threads and replace if defective.

d. Testing. Test the armature for shorts,
open circuits, and grounds using a suitable
growler. Test the field windings for continuity
and grounds with a test lamp circuit,

e. Reassembly.
(1) Before assembling the generator,

paint its interior surfaces, with the
exception of bearing surfaces and
points of electrical contact, with
fungicidal varnish.
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(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

Position the field winding (34, fig.
19), 2 insulator plates (35), and 2
pole pieces (32) in the housing (44)
and secure with the 2 screws (33).
Place the bushing insulator (40) on
the stud terminal (41) and insert
the terminal in the housing. Install
the insulating washer (39),  f lat
washer (38), 2 lockwashers (37), and
2 hex nuts (36). Install the remain-
ing stud terminal in a similar manner.
Install the preformed felt (27), felt
retainer plate (26), ball bearing (25)
and flat washer (24) in the end bell
(30). Position the gasket (23) and
the bearing retaining plate (20) on
the end bell and secure with the 3
lockwashers (22) and 3 screws (21).
Press the armature (31) into the in-
stalled ball bearing (25).
Install the armature and attached end
bell in the housing. Place the collar
(29) on the shaft of the armature and
install the woodruff key (19).
Position the grounded brush holder
assembly (4) on the end bell and se-
cure with the screw (6), lockwasher
(7), and the hex nut (8).
Install the flat washer (14), brush
arm (12) and spring (13) on the
brush holder (4) and connect the
spring to apply tension to the brush
arm.
Install the insulated brush holder as-
sembly (5) in a similar manner.
Install the fan (18), pulley (15), and
brushes (9) as outlined in paragraph
112.

f. Bench Testing the Generator. Test the as-
sembled generator for current draw and output
on a suitable generator test stand.

g. lnstallation. Install the generator (par.
112).

184. Electrical Engine Starter

a. Removal. Remove the starter (par. 113).

b. Disassembly.

(1) Remove the brush access cover (23,
fig. 20) from the housing assembly
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(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(35) and remove the brushes (par.
113).
Remove the four bolts (1) and lock-
washers (2) that secure the drive
housing (4) to the housing assembly
(35) and remove the armature (20)
with attached parts from the housing.
Remove the four screws (3) that se-
cure the bearing plate assembly (15)
and gasket (14) to the drive housing
and remove the drive housing from
the shaft of the armature.
Remove the pillow block cap (5),
sleeve bearing (6), and plain seal (7)
from the drive housing if these parts
are defective.
Bend the tabs of the 2 key washers
(10) away from the 2 shoulder bolts
(8 and 9) and remove the bolts from
the shaft and pinion assembly (11)
and driving head (13).
Remove the shaft and pinion assem-
bly, spring (12), driving head, gasket,
woodruff key (16), and bearing plate
from the shaft of the armature.
Remove the three thrust washers (17
and 19) and spring tension washer
(18) from the armature shaft.

Remove the two hex nuts (30), lock-
washers (31), flat washer (32), and
insulator washer (33) from the ter-
minal stud of the field winding assem-
bly (34).

Remove the four screws that secure
the winding assembly in the housing
and remove the winding if defective.

c. Cleaning, Inspection, and Repair.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)
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Clean all parts of the starter in the
same manner as described in para-
graph 183.

Inspect the armature, field winding
assembly and housing as outlined in
paragraph 183.

Inspect the sleeve bearing and the
bearing plate assembly for nicks,
burs, and distortion. Inspect the fit of
the bearings on the armature shaft.
Replace excessively worn bearings.

Inspect the shaft and pinion assembly

(5)

(6)

for damaged gear teeth and distorted
threads and replace if defective.
Inspect the spring for cracks and dis-
tortion. Replace a defective spring,
Inspect all other parts for distortion
and damaged threads and replace if
defective.

d. Testing. Test the starter in a manner
similar to that outlined in paragraph 183.

e. Reassembly.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

Position the field winding assembly
(34) in the housing assembly (35)
and secure with the four screws.
Install the insulator washer (33), flat
washer (32), 2 lockwashers (31), and
2 hex nuts (30) on the terminal stud
of the winding assembly.
Install the three thrust washers (17
and 19) and the spring tension washer
(18) on the shaft of the armature
(20).

Apply a thin film of oil on the bearing
surfaces of the armature shaft and
slide the bearing plate assembly (15)
on the shaft.

Insert the woodruff key (16) in the
armature shaft and slide the driving
head (13), spring (12), and shaft and
pinion assembly (11) on the armature
shaft.

Secure the spring (12), driving head
(13) and shaft and pinion assembly
(11) to the armature shaft with 2
new key washers (10) and the 2
shoulder bolts (8 and 9). Be sure the
bolt (9) seats in the hole provided in
the armature shaft.

Press the plain seal (7), sleeve bear-
ing (6), and pillow block cap (5) into
the drive housing (4).

Secure a new gasket (14) and the
bearing plate assembly (15) to the
drive housing with the four screws
(3).

Insert the armature with attached
parts in the housing assembly (35)
and secure the drive housing in place
with the four lockwashers (2) and
bolts (1) .
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(10) Install the brushes (par. 113) and the
brush access cover (23).

f. Bench-Testing the Starter.
(1)

(2)

No-load Test. Connect a 100-ampere
ammeter, a carbon-pile rheostat, and
a 6-volt battery in series with the
starter terminal and housing. con-
nect a voltmeter from the terminal to
the housing. With the voltage ad-
justed to 5.0 volts, the current should
be 68 amperes maximum at 4,000 rpm.
If the current and speed are both low,
check for high resistance in the in-
ternal connections. If the current is
high and the speed is low, check the
armature for binding.
Stall Torque Test. With the starter
connected as in (1) above, fasten a
torque arm and a spring scale to the
armature at the drive end. Adjust the
rheostat to give 2.0 volts. The correct
current reading is 280 amperes maxi-
mum and a stall torque of 4.4 ft-lb
minimum. Stall torque is the product
of the spring scale reading in pounds,
multiplied by the length of the torque
arm in feet. If current and torque are
both low, check the internal connec-
tions for high resistance and the
brushes for proper contact. High cur-
rent and low torque may be caused by
a defective armature or field winding.

g. Installation. Install the starter (par.
113).

185. Ignition Magneto

a. Removal. Remove
115).

b. Disassembly.

the magneto (par.
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(1)

(2)

(3)

Remove the distributor contact set
(par. 115).
Remove the retaining ring (41, fig.
21) and the threaded straight pin
(43) that secure the spur gear (42)
to the magneto rotor (47) and re-
move the gear.
Remove the four screws (20) that se-
cure the contact breaker plate (46) to
the magneto housing (50) and remove
the breaker plate and flat washer
(44).

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

Remove the retaining ring (38) that
secures the spur gear (39) in the
sleeve bearing (40) and remove the
gear.
Press the roller bearing (45) and the
sleeve bearing (40) from the contact
breaker plate (46) if defective.
Remove the two setscrews (49) that
secure the magneto coil (48) in the
housing and remove the coil.
Remove the cotter pin (21) and castel-
lated hex nut (22) that secure the
helical gear (23) and sleeve bushing
(24) on the rotor and remove the gear
and bushing.
Using a suitable gear puller, remove
the magneto coupling (29) with at-
tached spring (26) and housing (25)
from the rotor.
Remove the housing and spring from
the coupling, Remove the spring (30)
from the coupling.

Warning: Remove the housing
from the spring carefully and slowly
to prevent the rapid uncoiling of the
spring.
Remove the woodruff key (28), pack-
ing retainer (31), flat washer (32),
preformed packing (33), and flat
washer (34) from the rotor.

(11) Remove the retaining ring (35) from
the shaft of the rotor and press the
rotor out of the ball bearing (37).

(12) Remove the retaining ring (36) and
the ball bearing from the housing.

(13) Remove the threaded straight pin
(27) from the housing.

c. Cleaning, Inspection, and Repair.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Clean all metal parts with an approved
cleaning solvent and dry thoroughly.
Test the coil on a coil tester. The pri-
mary draw must be 1.6 amperes. Re-
place a defective coil.
Test the capacitor on a capacitor tester
for shorts, opens, and leakage and for
capacitance that should test between
0.17 and 0.21 pf (microfarad). Re-
place a defective capacitor.
Inspect the bearings for nicks, burs,
and abrasions. Rotate the ball bear-
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(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

ing, inspecting for rough rolling ele-
ments and races. Replace defective
bearings.
Inspect the end cap and housing for
cracks, breaks, and damaged threads.
Replace a damaged end cap or hous-
ing.
Inspect the rotor for cracks, breaks,
and corrosion. Replace a defective
rotor.
Inspect the gears for wear, chipped
or broken teeth. Check the fit of the
gears on their respective shaft and
bearings. Replace any defective part.
Inspect the springs for distortion,
cracks, and loss of tension. Replace a
defective spring.
Inspect the coupling for freedom of
movement. Inspect the housing for
cracks, breaks, and distortion.
Inspect the rotor and shaft for nicks,
burs, distortion, and damaged threads.
Remove minor abrasions from the
shaft of the rotor. Replace a defective
rotor.
Inspect all other parts for distortion
and damage and replace if defective.

d. Reassembly.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Install the threaded straight pin (27,
fig. 21) in the magneto housing (50).
Install the ball bearing (37) and the
retaining ring (36) in the housing.
Press the magneto rotor (47) into the
ball bearing and install the retaining
ring (35) on the shaft of the rotor.
Install the coil (48) in the magneto
housing (50) and secure with the two
setscrews (49).
Press the roller bearing (45) and
sleeve bearing (40) into the contact
breaker plate (46).

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

Insert the spur gear (39) in the in-
stalled sleeve bearing and install the
retaining ring (38).
Install the flat washer (44) on the
rotor. Position the breaker plate with
attached parts in the housing, and se-
cure with the four screws (’:,; !.
Install the spur gear (42) on the rotor
(47) alining the marked teeth of each
spur gear and at the same time aline
the pin holes of the gear and rotor
shaft. Secure the gear in place with
the threaded straight pin (43) and
the retaining ring (41).
Install the two springs (30) on the
magneto coupling (29). Install the
outer end of the spring (26) on the
spring anchor in the housing (25).
Engage the inner end of the spring in
the long slot of the coupling. Wind
one full turn clockwise and press the
coupling into the housing.
Install the assembled magneto impulse
coupling on the shaft of the magneto
rotor (47) alining key and keyway.
Install the contact set (16) and dis-
tributor rotor (12) as outlined in
paragraph 115.
Rotate the magneto rotor (47) until
the distributor rotor (12) is in posi-
tion to fire No. 1 cylinder. Place the
sleeve bushing (24) in the helical gear
(23) and install the gear on the rotor
shaft with the punch marked tooth
alined with the threaded straight pin
(27). Secure the gear in place with
the castellated hex nut (22) and cot-
ter pin (21).
Install the end cap (9) and capacitor
(1) as described in paragraph 115.

Section Il. CYLINDER

186. Valves

a. Removal.
(1) Remove the intake and exhaust mani-

fold (par. 123).
(2) Remove the cylinder heads (par. 124).
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e. installation. Install and time the mag-
neto (par. 115).

BLOCK GROUP

(3) Use a valve spring compressor to com-
press the spring (9, fig. 26). Remove
the pair of retainer locks (7), rotator
cap (6), and the valve spring seat
(8). Remove the spring compressor,
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lift out the valve (10) and remove the
spring from the cylinder block (13).
Remove the seven other valves in the
same manner.

Note. Tag or otherwise identify each valve
, .If.i its related parts to assure reinstallation.
,.] the same valve chamber.

b. Cleaning and Inspection.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

Clean the valves with a wire wheel
brush to remove carbon from the
valve faces and gum deposits from the
stems.
Clean all other removed parts with an
approved cleaning solvent and dry
thoroughly.
Clean the valve guides in the cylinder
blocks and blow clean with com-
pressed air.
Clean the valve seat inserts in the cyl-
inder blocks and the top of the blocks.
Inspect the valves for burned, pitted,
or cracked faces. Replace a defective
valve.
Inspect the valve springs for cracks
or pitting. Replace cracked or pitted
valve springs. Check spring tension
with a dial-type spring tester. If the
scale reading is less than 85 pounds
when spring is compressed to 1 7

/8

inches, replace the spring.
Inspect the valve seat inserts for loose
or worn condition. Replace loose valve
seat inserts.
Measure the clearance between the
valve stems anti the valve guides, Re-
place the valve guides if the clearance
exceeds 0.007 inch.

c. Valve and Valve Seat Refacing.
(1)

(2)

Using a valve face grinder, reface the
valves to a 45° angle. Replace any
valve that measures less than 0.0625
inch from the top of the head to the
edge of the refaced outer circle.
Install a pilot in the valve guide. Set
the stone at 45° and dress the stone.
Grind the seat just enough to remove
pits and abrasions.

d. Valve Grinding Procedure.
(1) Remove all traces of carbon from the

face of the cylinder block.
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e.

(2) Lightly coat the entire seat with
water-soluble valve grinding com-
pound. Grind the valves by rotating
them back and forth with a recipro-
cating advancing valve tool. Occa-
sionally lift the valve and reseat it in
a different position to insure a uni-
form seat. After the valves have been
ground in evenly, remove them and
clean the valves and blocks thoroughly
with an approved cleaning solvent.

Installation.
(1)

(2)

(3)
(4)
(5)

Position the spring (9, fig. 26) in the
cylinder block (13) and insert the
valve (10) in the valve stem guide
(12).
Compress the valve spring and install
the valve spring seat (8), retainer
locks (7), and the rotator cap (6) on
the valve stem. Install the seven other
valves in a similar manner.
Adjust the valve lifters (par. 125).
Install the cylinder heads (par. 124).
Install the intake and exhaust mani-
fold (par. 123).

187. Valve Seat Inserts and Valve Guides

a. Cleaning and Inspection.
(1)
(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Remove the valves (par. 186).
Use a valve guide cleaning tool to
ream carbon from the valve guides.
Blow carbon from the guides with
clean compressed air.
Clean the face of the valve seat in-
serts with a wire brush or buffing
wheel.
Clean the valve stem and insert the
valve into the guide. Check the side
play of the valve in the guide with a
dial indicator. If. the clearance be-
tween the stem and the guide exceeds
0.007 inch replace the valve guide.
Inspect the valve seat inserts for pit-
ting, cracks, abrasions or uneven
wear. If the inserts cannot be re-
paired by grinding (par. 186) they
must be replaced.

b. Removal.
(1) Use a drift to drive the valve stem

guide (12, fig. 26) down through the
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block into the valve spring chamber.
Remove the other valve stem guides in
the same manner.

(2) Use a puller to remove the valve seat
inserts (11).

c. Installation.
(1) Place the valve stem guide (12) in

position with the countersunk end
downward. Drive the guide into place
with top of the guide flush with the
valve chamber. Install the other valve
stem guides in the same manner.

(2) Ream the counterbore to an inside,
diameter of 0.004 inch smaller than
the valve seat insert (11) to be in-
stalled.

(3) Chill each new insert in dry ice for
ten minutes to reduce its diameter
slightly.

(4) Use a pilot driver to tap the insert
into place.

(5) Grind the valves to the new inserts
(par. 186).

(6) Install the valves (par. 186).

Section Ill. GEAR COVER AND TIMING GEARS

188. General

The gear cover, located on the front of the
engine, encloses the timing gear train. The
timing gear train consists of the camshaft gear,
crankshaft gear, idler gear, oil pump gear, and
magneto gear. The governor and magneto gears
can be removed from the gear train without
removing the gear cover. The remaining gears,
with the exception of the crankshaft gear, can
be removed after removal of the gear cover.

189. Gear Cover

a. Removal.
(1) Remove the magneto (par. 115).
(2) Remove the air shrouding group

(pars. 118 and 119).
(3) Remove the governor (par. 135).
(4) Drain the oil from the engine into a

suitable container.
(5) Drive the two headless straight pins

(1, fig. 34) from the gear cover (10).
(6) Remove the 10 bolts (5) and lock-

washers (6) that secure the gasket
(4) and the gear cover to the gear
cover spacer (2). Remove two addi-
tional belts and lockwashers from the
rear top side of the gear cover spacer
and remove the cover and gasket from
the spacer.

(7) Remove the timing hole plug (7) and
plunger button (8) from the gear
cover.

(8) Remove the oil seal (9) if defective.
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b. Cleaning, Inspection, and Repair.
(1) Clean all parts in an approved clean-

ing solvent and dry thoroughly.
(2) Inspect the gear cover for cracks,

breaks, distortion, and damaged
threads. Repair cracks by welding
and retap damaged threads. Replace
a gear cover damaged beyond repair.

(3) Inspect all other parts for distortion
and damaged threads and replace if
defective.

c. Installation.
(1) Install the plunger button (8, fig. 34)

and the timing hole plug (7) in the
gear cover (10).

(2) Press the oil seal (9) into the gear
cover.

(3) Position a new gasket (4) and the
gear cover (10) on the gear cover
spacer (2) and install the two head-
less straight pins (1).

(4) Secure the cover in place with the 10
lockwashers (6) and bolts (5). In-
stall the 2 remaining lockwashers and
bolts from the rear top side of the
gear cover. Tighten the bolts to 14 to
18 ft-lb torque.

(5) Fill the engine crankcase with the
proper grade oil. Refer to table 1.

(6) Install the governor (par. 135).
(7) Install the air shrouding group (pars.

118 and 119).
(8) Install the magneto (par. 115).
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Figure 34.

190. Timing Gears

a. Removal.
(1)
(2)

(3)

(4)
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Remove the gear cover (par. 189). (5)
Remove the setscrew that secures the
idler gear stud in the crankcase and
remove the stud and the idler gear.
Remove the plunger button (19, fig. (6)
27), thrust plunger (20) and spring
(21) from the camshaft (25).
Remove the three bolts (24) and lock-
washers (23) that secure the cam-

shaft gear (22) to the camshaft and
remove the gear from the camshaft.

Remove the hex nut (1, fig. 35) that
secures the oil pump gear (2) in place
and remove the gear and woodruff
key.
Remove the eight bolts and lockwash-
ers that secure the gear cover spacer
(2, fig. 34) and the gasket (3) to the
crankcase and remove the spacer and
gasket.
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b. Cleaning, Inspection, and Repair.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Clean all parts with an approved
cleaning solvent and dry thoroughly. (2)

Inspect the gears for cracked, broken,
or chipped teeth. Replace a damaged
or excessively worn gear.
Inspect the idler gear stud, plunger, (3)

and plunger button for nicks, burs,
and minor abrasions. Remove nicks
and burs with fine emery cloth. Re-
place any part damaged beyond re-
pair.
Inspect the spring for cracks, distor-
tion, and lack of tension. Replace a (4)

defective spring.
Inspect all attaching hardware for dis-
tortion and damaged threads and re- (5)

place if defective.

c. Installation.
(1) Position a new gasket (3, fig. 34) and

the gear cover spacer (2) on the (6)

crankcase and secure with the eight
lockwashers and bolts.
Install the woodruff key and the oil
pump gear (2, fig. 35) on the drive
shaft (16) and secure in place with
the hex nut (1).
Position the camshaft gear (25, fig.
27) on the camshaft alining the holes
of the gear and camshaft and at the
same time aline the marked teeth of
the crankshaft and camshaft gears.
Secure the gear in place with the three
lockwashers (23) and bolts (24).
Insert  the spring (21),  camshaft
thrust  plunger (20),  and plunger
button (19) in the camshaft.
Position the idler gear on the crank-
case and install the idler gear stud in
the alined holes of the gear and crank-
case. Secure the stud in place with
the setscrew.
Install the gear cover (par. 189).

Section IV. CRANKCASE BOTTOM PLATE AND OIL PUMP

191. General (4) Remove the 14 bolts (27, fig. 24) and

The crankcase cover is essentially the engine lockwashers (28) that secure the

oil pan. It is an attached container into which crankcase bottom plate (29) and gas-

the engine lubricating oil is returned after ket (30) to the crankcase assembly

being circulated by the oil pump. A gear-type (31) and remove the plate and gasket.

oil pump, driven from the idler gear in the b. Cleaning, Inspection, and Repair.
timing gear train, draws oil from the oil pan (1)
through its screen. The oil pump delivers the
oil under pressure to an oil header, which (2)
sprays oil against the fins of the connecting rod
caps for rod bearing lubrication and directs oil
through exterior oil lines to the governor and
bypass-type oil filter. The cylinders are lubri-
cated by the oil mist arising from the connect-
ing rod caps. Lubrication and splash, plates are (3)

installed inside the crankcase to prevent excess
lubrication of the cylinder walls.

(1)
(2)
(3)
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192. Crankcase Bottom Plate

a. Removal.
Drain the oil from the engine.

Clean all parts with an approved
cleaning solvent and dry thoroughly.
Inspect the plate, elbow, and nipple
for cracks, breaks, distortion, and
damaged threads. Repair cracks or
leaks in the plate by welding. Replace
any part damaged beyond repair.
Inspect all attaching hardware for
distortion and damaged threads and
replace if defective.

c. Installation.
(1) Position a new gasket (30, fig. 24)

and the crankcase bottom plate (29)
on the crankcase assembly (31) and

Remove the fuel tank (par. 132). secure with the 14 lockwashers (28)
Remove the elbow (23, fig. 11) and and bolts (27). Tighten the bolts to a
pipe nipple (22) from the crankcase torque of 6 to 7 ft-lb.
bottom plate (20). (2) Install the pipe nipple (22, fig. 11)
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Figure 35.

(3)
(4)

and the elbow (23) in the crankcase
bottom plate (20).
Install the fuel tank (par. 132).
Fill the engine crankcase with oil.
Refer to table 1.

193. Oil Pump

a. Removal. (2)
(1 )  Remove  the  eng ine  (pa r .  108) .
(2)

(3)
(4)

Remove the crankcase bottom plate
(par. 192).
Remove the oil pump (par. 190).
Remove the pipe plug and the oil
pump lockscrew that secure the oil

pump assembly in the crankcase and
remove the oil pump.

b. Disassembly.
(1) Remove the four screws (3, fig. 35)

and lockwashers (4) that secure the
screen (5) to the cover (11) and re-
move the screen.
Pull the cotter pin (8) from the cover
releasing the spring (9) and bearing
ball (10).

(3) Remove the six screws (6) and lock-
washers (7) that secure the cover and
gasket (12) to the body (18) and re-
move the cover and gasket.
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(4)

(5)

Remove the spur gear (13) and stub
shaft (17) from the body.
Remove the drive shaft (16) with at-
tached spur gear (15) from the pump
body. Drive the headless straight pin
(14) out of the gear and press the
drive shaft out of the gear.

c. Cleaning, Inspection, and Repair.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Clean all parts with an approved
cleaning solvent and dry thoroughly.
Blow oil passages clean with com-
pressed air.
Inspect the gears for cracked, chipped,
or excessively worn teeth. Replace a
defective gear.
Inspect the cover and body for cracks,
breaks, distortion and damaged
threads. Replace a defective cover or
body.
Inspect the shafts for nicks, burs, and
distortion. Remove minor abrasions.
Check the fit of the stub shaft in the
gear. Replace a defective shaft. Check
the fit of the drive shaft in the pump
body. Replace an excessively worn
shaft or pump body.
Inspect the bearing ball for pits and
proper seating in the cover. Replace
a defective ball.
Inspect the spring for cracks, distor-
tion, and for lack of tension. Replace
a defective spring.

(7) Inspect all attaching hardware for
distortion and damaged threads and
replace if defective.

d. Reassembly.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Press the drive shaft (16, fig. 35) into
the spur gear (15) and install the
headless straight pin (14). Insert the
drive shaft with attached gear in the
body (18).

Install the stub shaft (17) and spur
gear (13) in the body.

Position a new gasket (12) and the
cover (11) on the pump body and se-
cure with the six lockwashers (7)
and screws (6).

Insert  the bearing bal l  (10) and
spring (9) in the cover, compress the
spring and install the cotter pin (8).

Mount the screen (5) on the cover
and secure with the four lockwashers
(4) and screws (3).

e. Installation.

(1)

(2)

(3)

Install the oil pump assembly in the
crankcase and secure with the oil
pump lockscrew and pipe plug.

Install the oil pump gear (par. 190).

Install the crankcase bottom plate

(4)

(par. 192).

Install the engine

Section V. CRANKSHAFT AND CAMSHAFT GROUP

(par. 108).

194. General ring in the other grooves. The camshaft is

The crankshaft is supported at both ends by
roller bearings. The outer race of the bearing
at the power take off end of the engine, is car-
ried in the main bearing retainer plate, which
is secured to the crankcase. Shims are installed
between the bearing plate and crankshaft to
provide a means of adjusting crankshaft end
play. The connecting rods, which are installed
on the crankshaft, are drop forgings fitted with
shell-type bearings. The pistons are made of
cast iron with four rings fitted to each piston.
Two compression rings are in the two top
grooves, followed by a scraper ring and an oil
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driven through gears by the crankshaft. The
camshaft, through the valve lifters, operates
the intake and exhaust valves at the precise
time in relation to engine cycle.

195. Connecting Rod and Piston

a. Removal.

(1)

(2)

(3)

Remove the oil pump (par. 193).

Remove the cylinder heads (par. 124).

Turn the crankshaft until the lower
end of the desired connecting rod (12,
fig. 36) is accessible.
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Figure 36.

(4) Remove the 2 stamped nuts (7), 2 hex (5)
nuts (8), and 2 bolts (9) that secure
the cap of the connecting rod in place,
remove the cap and push the connect-
ing rod with attached piston (4) out
through the top of the cylinder block.

Remove the three remaining connect-
ing rods and pistons in a similar man-
ner.

Note. The connecting rods, bearings, and
caps are marked and must be paired together
to insure correct installation.

Reassemble the cap and bearing on b. Disassembly.
the connecting rod to prevent damage (1) Remove the two retaining rings (5)
or loss. and the piston pin (6) from the piston
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(2)

(3)

(4)

(4) and remove the piston from the
connecting rod.
Remove the piston rings (1, 2, and 3)
from the piston.
Press the sleeve bearing (11) out of
the connecting rod if defective or un-
serviceable.
Disassemble the other pistons and con-
necting rods in the same manner.

c. Cleaning, Inspection, and Repair.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)
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Clean carbon from the top of the pis-
tons. Wash all parts with an approved
cleaning solvent and dry thoroughly.
Use an inside micrometer to measure
the cylinder bores for wear. All cylin-
ders should measure 3.504 to 3.505
inches. Remove, rebore, and hone the
the cylinder blocks (par. 199) whose
measurement exceeds the allowable
wear of 0.005 inch and install oversize
pistons and rings.
To measure the piston ring gap, place
the ring in the cylinder bore in the ap-
proximate operating position and
measure the gap with a feeler gage.
The piston ring gaps should meas-
ure between 0.010 and 0.015 inch. If
the gap is too great replace the piston
ring with an oversize ring. If the gap
is too small remove stock by filing.
Place two strips of 0.002 inch shim
stock 1/2 inch wide, on opposite sides
of the piston. Invert the piston and
slide it into the cylinder bore. Attach
a spring pull scale to one of the pieces
of shim stock and pull up on the scale.
A pull of 4 to 8 pounds should be re-
quired to pull the stock out. If the
shim stock pulls out too freely replace
the piston with an oversized one. Re-
bore and rehone the cylinder bore as
necessary.
Measure the piston ring side clear-
ance. Replace the piston when clear-
ance exceeds 0.003 inch in the three
top grooves or 0.004 inch in the bot-
tom groove.
Measure the piston pin fit in the pis-
ton. If the clearance exceeds 0.0005
inch, replace the piston and piston pin.

(7)

(8)

Check the piston pin sleeve bearing
for wear, scoring, and out-of-round.
The clearance between the piston pin
and bearing should not exceed 0.001
inch. Replace a defective bearing.
Inspect the bearing halves for wear or
scoring. Replace both bearing halves
if either is unserviceable. Measure the
bearing-to-crankshaft clearance by in-
stalling a piece of 0.001 inch shim
stock on each bearing half. Assemble
the connecting rod and cap with
shimmed bearing to its respective
crankshaft journal and tighten the
nuts to a torque of 14 to 18 ft-lb. A
slight drag on the shaft, when turned
by hand indicates proper clearance.
The connecting rod bearing should not
bind using shim stock with a minimum
thickness of 0.0005 inch.

d. Reassembly.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Press the sleeve bearing (11, fig. 36)
into the connecting rod (12). Ream
and hone new bearings (11) to provide
a clearance of from 0.0005 to 0.001
inch between the piston (6) and the
bearing.

Note. Be sure to aline the oil holes of the
connecting rod and bearing.

Position the piston on the connecting
rod and install the piston pin (6) and
the two retaining rings (5).
Install the oil piston ring (3) in the
bottom groove of the piston (4) with
its scraper edge down. Install the
scraper piston ring (2) in the adja-
cent groove with its scraper edge
down. Install the two remaining pis-
ton rings (1) in the upper grooves.
Stagger the ring gaps around the pis-
ton.
Reassemble the three remaining pis-
tons and connecting rods in a similar
manner.

e. Installation.
(1) Place a ring compressor on the piston.
(2) Insert the connecting rod (12, fig. 36)

with attached piston in its respective
cylinder bore and push piston out of
the ring compressor into the cylinder
block.
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(3)

(4)

(6)

(6)
(7)

Note. When installing the pistons in the
cylinders, install those in numbers 1 and 3
cylinders so the slits in the piston skirts face
toward the center of the engine. The slits in
pistons 2 and 4 face away from the center
of the engine.
Apply a thin film of oil to the crank-
shaft journal to which the rod is to be
connected. Position the rod and cap
with installed sleeve bearing (10) on
the journal of the crankshaft (34) and
install the 2 bolts (9), 2 hex nuts (8),
and 2 stamped nuts (7). Tighten the
hex nuts to a torque of 14 to 18 ft-lb.

Note. Be sure the oil hole in the cap of
the connecting rod faces the spray nozzle in
the oil header of the crankcase.
Install the four remaining pistons and
connecting rods in the same manner.
Measure the side clearance between
the sleeve bearing (10) and the crank-
shaft with a feeler gage. It should
measure at least 0.004 inch and not
more than 0.016 inch.
Install the cylinder heads (par. 124).
Install the oil pump (par. 193).

196. Crankshaft
a. Removal.

(1)
(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)
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Remove the oil pump (par. 193).
Remove the connecting rods and pis-
tons (par. 195).
Remove the oil slinger (29, fig. 36)
from the front end of the crankshaft
(34).
Remove the six bolts (22) and lock-
washers (23) that secure the bearing
plate (25) to the crankcase and re-
move the bearing plate with attached
oil seal (24) and bearing cup (32),
gaskets (26) and shims (27 and 28).
Remove the cup and oil seal from the
bearing plate if defective.
Carefully remove the crankshaft with
attached parts through the rear open-
ing in the crankcase.
Press the crankshaft gear (30) off the
crankshaft and remove the woodruff
key (31) from the crankshaft.
Press the two bearing cones (33) off
the crankshaft.

(9)

(10)

Remove the six bolts and lockwashers
(23) that secure the bearing retainer
plate to the crankcase and remove the
retainer plate.
Remove the bearing cup (32, fig. 36)
from the crankcase if defective.

b. Cleaning, Inspection, and Repair.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

Clean all parts with an approved clean-
ing solvent and dry thoroughly.
Inspect the connecting rod journals of
the crankshaft for scoring. Hone a
crankshaft to remove scores or replace
a defective crankshaft.
Measure the journals. Replace the
crankshaft if the journals measure less
than 2.125 inches.
Inspect the bearing plate for cracks
and breaks. Replace if defective.
Inspect the oil seal for damage or
signs of wear. Replace a defective oil
seal.
Inspect the bearing cones and cups for
rough rolling elements and races. Re-
place if defective.
Inspect all attaching hardware for dis-
tortion and damaged threads and re-
place if defective.

c. Installation.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

Install the bearing cup (32, fig. 36) in
the crankcase.
Position the bearing retainer plate on
the crankcase and secure with the 6
lockwashers and 6 bolts.
Press the two bearing cones (33, fig.
36) onto the crankshaft (34).
Insert the woodruff key (31) in the
crankshaft and press the crankshaft
gear (30) onto the crankshaft.
Carefully insert the crankshaft in the
crankcase through the rear opening.
Press the oil seal (24) and the bear-
ing cup (32) into the bearing plate
(25).
With a thin film of grease, position
one gasket (26) on the crankcase, the
other on the bearing plate. Position the
shims (27 and 28) and the bearing
plate on the crankcase and secure with
6 lockwashers (23) and 6 bolts (22).
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(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

Tighten the bolts to a torque of 25 to
30 ft-lbs.
Clamp a dial indicator on the crank-
case with its plunger touching the end
of the crankshaft. Pry the crankshaft
back and forth while noting the indi-
cator reading. Add or delete shims
(27 and 28) as necessary to obtain end
play between 0.002 and 0.004 inch.
Install the oil slinger (29) on the
crankshaft.
Install the connecting rods and pis-
tons (par. 195).
Install the oil pump (par. 193).

197. Camshaft

a. Removal.
(1)
(2)
(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Remove the valves (par. 186).
Remove the crankshaft (par. 196).
Remove the 8 tappet assemblies (5,
fig. 26) from the 2 cylinder blocks
(13). Tag the tappets to assure instal-
lation in their respective bores.
Remove the crankshaft gear (par.
190).
Remove the camshaft (25, fig. 27)
from the crankcase.
Remove the 6 bolts and lockwashers
that secure the 2 splash plates in
place and remove the splash plates
from inside the crankcase.

(7) Remove the expansion plug (32, fig.
24) if defective.

b. Cleaning, Inspection, and Repair.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Clean all parts with an approved clean-
ing solvent and dry thoroughly.
Inspect the bearing surfaces and cam
lobes of the camshaft for nicks, burs,
and scores. Remove minor abrasions
with fine emery cloth. Replace a de-
fective camshaft.
Inspect the tappet assemblies for
nicks, burs, distortion, and damaged
threads. Replace a defective tappet as-
sembly.
Inspect the expansion plug in the
crankcase for signs of oil leaks. Re-
move and replace if defective.

c. Installation.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)
(5)

(6)
(7)

Install the expansion plug (32, fig. 24)
in the crankcase.
Position the 2 splash plates in the
crankcase and secure with the 6 lock-
washers and 6 bolts.
Install the camshaft (25, fig. 27) in
the crankcase.
Install the camshaft gear (par. 190).
Insert the 8 tappet assemblies (5, fig.
26) in the 2 cylinder blocks (13).
Install the crankshaft (par. 196).
Install the valves (par. 186).

Section VI. CYLINDER BLOCKS AND CRANKCASE

198. General (3)

The cylinder blocks are cast in pairs and are
provided with cooling fins. The valve stem guide
bores are machined in the blocks. The cylinder
blocks are secured to the crankcase with studs
and hex nuts. The crankcase is a one-piece cast- (4)
ing with an integral cast oil vane on the left-side
into which are installed the oil nozzles. (5)

199. Cylinder Blocks b. Clea
a. Removal. (1)

(1) Remove the valves (par. 186).
(2) Remove the connecting rods and pis-

tons (par. 195). (2)
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Remove the six hex nuts and lock-
washers that secure the cylinder block
to the crankcase and remove the block
and gasket (5, fig. 24) from the crank-
case.
Remove the six studs (34) from the
crankcase, if defective.
Remove the other cylinder block in the
same manner.

ning, Inspection, and Repair.
Use a wire brush, compressed air, and
an approved cleaning solvent to clean
the fins of the cylinder blocks.
Inspect the cylinder bores of the cylin-
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(3)

(4)

der blocks for scores. Rebore and
hone a scored cylinder block and install
oversized pistons (par. 195).
Inspect the cylinder block for cracks,
breaks, distortion and damaged
threads. Replace a defective cylinder
block.
Inspect all attaching hardware for dis-
tortion and damaged threads and re-
place if defective.

c. Installation.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)
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Install the six studs (34, fig. 24) in the
crankcase.
Position a new gasket (5) and the
cylinder block on the crankcase and se-
cure with the six lockwashers and hex
nuts. Tighten the nuts to a torque of
62 to 78 ft-lb.
Install the connecting rods and pistons
(par. 195).
Install the valves (par. 186).

(5) Install the other cylinder block in the
same manner.

200. Crankcase

a. Removal.
(1) Remove the timing gears (par. 190).
(2) Remove the camshaft (par. 197).
(3) Remove the cylinder blocks (par. 199).

b. Cleaning, Inspection, and Repair.
(1)

(2)

Clean the crankcase with an approved
cleaning solvent and dry thoroughly.
Blow the oil header clear with com-
pressed air.
Inspect the crankcase for cracks,
breaks, distortion, and damaged
threads. Replace a defective crankcase.

c. Installation.
(1) Install the
(2) Install the
(3) Install the

cylinder blocks (par. 199).
camshaft (par. 197).
timing gears (par. 190).
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CHAPTER 10

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM AND RUNNING GEAR
MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS

Section I. PRESSURE COMPENSATOR CONTROL

201. General

The pressure compensator control is similar
in operation to a pressure relief valve. As the
pressure is increased in the system, the flow
from the compensator valve is applied directly
against a piston, pressing this piston against
the hanger mechanism, reducing the angle of
the cam plate. The greater the pressure, the
greater the distance the hanger is depressed,
reducing the volume while maintaining the
pressure. The volume will continue to reduce
until the bottom stop is encountered. This mini-
mum stop is used only when it is not desirable
to go to zero volume delivery.

202. Removal

a. Remove the pump (par. 153).

b. Remove the compensator and volume hand
controls (par. 154).

c. Disconnect the tube (1, fig. 37) from the
two tube fittings (2) and remove the fittings
from the control cap (9) and the pressure flange
(39).

d. Remove the four screws (6) that secure
the control cap to the hanger housing assembly
(13) and remove the control cap and gasket
(12).

e. Remove the 20 screws (4) that secure the
end cap (3) and gasket (5) to the hanger hous-
ing assembly (13) and remove the end cap and
gasket.

f. Remove four screws (7) that secure the
stop body assembly (10) and gasket (12) to
the hanger housing and remove the stop body
and gasket.

g. Remove the four screws (8) that secure
the clevis (11) in place and remove the clevis.
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203. Disassembly

a. Remove the stop spool (1, fig. 38) and O-
ring packing (2) from the control cap (21).

b. Pull the control sleeve (5) with attached
parts out of the control cap. Remove the retain-
ing ring (3) and O-ring packing (4) from the
control sleeve.

c. Remove the control piston (6), spring (7),
and spring retainer (8) from the control cap.

d. Remove the lockwasher (9) and preformed
packing (10) from the adjustment housing
(15).

e. Remove the adjustment housing and pre-
formed packing (16) from the control cap, Re-
move the seal piston (11), spring (12), ball sup-
port (13), and ball (14) from the adjustment
housing.

f. Remove the control sleeve (19) with at-
tached parts from the control cap (21), Remove
the control piston (17) from inside the sleeve
and remove the retaining ring (18) and pre-
formed packing (20) from the control sleeve.

g. Remove the two screws (22) that secure
the control cap (21) to the control housing (26)
and remove the control cap, O-ring packing
(23), and O-ring gasket (24). Remove the pis-
ton (25) from the control housing.

h. Remove the 2 dowel pins (35 and 37) and
the 2 bearings (36 and 38) from the clevis (39).

i. Remove the nut (27) from the stop body
(34). Pull the tongue (29) out of the stop body
and remove the O-ring packing (28) from the
tongue.

j. Unscrew the stop (32) from the stop body
(34). Remove the spring (33). Remove the roll
pin (30) and piston (31) from the stop.
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Figure 37.
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Figure 37

204. Cleaning, Inspection, and Repair

a. Clean all parts with an approved cleaning
solvent and dry with a lint free cloth.

b. Inspect the control sleeves, pistons, tongue,
stop, and ball support for nicks, burs, scores,
and distortion. Remove minor abrasions. Re-
place a damaged or defective part.

c. inspect the control cap, control housing,
stop body, and clevis for cracks, breaks, distor-
tion, and damaged threads. Replace a defective
part.

d. Inspect the springs for cracks, distortion,
and for lack of tension. Replace a defective
spring.

e. Inspect the bearings for rough rolling ele-
ments and races. Replace a defective bearing.

f. Inspect all attaching hardware for distor-
tion and damaged threads and replace if defec-
tive.

205. Reassembly

a. Insert the piston (31, fig. 38) in the stop
(32) and install the roll pin (30). Place the
spring (33) on the stop and screw the stop into
the stop body (34).

b. Install the O-ring packing (28) on the
tongue (29) and slide the tongue into the stop
body. Install the nut (27) on the stop body.
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c. Position the 2 bearings (36 and 38) on the
clevis (39) and install the 2 dowel pins (35 and
37).

d. Place new O-ring packing (23) and O-ring
gasket (24) on the control housing (26). Posi-
tion the control cap (21) on the housing and
secure with the two screws (22). Insert the pis-
ton (25) in the housing.

e. Install a new preformed packing (20) and
the retaining ring (18) on the control sleeve
(19). Insert the control piston (17) in the con-
trol sleeve and install the sleeve with attached
parts in the control cap.

f. Insert the ball (14), ball support (13),
spring (12) and seal piston (11) in the adjust-
ment housing (15) and install the housing and
a new preformed packing (16) in the control
cap.

g. Install a new preformed packing (10) and
the lockwasher (9) in the adjustment housing.

h. Insert the spring retainer (8), spring (7),
and the control piston (6) in the control cap.

i. Install a new O-ring packing (4) and re-
taining ring (3) on the control sleeve (5) and
slide the sleeve into the control cap.

j. Install a new O-ring packing (2) and the
stop spool (1) in the control cap.
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Figure 38.
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206. Installation

a. Secure the clevis (11, fig. 37) in place with
the four screws (8).

b. Position a new gasket (12) and the stop
body assembly (10) on the hanger housing as-
sembly (13) and secure with the four screws
(7).

c. Position a new gasket (5) and the end cap
(3) on the hanger housing and secure with 20
screws (4).

207. Removal and Disassembly

d. Position a new gasket (12) and the control
cap (9) on the hanger housing and secure with
the four screws (6).

e. Install the two tube fittings (2) in the pres-
sure flange (39) and control cap and connect
the tube (1) to the fittings.

f. Install the compensator and volume hand
controls (par. 156).

g. Install the pump (par. 157).

Section Il. HYDRAULIC PUMP

a. Remove the pressure compensator control
(par. 202).

b. Remove the 4 screws (15, fig. 37), 2 screws
(14), and 6 gaskets (16) that secure the hanger
housing assembly (13) and O-ring gasket (30)
to the bearing (29) and remove housing and
O-ring. Remove the creep plate (17) from the
index plate (15, fig. 39).

c. Remove the screw (2) that secures the in-
dicator link (1) to the indicator shaft (7) and
remove the link from the shaft.

d. Remove the pin (4) that secures the indi-
cator (3) to the shaft and remove the indicator.

e. Remove the three screws (6) that secure
the indicator plate (5) to the hanger housing
(26) and remove the plate.

f. Remove the indicator shaft (7) from the
housing and remove the O-ring packing (8)
from the shaft.

g. Remove the 8 screws (10) that secure
the 2 end plates (9) and 2 gaskets (11) to the
housing and remove the plates and gaskets.

h. Remove the two trunnion pins (12) from
the housing releasing the hanger (23) and re-
move the hanger from the housing. Remove the
two O-ring packings (13) from the trunnion
pins.

i. Remove the two trunnion spacers (14)
from the housing.

Caution: Exercise extreme care in handling
the trunnion spacers to prevent scratching the
bearing surfaces.

j. Match mark the index plate (15) and the
hanger (23) to assure alinement during reas-
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sembly. Remove the screw (16) that secures
the index plate to the hanger and remove the
index plate and two dowel pins (17) from the
hanger.

k. Remove the bolt (18), two setscrews (19
and 21), and the indicator operating pin (20)
from the hanger.

l. Press the two needle bearings (22) out of
the hanger (23) if defective.

m. Remove the two plugs (24 and 25) from
the hanger housing (26).

n. Remove the outer race of bearing (29, fig.
37) from the inner race and remove the O-ring
gasket (30) from the pilot of the pump body
(34).

o. Remove the retainer, piston and shoe as-
sembly (18) from the cylinder barrel (27).

Note. Mark each piston to make certain it is in-
stalled in the same bore from which it was removed.

p. Remove the ball (21), spring socket (22),
spring (23), spring retainer (24), and spring
retainer pin (25) from the cylinder barrel.

q. Slide the cylinder barrel (27) with at-
tached inner race of bearing (29) out of the
pump body (34). Remove the seven screws (28)
that secure the bearing inner race to the barrel
and remove the bearing. The port plate (31)
may stick to the cylinder barrel during its re-
moval. Use caution to prevent port plate from
dropping. Remove the port plate if it has re-
mained in the pump body.

r. Remove the six screws (35) that secure
the pump body (34) to the port block (52) and
remove the body, O-ring gasket (36) and the
dowel pin (32) from the port block. Remove five
plugs (33) from the pump body.
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Figure 39.

s. Remove the six screws (43) that secure the
seal retainer (42) to the port block (52) and
remove the seal retainer. Remove the O-ring
packing (45) from the seal retainer. Remove
the seal (44) from the seal retainer only if
defective.

t. Remove the shaft and sleeve assembly (51)
with attached bearings from the port block.
Bend the tabs of the washer (48) away from
the lock nut (47) and remove the nut and
washer.
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u. Mark the position of the ball bearings (49)
on the shaft and sleeve assembly and press the
shaft out of the bearings and spacers (50).

Caution: Note the bearing surfaces contact-
ing the spacers. These are preloaded bearings
and must be reassembled exactly as removed.

v. Remove the 8 screws (38 and 40) that se-
cure the suction flange (37) and the pressure
flange (39) to the port block (52) and remove
the flanges and 2 O-ring gaskets (41).
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208. Cleaning, Inspection, and Repair

a. Clean all metal parts with an approved
cleaning solvent and dry with a lint free cloth.

b. Rotate the bearings and inspect for rough
rolling elements and races. Replace a defective
or worn bearing.

c. Inspect the creep plate for pits, scores and
scratches. Replace a defective creep plate.

d. Inspect the piston and shoe assembly, and
the cylinder barrel for pits, scratches, and abra-
sion. If either item is found to be defective the
barrel and bearing assembly must be replaced
as a matched set.

e. Inspect the port plate for scratches and dis-
tortion. Remove scratches by lapping. Replace
a port plate damaged beyond repair.

f. Inspect the shaft seal lip for cracks and
scratches. Replace a damaged seal or one that
has been leaking.

g. Inspect the splines of the shaft and sleeve
assembly for cracked or chipped teeth. Replace
a damaged shaft and sleeve assembly.

h. Inspect the index plate for nicks, burs,
scratches and abrasion. Replace a defective in-
dex plate.

i. Inspect the port block for cracks, breaks,
and damaged threads. Check the face which
mates with the port plate for irregular sur-
face. Reface by crown grinding, the center be-
ing 0.0002 to 0.0004 inch high. Replace a port
block damaged beyond repair.

j. Inspect all other parts for cracks, breaks,
distortion, and damaged threads and replace if
defective.

209. Reassembly and Installation

a. Place 2 new O-ring gaskets (41, fig. 37) on
the port block (52). Position the suction and
pressure flanges (37 and 39) on the port block
and secure with the 8 screws (38 and 40).

b. Press the 2 ball bearings (49) and 2
spacers (50) onto the shaft and sleeve assem-
bly (51) and secure with the washer (48) and
locknut (47).

c. Install the shaft and sleeve assembly in the
port block.

d. Install the seal (44) in the seal retainer
(42). Place a new O-ring packing (45) on the

seal retainer, insert the retainer in the port
block (52) and secure with the six screws (43).

e. install plugs (33) in the pump body (34).
Install the dowel pin (32) in the port block
(52). Place a new O-ring gasket (36) and the
pump body on the port block and secure with
the six screws (35).

f. Apply a film of hydraulic oil to the port
plate (31). Install the port plate in the pump
body (34) over the splined end of the shaft
and sleeve assembly. Turn the port plate in the
direction of pump rotation until the last of the
three holes in the back of the port plate engages
the dowel pin (32). Make certain the port plate
will move slightly and freely.

g. Position the inner race of bearing (29)
on the cylinder barrel (27) and secure with the
seven screws (28). Apply a film of hydraulic
oil to the barrel and bearing and slide the barrel
into the pump body.

h. Install the spring retainer pin (25), spring
retainer (24), spring (23), spring socket (22),
and ball (21) in the cylinder barrel.

i. Install the retainer, piston and shoe as-
sembly (18) in the cylinder barrel (27). Make
certain the pistons enter the same bore from
which they were removed.

j. Place a new O-ring gasket (30) on the pilot
of the pump- body and install the outer race of
the bearing (29) on the inner race.

k. Install the two plugs (24 and 25, fig, 39)
in the hanger housing (26).

l. Press the two needle bearings. (22) into the
hanger (23).

m. Install the indicator operating pin (20),
two setscrews (19 and 21), and the bolt (18) in
the hanger.

n. Install the two dowel pins (17) and the
index plate (15) on the hanger (23) and se-
cure with the screw (16). Make certain the in-
dex plate is installed in accordance with marks
made during disassembly.

o. Install the two trunnion spacers (14) in
the hanger housing (26).

p. Install two new O-ring packings (13) on
the two trunnion pins (12). Position the hanger
(23) with attached parts in the hanger hous-
ing and insert the two trunnion pins in the
alined holes of the spacers and needle bearings.
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q. Place two new gaskets (11) and the two
end plates (9) on the housing and secure with
the eight screws (10).

r. Install a new O-ring packing (8) on the
indicator shaft (7) and insert the shaft in the
housing.

s. Position the indicator plate (5) on the
hanger housing over the shaft and secure with
the three screws (6).

t. Install the indicator (3) on the indicator
shaft and secure with the pin (4).

u. Set the indicator on zero. Position the in-
dicator link (1) on the indicator shaft with the
slot of the link horizontal or pointing to the
rear of the pump and secure with the screw (2).

v. Install the creep plate (17, fig. 37) on the
index plate.

w. Place a new O-ring gasket (30) and the
hanger housing assembly (13) on the bearing
(29) and secure with the 6 gaskets (16), 2
screws (14), and 4 screws (15).

x. Install the compensator control (par. 205).

Section Ill. FRAME ASSEMBLY

210. General c. Remove the steering gear (par. 75).

In the event the welded steel frame of the d. Remove the arm assemblies and arm sup-
running gear should become damaged beyond ports (par. 169).
repair, it is the responsibility of depot mainte-
nance to replace the damaged frame. This con- 212. Installation
stitutes the removal of all major components a. Install the arm assemblies and arm sup-
of the test stand.

211. Removal

a. Remove the pump (par. 153).
b. Remove the engine (par. 108).

ports (par. 169).

b. Install the steering gear (par. 75).

c. Install the engine (par. 108).

d. Install the pump (par. 157).
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CHAPTER 11

SHIPMENT AND LIMITED STORAGE AND DEMOLITION
OF MATERIAL TO PREVENT ENEMY USE

Section I. SHIPMENT AND LIMITED STORAGE

213. Preparation of Equipment for Shipment

a. Remove the drain plug from the fuel tanks
and drain the fuel into a suitable container.

b. Drain the carburetor and fuel lines into a
container.

c. Disconnect the battery cables from the bat-
tery and wrap the clamps with tape. Drain the
electrolyte from the battery.

d. Drain the hydraulic system by removing
the drain plug from the bottom of the low
pressure filter (par. 9).

e. Replace drain plug and refill the system
with preservative hydraulic oil.

f. Drain the hydraulic pump (par. 153) and
refill the pump with preservative hydraulic oil.

g. Drain the engine crankcase (par. 108)
and refill with corrosion preventive compound.

h. Cap all inlet and outlet parts and fasten
cabinet doors securely.

i. Place several bags of desiccant in the cabi-
net interior.

214. Limited Storage
a. Locate the test stand so there will be

sufficient room on all sides to perform the in-
spection and maintenance necessary while it is
in storage. Jack up the test stand to get the tires
off the surface and place suitable blocks under
the frame.

b. Perform a monthly inspection while the
equipment is in storage and inspect for evidence
of physical damage, such as rusting, accumula-
tion of water, pilferage, or leakage.

Section Il. DEMOLITION OF TEST STAND TO PREVENT ENEMY USE

215. General

When capture or abandonment of the unit to
the enemy is imminent, the responsible unit
commander must make the decision either to de-
stroy the equipment or render it inoperative.
Based on this decision, orders are issued which
cover the desired extent of destruction. What-
ever method of demolition is employed, it is es-
sential to destroy the same vital parts of all air
compressors and all corresponding repair parts.

216. Demolition to Render the
Equipment Inoperative

a. Demolition by Misuse.
(1)
(2)
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Cut the fan belt.
Drain the oil from the engine crank-
case and pour sand in the oil filler
opening.

(3) Start the engine and remove the gov-
ernor control rod. Allow the engine to
run at ungoverned speed until it fails.

(4) Pour sand into the hydraulic reservoir
and let the sand be drawn through the
hydraulic system.

b. Demolition by Mechanical Means. Use a
sledge hammer, pickaxe, or other heavy tool
and destroy the following:

(1) Manifold and Carburetor

(2) Cylinder block

(3) Battery

(4) Relief valves

(5) Control panel

(6) Low pressure filter
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Figure 40.

217. Demolition by Explosives or
Weapons’ Fire

a. Demolition By Explosives. Place the fol-
lowing charges, and detonate them simultane-
ously with detonating cord and a suitable deto-
nator.

(1) One ½ pound charge on each wheel.
(2) Two ½ pound charges on the engine.
(3) One ½ pound charge on the battery.
(4) Two ½ pound charges on the hydrau-

lic pump.
(5) Two ½ pound charges on the reser-

voir.
b. Demolition By Weapons’ Fire. Fire on the

test stand with the heaviest suitable weapons
available.

218. Other Demolition Methods

a. Demolition by Scattering and Concealment.
Remove all easily accessible vital parts from
the engine and from the pump. Scatter these
parts through dense foliage or throw them in a
lake, stream, or other body of water.

b. Demolition By Burning. Pack rags, cloth-
ing, or canvas around the engine, fuel tank,
control panel, battery, and pump. Saturate this
packing with gasoline, oil, or diesel fuel, and
ignite.

c. Demolition By Submersion. Totally sub-
merge the test stand in a body of water to pro-
vide water damage and concealment.

2 1 9 .  T r a i n i n g

All operators should receive thorough train-
ing in the destruction of the test stand (FM
5–25). Simulated destruction, using all of the
methods listed above, should be included in the
operator training program. It must be empha-
sized in training, that demolition operations are
usually necessitated by critical situations when
time available for carrying out destruction is
limited. For this reason, it is necessary that
operators be thoroughly familiar with all
methods of destruction of equipment, and be
able to carry out demolition instructions with-
out reference to this or any other manual.
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REFERENCES

1. Dictionaries of Terms and Abbreviations

AR 320-50 Authorized Abbreviations and Brevity Codes.
AR 320–5 Dictionary of United States Army Terms.

2. Fire Protection

TM 5-687 Repairs and Utilities; Fire Protection Equipment and Appliances; Inspec-
tions, Operations, and Preventive Maintenance.

TM 9–1799 Ordnance Maintenance: Fire Extinguishers.

3. Preventive Maintenance

AR 750-5 Organization, Policies, and Responsibilities for Maintenance Operation.

4. Painting

TM 9-213 Painting Instructions For Field Use.

5. Publication Indexes

DA Pam 108–1 Index of Army Motion Pictures, Film Strips, Slides, Tapes, and Phono-
recordings.

DA Pam 310–1 Index of Administrative Publications.
DA Pam 310–2 Index of Blank Forms.
DA Pam 310–3 Index of Training Publications.
DA Pam 310–4 Index of Technical Manuals, Technical Bulletins, Supply Manuals (types 4,

6, 7, 8, and 9), Supply Bulletins, Lubricated Orders, and Modification
Work Orders.

DA Pam 310–5 Index of Graphic Training Aids and Devices.

6. Training Aids

FM 5-25 Explosives and Demolition.
FM 21-5 Military Training.
FM 21-6 Techniques of Military Instruction.
FM 21-30 Military Symbols.
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APPENDIX II

MAINTENANCE ALLOCATION CHART

Section I. INTRODUCTION

1. General

This Maintenance Allocation Chart lists all
maintenance and repair operations authorized
for the various levels of maintenance.

2. Maintenance
Maintenance is any action taken to keep ma-

teriel in a serviceable condition or to restore it
to serviceability when it is unserviceable. Main-
tenance of materiel includes the following:

a. Service. To clean, to preserve, and to re-
plenish fuel and lubricants.

b. Adjust. To regulate periodically to prevent
malfunction.

c. Inspect. To verify serviceability and to de-
tect incipient mechanical failure by scrutiny.

d. Test. To verify serviceability and to detect
incipient mechanical failure by use of special
equipment such as gages, meters, and so on.

e. Replace. To substitute serviceable assem-
blies, subassemblies, and parts for unservice-
able components.

f. Repair. To restore to a serviceable condi-
tion by replacing unserviceable parts or by any
other action required utilizing tools, equip-
ment, and skills available, to include welding,
grinding, riveting, straightening, and adjust-
ing.

g. Overhaul. To restore an item to a com-
pletely serviceable condition by inspecting, dis-
assembling its assemblies and subassemblies as
necessary, replacing parts, and performing
necessary boring, grinding or machining oper-
ations, followed by reassembly and final inspec-
tion.

3. Explanation of Columns

a. Components and Related Operation. This
column contains the functional index grouping
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heading, subgroup headings, and a brief de-
scription of the part starting with the noun
name. It also designates the operation to be
performed such as service, adjust, inspect, test,
replace, repair, and overhaul.

b. Level of Maintenance.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Operator Maintenance. Operator main-
tenance performed by the user or oper-
ator of the equipment, such as servic-
ing, cleaning, lubricating, and limited
adjustments. It also includes removal
and replacement of items to accom-
plish servicing and lubrication.
Organizational Maintenance. organi-
zational maintenance is that main-
tenance performed by trained person-
nel provided for that purpose in the
using organization, such as replace-
ment of all items in the organizational
maintenance column, limited parts
fabrication from bulk material, adjust-
ments, and repair of assemblies, com-
ponents, and end items that can be
accomplished without extensive disas-
sembly.
Direct Support Maintenance. Direct
support maintenance is that main-
tenance performed by specially trained
units in direct support of the using
organization, such as replacement of
all items in the organizational and di-
rect support maintenance columns; re-
pair of assemblies, components, and
end items; and fabrication of parts
from bulk material.
General Support Maintenance. Gen-
eral support maintenance is that main-
tenance performed by units organized
as semifixed or permanent shops to
serve lower levels of maintenance
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within a geographical area, such as
replacement of items in the organiza-
tional, direct support, and general
support columns; repair of end items;
overhaul of assemblies and compon-
ents; and fabrication of general use
common hardware and parts.

(5) Depot Maintenance. Depot main-
tenance is that maintenance author-
ized to overhaul assemblies, compon-
ents, end items, and replacement of all
parts in the organizational, direct sup-
port, general support, and depot main-
tenance columns.

c. Symbol X. The symbol X indicates the
lowest level of maintenance responsible for per-
forming that particular maintenance operation,
but does not necessarily indicate repair parts
will be stocked at that level.

d. Remarks. The remarks column is used to
explain why maintenance, that would normally
be done at a lower level of maintenance, is
moved to a higher level of maintenance because
of some peculiarity in the construction of the
end item.

Section Il. MAINTENANCE ALLOCATION CHART

G r o u p
No.

1.0

2.0
2.1

2.2

2.3

2.4

2.5

Component  and  related  operations

rEST STAND,  AIRCRAFT
HYDRAULIC

Service  _____________________________
Ad just _________________  _________  .
Alike ._-_ -____ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Calibrate  ---------- ._. . . ___ . . .
Inspect  ---- .-____ . . __________
Test _____________  __________  . . .
Replace  .____ . . ..__ . . . ._-. _________
Repair  .- ________________________
Overhaul..  . . . . . . . .

ELECTRICAL  SYSTEM
Battery:

Service  ._ . _______________________
Replace.  _ . . . . . . . . . . . ___...
Repair  ----

Ignition  Harness:
Inspect  _____________________________
Replace  --------  --------- --.. .-__.
Repair  __.. . _. ___ ---------------

Generator:
Service  ..--. ..__. -.. _____________
Inspect  ________________________________
Replace  .-_. .__. -____ .._. _._. __ . . .
Repair
Overhaul  ..___. . . . . . . .

Voltage  Re~ulator:
Adjust --- -. . . ------
Replace
Repair  . . . . . . . . _ . . .
Inspect  _____  . . . . .__ . . ___________

Starter:
Service  ___________________________
Inspect  ______  ______________________
Replace  ____________________________
Repair  ---------------------------
Overhaul  __________________________

o

x
x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x
x

DS

x

x

x
x

x

x

x
x

x

GS

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

D

x

x

x

Tools
required Remarks
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Group Tools
No. Component  and related  operations o/c o DS GS D required Remarks

—.

2.6 Thermo Switch:
Inspect ___________________________ ------- x
Replace ____________________________ ------- ------ x

2.7 Pilot Lights:
Inspect ____________________________ ------ x
Replace -------------------------------- ------- ------- x

2.8 Fuses:
Inspect  ___________________________ ------ x
Replace -----------------  ----------- ------ ------ X

3.0 HYDRAULIC  SYSTEM
3.1 Lines, Tubing, Fittings:

Inspect ___________________________ ------ x
Replace --------------------------- ------- ------- X

3.2 Fluid Reservoir:
Service  --------------------------- ------ x
Inspect  ---------------------------- ------ x
Replace ----------------------------- ------ ------ x
Remails ---------------------------- ------ ------ x

3.3 Pump:
Service  ___________________________ ------ x
Inspect  --------------------------- ------ x
Replace ---------------------------- _______ ------ ------ X
Repair ---------------------------- ______ ------ ------ x
Calibrate -------------------------- ______ ------ ------- X
Overhaul -------------------------- ------ ------ ------ ------ x

3.4 Controls:
Inspect  --------------------------- ------ x
Replace ------------------------------ ------ ------ x

3.5 Filter  Elements:
Inspect  ---------------------------- ------ x
Replace ------------------------  ----- ------- x

3.6 Coupling  Half:
Inspect  ---------------------------- ------ x
Replace -------------------------- ______ x

3.7 Hose Assemblies:
Inspect  _________________________  --- _______ x
Replace ---------------------------- _______ x

3.8 Pressure Gage:
Inspect  --------------------------- ______ x
Replace --------------------------- ______ x

‘ Calibrate ------------------------- ______ ------ ------ x
3.9 O-Rings:

Replace ----------------------------- ______ ------ x
3.10 Valves:

Replace ___________________________ ______ _______ x
Repair  ------------------------------ ______ ------- ------ x
Overhaul --------------------------- ______ ------ ------ ------ x

3.11 Dampener:
Replace ----------------------------- ------ .-... - --- x

3.12 Compensator  Control:
Replace ____________________________ ------ ------ ------ X
Repair  ---------------------------- ------ ------ ------ x

3.13 Drain Assembly,  Petcock:
Replace ----------------------------- ------- x

3.14 Neck, Tank Filler:
Replace _________________________  . ------ ------- x

3.15 Send Unit:
Replace ___________________________ ------ ------ x
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Group
N o .

3.16

3.17

4.0
4.1

4.2

4.3

4.4

4.5

4.6

4.7

4.8

4.9

4.10

4.11

4.12

4.13

4.14

4.15

4.16

5.0
5.1

Component  and related  operations

Filter  Housing:
Replace  .-. __________________________
Repair .-_ . . . . . .-.. --_. __.. -_. __ . . . . .

Control Panel and Accessories:
Replace  . .._. _. . . . . . . . .
Repair  . . . . .._ --. _.. ___.. -. _____ ._

NGINE
Manifold:

Replace  ___________________________
Instruments:

Replace  . ._ .--. _...  _________________
Calibrate  . . . .._. ------------ -----

Spark Plugs:
Replace  . ..__. ______________________

Magneto:
Replace  ------ -----------------------
Repair-. . ._ . ----- ----------------
Overhaul  . . . . . . . .- . . ..__.. . ._

Oil Filter:
Replace  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Muffler:
Replace  . .._--.. -. -
Repair.. _ .._. ._ . .

Air Shroud:
Replace.
Repair

Governor:
Replace.  -- .._.
Repair  . . . ..- -- ----

Fuel Pump:
Replace  . ..__ .-
Repair.  . . . --

Gaskets:
Replace  -. -... ------ . ___

Carburetor:
Replace_.
Repair  .._. . . . . . - -.
Overhaul  ___  -. --

Fuel Strainer:
Replace

Oil Filter:
Replace

Manifold  Assembly:
Replace  --- -__- . . ..- ._ _.
Repair  -------- .- - .-

Cylinder  Block and Components:
Replace
Repair
Overhaul

Camshaft  and Components:
Replace  --------
Repair
Overhaul

ISCELLANEOUS
Tires:

I Replace .—

o/c o L)s

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x

x
x

x

x
x

x

x

GS

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

D
Tools

requ i red Remarks

x

x
x

x
x
x

A G O  5 7 4 2 A
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Group
No.

5.2

5.3

5.4

5.5

5.6

5.7

5.8

5.9

5.10

5.11

5.12

5.13

5.14

5.15

5.16

5.17

5.18

5.19

5.20

126

Component  and  related  operation~

Fuel Tank:
Replace ____________________________
Repair _____________________________

Thermometer:
Replace ------- ____________________

Lubrication  Fittings:
Service -----------------------------
Replace -----------------------------

Brake Assembly:
Inspect ___________________________
Replace ___________________________
Repair.. __-<_. ________________________

Tie Rod Assembly:
Inspect ___________________________
Replace _____________________________
Repair  ________________________________

Drawbar Assembly:
Replace _____________________________
Repair _____________________________

Steering  Arm Assembly:
Replace ___________________________
Repair ____________________________

Brake Lever  Assembly:
Replace ______________________________
Repair _____________________________

Latch,  Steering  Arm:
Replace ___________________________
Repair _____________________________

Wheel and Subassembly:
Replace _____________________________
Repair ______________________________

Inner Tube:
Replace ___________________________

Brake Drum:
Replace  ______________________  __..
Repair _____________________________

Springs:
Replace ___________________________
Repair ____________________________

Axles Assemblies:
Replace ___________________________
Repair  ____________________________

Kingpin,  Steering  Knuckle:
Replace ___________________________

Bearing  Sleeves:
Inspect ---------------------------
Replace ____________________________

Bumper,  Rubber:
Replace ---------------------------

Support Assemblies:
Replace ___________________________
Repair  -----------------------------

Cable  Assembly,  Brake:
Inspect _____________________________
Replace ____________________________
Repair _____________________________

o/c

------

.-—---

--—----
-—-—-—
------

-—---—

---———
.—-—-—

--———-
-—----

-—----

-—---—

-—---—

--——+.

-—-—--

---———
------
-—-. -.

0

x
-----

x
-----
-—---

--——-

-----

x
-----

x
-----

x

x
----—

--——-

_———_
.-———

-—--—

-—--—
-----

- -----

---—-

X
_————
--———

DS

x

x

x

x
x
x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x
x

x

_—————

_—— -.——

x

x

x
x

x
x

Gs

x
x

x

x

x
x

x

x

D

I

I
I
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Group
No. I Component  and related  operations

I

I
5.21

5.22

5.23

5.24

5.25

Frame  Assembly:
Replace  ----------------------------
Repair  ..__. -..-._. . -------------

Bearings:
Service -------------------------  --
Replace  ------------ ---- -------

Bearing  Race:
Replace  ---------- -----------------

Brackets:
Replace  ___________________  _______
Repair  ------------------------------

Spacers:
Replace  ______________________________

0/c

—.

--———

DS

x
x

x

x
x

x

GS D

x
x

required
Twls

Remarks
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APPENDIX Ill

REPAIR PARTS LIST

Section I. INTRODUCTION TO GROUP ASSEMBLY PARTS LIST

1. General

This portion of the manual lists the repair
parts and special tools authorized for operator,
organizational, direct support, general support,
and depot maintenance of Test Stand, Hydrau-
lic System, Aircraft, Type D-5A, Model AHT-
5A-1, Sun Electric Corp. This is the authority
to requisition for operator and organizational
maintenance, and the authority to requisition
and issue for direct support, general support,
and depot maintenance. It serves as a guide to
determine the quantity of items authorized for
initial stockage in accordance with AR 700–70
and AR 711-16. It supplements tables of equip-
ment, allowances, and other applicable authori-
zation documents.

2. Arrangement
All repair parts are listed in disassembly

order and indented when required to indicate
relationship to the next higher assembly.

3. Tools

No special tools are required.

4. Explanation of Columns

a. AMC Materiel Code. (Formerly Technical
Service Code). Materiel basic number. Items
which are the logistic responsibility of a com-
modity command, other than U. S. Army Avia-
tion Materiel Command (USAAVCOM), are
indicated by the basic number assigned to the
commodity command.

The basic numbers are:
3—Chemical Materiel
5—Engineer Materiel
8—Medical Materiel
9—Ordnance Materiel

10—Quartermaster Materiel
1l—Signal Materiel

128

b. Source Codes. Source codes are shown in
this column as assigned to items by USAAV-
COM. The code symbols indicate the selection
status and source of supply for each repair part
as defined hereafter.

(1)

(2)

Code P applies to high mortality re-
pair parts which are stocked in or
supplied from the commodity com-
mand depot system, and authorized
for use at indicated maintenance eche-
lons.
Code P1 applies to repair parts which
are low mortality parts, stocked in or
supplied from commodity command
depots, and authorized for installa-
tion at indicated maintenance eche-
lons.

Note. General use, common hardware and
bulk material listed herein are not assigned
source, maintenance, or recoverability codes.

c. Maintenance Level Code. The code symbol
used in the maintenance level column indicates
the lowest maintenance level authorized to in-
stall the repair parts. Capabilities of higher
maintenance levels are considered equal or bet-
ter.

(1) Code O—Operator and Organizational
Maintenance

(2) Code F—Direct Support Maintenance
(3) Code H—General Support Mainte-

nance
(4) Code D—Depot Maintenance

d. Recoverability Code. Recoverability codes
reflect the recoverability or repairability char-
acteristics of repair parts upon removal from
equipment at time of maintenance, repair, or
overhaul.

(1) Code R applies to repair parts and as-
semblies which are economically re-
parable at direct and general support

AGO 5742A



(2)

(3)

maintenance activities and are norm-
ally furnished by supply on an ex-
change basis.
Code U applies to repair parts spe-
cifically selected for salvage by re-
clamation units because of precious
metal content, critical materials, high
dollar value, reusable casings or cast-
ings, etc.
Repair parts and assemblies not as-
signed a recoverability code shall be
considered “throwaway” items.

e. Federal Stock Number. The Federal Stock
Number consists of the applicable 4-digit FSC
Code Number plus the 7-digit Federal Item
Identification Number, and is utilized for
requisitioning, storage and accountability pur-
poses.

f. Description. This column furnishes the
item name, a brief description when necessary,
and authorized abbreviations or dimensions
when required to provide further identification.

(1) Part numbers. Three basically differ-
ent kinds of part numbers are found
within this column.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Identification of manufacturer,
e.g., 4776–4.
Government standard or Military
part numbers which begin with the
letters AN, AF, MS, NAF, NAS,
etc .
Miscellaneous vendor or commercial
part numbers.

(2) Manufacturer’s code number. The
manufacturer’s code number is a 5-
digit Federal Supply Code identifying
a particular manufacturer.

g. Unit of Issue. This column lists the
standard or minimum basic quantity in which
the item is issued (each, pound, set, etc.).

h. Quantity Per Assembly. Quantities in this
column are those required for one assembly
only. When similar assemblies are broken down
together, the quantities are those required for
one assembly only. When attaching parts are
shown as attaching two or more items, the
quantities of the attaching parts are those
necessary to attach only one of the items.

i. Allowance Factors. An asterisk (*), code
contained within an allowance factor subcolumn

AGO 5742A

indicates that the item is authorized for use at
that maintenance level, but is not authorized to
be stocked. When such an item is required, it
must be requisitioned for immediate use only.
An AR code within an allowance factor sub-
column indicates that the item is authorized for
use at that level, but is to be requisitioned as
required and a minimum quantity to be stocked.
This code applies only to common hardware and
bulk material.

j. Illustrations. This column lists the figure
number of the items illustrated and when appli-
cable, the item number. When no item number
is reflected for an item, it indicates the item is
included in the referenced figure, but is not
visible in the presented view.

5. Federal Supply Code for Manufacturers
Code Manufacturer and location

00624 ------ Aeroquip Corp., Aircraft Division, Jack-
son Plant, Jackson, Mich.

00724 ------ Air Associates, Inc., Electronic Division,
Orange, N. J.

01930 ------ Amerock Corp., Rockford, Ill.
04198 ------- Ashcroft Gauge Co., Bridgeport, Conn.
06499 ----- Volta Battery Corp., Chicago, Ill.
10100 ------ Flow Products, Inc., Chicago, Ill.
11583 ------ Champion Spark Plug Co., Toledo, Ohio
11862 ------ Chevrolet Motor Division of General

Motors Corp., Detroit, Mich.
15605 ----- Cutler Hammer, Inc., Milwaukee, Wis.
16764 ----- Delco Remy Division of General Motors

Corp., Anderson, Ind.
16954 ----- Denisen Engineering Co., Columbus, Ohio
18265 ------ Donaldson Co., Inc., St. Paul, Minn.
19728 ----- Electric Auto-Lite Co., Toledo, Ohio
21387 ----- Fairbanks, E. and T., and Co., Chicago, Ill.
30327 ----- Imperial-Eastman Corp., Chicago, Ill.
38508 ----- Marsh Instrument Co., Division of Colo.

rado Oil and Gas Corp., Skokie, Ill.
41615 ----- Morse Chain Co., Detroit, Mich.
42689 ------ National Lock Co., Rockford, Ill.
43766 ----- Nice Bail Bearing Co., Nicetown, Phila-

delphia, Pa.
51240 ------ American-Standard Controls Division of

American Radiator and Standard Sani-
tary Corp., Rochester, N. Y.

56289 ------- Sprague Electric Co., North Adams, Mass.
60038 ------- Timken Roller Bearing Co., Canton, Ohio
60380 ------- Torrington Co., The, Torrington, Conn.
66289 Wisconsin Motor Corp., Milwaukee, Wis.
66295 Wittek Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill.
70417 Amplex Division of Chrysler Corp., De-

troit, Mich.
70485 --------- Atlantic India Rubber Works, Inc., Chi-

cago, Ill.
70955 --------- Blackstone Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill.
73370 --------- Fram Corp., Providence, R. I.
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code Manufacturer and location

73809  ------  Geneva Metal Wheel Co., Geneva, Ohio
74400 ------ Hobbs, John W., Corp., Springfield, Ill.
75915 ------ Littelfuse, Inc., Chicago, Ill.
77060 ----- Packard Electric Division of General

Motors Corp., Warren, Ohio
77344 ------ Potter Co., Chicago, Ill.
78439 ------ Porter, H. K., Co. of Delaware, Thermoid

Division, Thermoid Works, Trenton,
N. J.

78480 ------- Tillotson Mfg. Co., The, Toledo, Ohio
78500 ------ Rockwell-Standard Corp., Transmission

and Axle Division, Detroit, Mich.
78553 ------- Tinnerman Products, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio
79470 -------  Featherhead Co., The, Cleveland, Ohio

Code Manufacturer and location

79934 ----- Tire and Rim Association, Inc., The,
Akron, Ohio

80089 ------ R B M Mfg. Co., Logansport, Ind.
82386 ------- Sun Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill.
85925 ------ Electro Mechanical Instrument Co., Per-

kasie, Pa.
86768 ------ Republic Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio
87541 ------  Stanley Hardware Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
88234 ------- United Electric Controls Co., Watertown,

Mass.
90005 ------ Bendix Filter Division of Bendix Corp.,

Royal Oak, Mich.
96152 ----- Marvel Schebler Products Division of

Borg-Warner Corp., Decatur, Ill.
98441 ------- Stratoflex, Inc., Ft. Worth, Tex.
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SECTION I I I
NUMERICAL INDEX - PART I
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32-32
17-14,17-35,
29-26,3)-6
15-3
14-67,36-6

X3-e
36-7
32-9
32-1,32-14
14-20
14-1
15-10,15-14
14-15
14-42
29-3,29.19
3s-8
29-42

25-24
25-14
16-2
20-25
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TM  55-4920-226-15

mm so. 14ANUPACTURSRE
COOE

ITEM NAME

A7W1AC1O-10
,M501AC1O-1I3
ANW4-1%4
AN!D5-10.8
AS50%S-6
AN507C832-6
AS508-6-6
An510-lo-s
Amloclo-12
ASrd 5-10-6
An515-3-6
ANS15-416-1O
AN515-416-12
6M515-416.16
AN515-416=211
M515.416-4B
AJi5L5.6.4
AS315-6.5
AM15-6-6
AIW5-6-7
M616-6-6
Am15-2-12
AU6M-6=6
A25M0416=16
A26150416-40
Al1516041e-6
A26M06.4
Al1615m-3
A2s20dodo
M62O-10-6
M320-lo4
Am20010-12
Am20010-14
Ammlmo-6
AM2S-1032-6
M526-6S2-5
M526-832-6
A253044
A253009-B
AMW6-4
Am35-614
AmssAsls26
AIL565DM6
AM65D616XL4
A2S0-6-S
A3IS227-10
A26227-15
AJ16227-19
AU6227-26
A2S2Z1-69
Mm227-7

A26227-6
AS2W14
Am230-3
A26236-3
M62374
M6246-8
AWS266-12

68144
45661

86044

SECTION III
NUMERICAL INDEX - PART I

PSDERAL
STOCK m.

5330-35Q-9013
33W-2624570
3330-196-3362
5330-198-6187
3330-197-66U

63mao-1211
5XW-S15-1712
2330-267-6260
1650-242-6425
4330-024-9665

SCRSU
SCRSW
SCR6W
Scrurd
SCRSU
Sclwd
saw
Scrwn
SCR3W
SCR!W
SCRSU
3CREU
SCREW
SCR6W
13CR6U
30LT,  MMSI!IE
mRsu
Scnw

6CR3U
6C2W
mm
Mmf
6cm2u
6clw
6CRW
Scnw
mml
mw
Ww
3cnEf
-

mm
6cRm#
6CRW
mm
axcu
6cmf
6CRW, mpmlo
a. TAPm23

30LT
PAaam
PAcxnu
PAaam
PACKH63
P#2mlo
PAQam

PAc?zm
mxxm
PAc2xm
PInrm2MmPr
PILT6R 2mEm
mmmn

PI(XJM Am

mm  m.

21-10
21.11

9-7
20-3
21-20
21-18
32.25,32-69

39.6
33.11
17-26
9-30
17-12

19.10
33-7
21-2
19-6
21-5
32*36
32-34
23-2

23-8
29-7
32-40

20-22,36-6
9.5,33.17,33.3

17-37

16-6

23-5
22-13

32-19
36-19
14.34

3s.13
36.28

13-7,13-30
3640, 36-P.0,
39-8

13-25,37-45
36-24
13-U
30-6
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TM 55-4920-226-15

NUMERICAL INDEX - PART I
SECTION III

Mm m. MANUFACTURERS
CODE

AU6269-4
AII629O-10
Am290-12
~b
AIE290-3
AIE260-4

A146291-12
AIIB231-4
AM6320B32
AIM-4-4

AIM-4-5
AK&M

Anm4-lo

A26S-5-12
AM63-6-14
Am%%.s
ABM-5-6
AI165-6-7
An6-6-lo
A266-6-12
AN69..6-14
Am66-6-24
Am5-6-7
Al166-o-lo
A266-6-12

AlNh6-14
M6Q4-4
An614-3
A7t615-16
Am164
An6324
AIW3-32
AIS33-16

A7a34-3z
AR634-16
Am34-4
AnU?*
iBm-60
AW3940
AU624.M
A2924-4
AJB2448
Am2e4s
A29a-2-13
AlW46-lo

AfB36-ioi6

AGO 5742A

98441

88044

m$mtAL
2’iucK 12J.

5330-235-9842
5330-251..68*
5320-285-9043
S333-635-1485
5330-MS.296$
5330-206-0794

53xQ54-66%1

ITIBlnAm

PACUIm
PAcKim
rwmrn
warn
PMKtm
p~m
lwluxmn
mum
warn

B2f4T

MLT

Born’
Bela

3DLT
6oIm

mm, Muxnls
mm
w
mu
2WT
w

30W
Tn
H.410
W?Ion
U4ma
Ifxmx, TIES

aaou
maw

mxgol Am
14mm U&

13-24

13.5,1&39
13-22
13-3
36-2

37.36
17-22,32-47,
32-53
18-6
W29,14-3L),
17-32
13-27,14-6*
16018,2T-23
24-16,34-6
26-2
24-27,27-6
16-M

14-i?l,32-61

14-63,244
M-2

3040
14-66,14-64,
36-lb
1o-1o
12-33,32-32
13-M
134

M-22
M-26,13-18
~z-a ,1243F
13-2
12-30
20-16
12-34,3,241

2s-24

1347

%
*-24
14-24
17..15,17-26,
20+20-26,
&2D,364,
35-7
14.72,16-26

203



Pm no.
MANUFACTURERS

CODE

Awn5-41b

~
Alt635-5L
A142?5-516

I M35-SL6L

AI?235-6
AN235-6L
AI?235-616

M635-716
AI1235-8

AN23S-S16

~36A6
Mf236A7i6
AW362L0
Al12362516
AM36M16
M1245-4P

AWP45-5P
A!tJ45-6
ARXO-1OL
4II6W-1016
~60-S16
Al1660-616
Am60-3
AW60-616
AW3WB416
AH960S516
NWOC516
ALL33-2
N?492A
A2492C
A2566
A2S72
A2m-2-m71-l
A2@-2-3206
A220-2-3221
A2M-2.3226
A220-2-3m
A260-2.3m2
A260-2-3304A
A260-2-3306A
A?20-2-3306A
A2~-2-3310A

204

12204
2MS1
21307
21367
21367
22366

62326

62366
62366
62346
82366
82366

TM 55-4920-226-15

SECTION III
NUMERICAL INDEX - PART I

P2D2RAL ITID4 SAM
s’rocw m.

WAEHER

3L20-469-4244

4920-7934667

4720-960-6014
4720-990-WII

IW3S2R
wA6mR

$M6H2R

WMX2$
WAM5R
msml

wA61m
wAsmR

wMnm

II-
WA2R2R,  Mm
i7A6SER
WA62ER
mmml
WAS2ES

liA2s2s

IMsm9i

liAsu2s
Wsmm

IMs7r2R
WASS2S
Us2SR
WASSES
WASSSS
msslsR
WA2SSS

S2ARIm
WAS2ER

wA3ms
PIl!

mmsIm
comsoLA6sImLv
VALV6 ~x
VALV2 As626mJ
SIm, Swa NoIJm
M ~Y
7m62Ass2mLx
mmmI
TwLm
Zwzu3

noum  MD
1-20.

9-18,13-14,
14-29,17-U,
17-20,17-27,
17,-30,18-8,
23-3, 23-LO,
23-14,24-2,
27-L0,32-46,
32-52
19-7
14-7,20-31,
24-17,27-7,
34-6
13-22,16-12,
16-16
21-4
21-19,  33-e
14.33,14.66,
14-61,15-8,
17-4,29-LO,
32-62
24-22
2.1-15,32-12,
32-33,32-32,
32-41
14-31,14-56,
14-65,1hL2,
36-19
16-7

30-1
27-24,30-14

17-21,17-U,
10-7

24-2
32-66
14.73
15-13,24-28
14-62,15-15

16-U
32-4,32-17
20-32,26-3
29-20
14-62
21-32
21-34,2L-44
21-27
23-24
9-29
9-12

12-37
3244
12-36
12-32
M-36
12-42

AGO 5742A



PART K).

A2S0-2-3312A
A2S0-2-3314A
A260-2-3316A
MO-2-3318A
A260-2-3320A
A2S0-2-3322
A2W-2-3328A
A2S0-2-3332A
A2S0-2-3334A
A280-2-3336
A2S0-2-3348A
A26G-2-3350A
A2S0-3005
A2S0-3014
A2S0-?016
&2%0-2028A
A280-2029-l A
A?80-XK30A
A2S0-3207
A280-3217
A2so-3219
A2W-3227A
A2S0-3231
&%o-4-wol
A2S0-4-W06
A2S0-4-X)68
A2so-4.3zlo
AZSO-4-3216

&WO-4-3220
A260-4-3222

A2S0-4-3223
A2S0-4-3224
A2S0-4-3225
Azw-4-4tx@

A2S0-5X6
&’so-7-3211
A?m-5079
A361 -lW
A361-1CO-1O
A361-1OO-1I
A361-1OO-12
A361-1OO-13
A361-1OO-3
A361-1OO-4
A361-Kx)-5
A361-1OO-6
A361-1OD-8
A361 -103-3
A361-103-4
A361 -103-5
A361-103.6
A3FJ -103-7
&361 -103-8
K161-112-2
A361-112-3

14ANUPACTUR2RS
CODE

B2386
82386
82386
823S6
82386
823S6
82386
82386

82386
82386
82386
82386
fj23a6
82386

S“386
823S6
82386
823S6

82386

823S6
823S6

82386

82386

823S6
823S6
823S6
82386

51240
82386

TM 55-4920-226-15

SECTION III
NUMERICAL INDEX - PART I

PSDERAL
SlwK No.

4!320-783-6670
6620 -783-6wV
F,ffl.;-/83+Gllj

5330-991-8569

4320-787-2586

4720 -793455S
4920-790-8109
4920-790-8108

66S0-786-9203

6685-704-0845
4920-793-0645
4920-991-6999
2C05-9’J2-0W3
2805-992-0509

2S05-9924586

2805-992-0587
280:-9924590

2S05-992-0591
82306
82386

IT~ NAM

TUSINO
TUSIN13
TusINo
TUSIIS3
TUSIW
TWNO
Tu’2UN0
~INO
TUSI143
TUSINO
TUSIN3
TUSINO
VALVS
OME
GAGE
COVER ASSEMBLY
COVliR A.WD4SLY
COW ASsmLY
GAi3KG2
SUSSINO
TsE
COVER ASSFJ4B7Y
ELBW W DW3W
UN4P
RESERVOIR
NANIFmD
VALVE A9SEN3LY
FILTER AND MANIFOLD
ASSRKSLY
FILTER ASSEKSLY
PLATE, NAME, lNDRAULIC
CIRCUIT  SC1-C3M’lTC
HCSE ASSENBLY,  NYDRAULIC
S0SS ASSSMBLY
H(33E w-Y, NYDRAULIC
NYDRAULIC  SY6T231
INSTALLATION
TRANSMIIT%R
HOUSING
OAGE
VALVS
PLUNGER
f3PRIN0  , SFOOL
SPRIN!3, PH02
SEAT,  INSENT
CAP, VALVE
VALW, NESDLE
m
SCR2?4
GUfDE, SFRINO
FILTER
PIN
STEM
H.(X
RETAINER, SHiINO
SPRING
BODY
roPPm

FIGURE MD
IBDEX No.

12-40
12-45
12-X)
12-31
12-35
12-17
12-46
12.19
12-13
12-11
12-21
12-6
12-23
9-6
9-4
30-11
30-5
30-1

12-24
30-s

12-1
30-17
13.2U

12-47

12-9

12

30-12
13-31
9-28
9-17
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TM 55-4920-226-15

PART m.

A36L-112-4
A36L-112-5
A361-L37-2
A363-U7-3
A361-2-lW-2
A361-2-1OO-7
A361-2-1OO-9
A361-2-103
A36L-2-103-2
A36L.2-108
A36L-2-112
K36L-2-U7
A4-3736-R-70
A426-1OO1
A426-1~
A426-1601
A426-1703
4426-1707
M26-1706
M26-1717
A426-1718
A426-1719
A426-17~A
M26-1606
A426-M06
A426-16L0
M26-1611
M26-2-1712A
A426-2-1713A
A426-2-1714A
M26-2-1722A
M26-2-3220
A426-2-3221
A426-2-3260A
M26-2-3261A
A426-2-3262A
A426-2-3263A
A426-2-3264A
A426-2-3265A
M26-3213
A426-3250

M26-3251

A426-3263
M26-4-l@30
M26-4-1605
A426-4-3230
M26-4-32UA
M26-7-321X
M26-7-3202
3A-49&6-31
30-LO1
3O-101-6L
M-193A
m-193A-m
243-223
m-lo3
M-155-O

82366
82366
82386
62366

62366
76X0
62366
82366
82386
82366
82366
82366
62366
62366
82366
82386
82366
62386
62366

62366
82366
82386
82366
82386
62366
62366
82366
62386
82366
82366
62366

62366
82366
82366

66289
66289
66289
66289
66289
66289
66289
66266

SECTION III
NUMERICAL INDEX - PART I

mAM271
mum
BODY
Slml
moY, VALVE
SeAT,  8FWL
mcOL

4920-763-6657 VALV3
mm

4920.713.4705
4820-783-6678 VALV2

VALVE
2530 -541-XW3 mwm A86e4mx

CLAMP
00DR mOP A682M3LY
SPACER
PAo AND BrRAP
LINER
20LT
mRAP
P2Pt
2L30U
13uFKwrl
COVER
TRAY M3ML2LX
Supmm
TRAY
Tumm
TuBIm
TlJ3nu
TumNo

47~-990-9012 H08E A3SEM3LY
4720-990.9015 Ham A662M6LY

Tt732m
TIJBIm
TuBIm
Tumm
TU21m
TU61N0
BRACKBT
PL4T6,  NAM, OWRJ?T
]/2 IIW
PLATE,  NM2, Oumm
3/4 INcH
HANDLE
FNAMR A33EMBLY
NOU3JtKl  A362M6LY
PANEL hEf32K6LY
PANEL
PANEL  A332M2LX,  CONTROL
PLAT2,  CO172ROL  PAN2L
cRAmcAm  A32m5LY
Covm
COVER  A3BEUBLY
F7AT2,  EARIm
PLAr2 A63JMBLY
FLAl’B, REPAIN2N
Covm
PLATB

rmum  Am

I- m.

9-8

9-22

12.7
14:66
14-66

32-43

18-14
17-5
16-15

16-5
17-6

17-13
11-17
18-1
10-2
18-3
16-4
12-4
12-6
12-14
12-26
12-22
12-20
12-12
12-5

14-87
32

9-1
9

24-31
34-1o

36-25

26-1
24-29
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Pm K).

2U2563C
m498B
3448
2.5963
C-21P
CA-69 D-4
cA-69D-4-21
m2563
C106-436-24
C1498D
C447
C5949
DA-66A-4
M-66A-4-m
OR-25
m-25-220
DR-25-840
D1498
DW49A
C5950C
M-112
2ZI-108A
E2-W03A
E8-8t06A
E6-8537A
MA-405A
2BB-45A
EBB-4513.A
=m3
E?566
r-w-al
T2a36-3
ni-xzMB-7
2P-498
PP-505
?P-5455
rP-553
TP-613
PP-614
-615
?P-642S
rP-644-7
m-645
YP-657
rP.7w
FP-754
FP-756
TP-757
YP-759

?P-762

?2-765
?P-766
T21-P
E?533
P5352
GA-35A-1
GB-46

KmJ?Am’um5s
cool!

21387
21387

21387
72370
66289
66289
21387
78553
21387
73809
21387
66289
66289
66289
66289
66289
21387
21387
21387
66289
19728
19728
19720
19728
19728
19728
1Q728
21387
21387
66289
70417
21387
70255
70955
70255
70955
70955
70%5
70955
70955
70955
70255
70955
70955
70955
7c#55
70955
70955

70955

70955
70955
73370
2i387
21387
66289
66289

TM 55-4920-226-15

SECTION III
NUMERICAL INDEX - PART I

FwM14L
S’mcl(  m.

2920-566-7395

253G-533-2650

2940-141-9025
2805-9924578

3110-144-8998
2805-624-9951

2805-654-4274

2805-992-0576

2920-844-7154

2805-524-9552

5340-353-6994

2220-367-4255

2805-674-4865

2920-656-7336

533)-991-7008
5330-656-7474
5330-991-7010

5340-237-2275
2910-684-4405

2805-992-0851

5330-656-7475

11T34 MA)E

COUPLI123
RIRG
m
SPRIN3
cAmR12K311
cRANKmMT
cRANmBNT A2BE14BLY
lwB A2fmn8LY
m
RIm
CAP
B2AXmG
MD, com4BcTI123
CON!4BWI163 ROD A082KBLY
RIml m
mm SET
RIN3 SET
rum
BEARIN3
B2ARIR3
CAW311NT
WABHER
READ
mLT
mm
8PRIX83
DRIVE MBEM6LY
BHAm m Pn4’Iol!  AmEmLY
RETAINM
SPRIm
TAPFWI’  AS2EMLY
BBARIM
Wmlo
BIJB21m
LINKAGE
ARM
Pm
OAEKET
oAmmT
0-
swum
WRIm
mum
FILTER
PLAT6
M442
VALVB
smum
BCRW AND UJCKWA222R
A8mmLY
8CRM AND 1.@XWA222R
AmEmLY
mLT
OASIGIT
PILT2R, OIL
PIN
GEAR
GEAR
OEM

FIGGR2 Am
IBDEX I@3.

21-29
21-36
14-51
21-?0

36-34

21-35
14-41
21-37
36-12

21-38
21-45
21-40
27-25
20-10
20-13
20-9
20-8
20-12

20-11
21.31
21-26
26-5
14-85
21
28-19
28-21
28-2G
28-18
28-11
28-4
28-15
20-16
28-9
28-17
28-5
28-12
28-3
28,8
28-1o
28-13

28-6

28-1
28-2
11-24
21-43
21-42
36-3)
27-22
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SECTION III
NUMERICAL INDEX - PART I

Mmm9

Oc-26

OD=94-2
m-9s-A
a-43
Mlmwa+
03-2964
0242
D3-46
mw
a24wkK
=766
C3662
m64
IIMSD

K2M4
JK40
JK42
a-m4
K-66-D
UA43A-1
uh+lA-b21
Im=42
M-4242
S-m-l
KC-364
m-la
Im-M!l-m
m-wi
Lo-2a-la
IJ4DOH
2X-9
tL-uo
20-60
le434
Mao-K

M-363
m-w
*94
)mxwl-lo
mm31-u
mm3k32
MH632-7
m13632-2
=36324
m3633-?
~-6
la*334
M339W4
m3267-2
=3937-3
~d
-3963-I
muwm-1
)eum664
WL3W7-3
=32964

C2aK

W262
21367
66226

66292
26337

7036s
7066s
23367
23367
21337
2X)67

66269
66262
2M61
66266
66266
06499
66266
66266
66269
66236
66266
62269
66262
66266
66262
66269

66266
66262
26269
66262
mem
363L7
66229
66269
66266
66262
96m6
46906

96M6
96m6
96906
92s06
26206
96m6
26606
26m6
26W6
26206

66m6
96906

96606

2ma 20.

6330463-3m5
mlo-3w4a36

2920-336-1221

22D5-424-21X16

5330450-1218

6140-766.ao36

4720-799-7634

2910-936.7663

3110-Mo41sl
3U0-MO-2162

2605-ss4-3356
2603—5644955

2203454-3354
2M5-m4-3963

2603464-3950

22’2=
26D3-m4-9622
2206—540—5m9

2m%3mAm7
26D6474-97W

mKMa

02An, ID12m
02AR
w, 24UVK

D3An

*mm

FUB41EAD
RIM

uxacAmmMR~
m2D

IIWR2

Carom
mm
-m

oxLIwP~
30DX
mor ~Y
m
ODvMl  Mmlmx
OmR, mm
(8AR, mm
aw’r, M2v2
m2v2mAm~
mu262Am

Zw8, Rum
CMIP
H
CAP, ~
D~

Iuu2, m2v2

Mu, muum
Mm ~
ram
mm
mm
mm
mm
ram
mm
mm
mm

Rxm
22An2m, 61MV2
mium, 4u6v2
m
Ma
m- CAP

2M?3
35-2
29-34

1340
27-6
27-M
22-7
21-4f
21-6
2143
21-33

m-u
2947
a-?
2743
2946
17-2
%
33-M

33-U

a-is
35-13
35-16

“33dl
24-24

u-l
28-14
36-32
36-17
29-M
m-lo

36-3
36-3
M-3
36-2
s-i?
36-2
36-1
36-1
36-1
36-4
X4
M-4
36-5
36-u
36-1o
364
26-7
264
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PARI no.

USL3999-8
mslmo2-2
W4322-5A6
MS24225-1
)s24328-1
lk328740-16
WZ8740-4
US28741-16-1200
l&28759-12-1200
le328759-e-1200
K128760-12
M287EJ3-8
W28775-W8
KM3775-10
MS28775-114
=0775-226
&35338-44
K.35338-45
)s35389-6
M335392-52
)433%49-82
MU-54
t?VG4D
MZ-1024AO
M2-1034CG
MZ-12P
W.-l 3643A
MZ-19C
14Z-2CQ1-LS
MZ+?D02G
MZ-2012ES
Mz-2366-T
I% 357
ML-358A
NZ-359A
M-364
MZ-365
M-,$184-T
Ms-52B
K)-10-N
ML-972
M?570
NC-146-C2
?:c.146-C2-:J
NC162416
NF2c
m?.? 433X
M?4.30A
pA.~91

PA-294
PA-334
PA-340
PA-64
PB-146-l
PB-i63
PB-24
R-112
W-251

CODE

9LWCM
96906
96906
96906
96906
96906
96906
96906
96906
96906
9690iJ
96906
96906

96906
9690F,
96906
96906
9006
96906
96906
19729
6G289
lq7~8

19728
19728
19728
19728
19728
1!3728
1972P
l1372tJ
197?8
L9-:za
1’3728
i9728
1!4728
19728
19728
39317
74403
71387
66289
662S9
m360

213R”/
21387
66289
66289

66289
66289
fiFz29’3
662 w
66289
66289
66289

mmf4AL

S’lWK  W.

2S05-382-S033

2530-528-7224

4720-990-9010

47’20-5S0-8446

5330-FJ34-23fJ0
5:CC-5$M-0265
5.3.?O-r,18-0f30;
rj31J.  r.., i)-  Q/.3/

261 O-O5J3-W34O
261O-2EAJ-7354

2805 -679 -’3594

5977 -62? -3579
5977-391-4031

2920 -’05-5108

5330-559-6862
2920-592-3979

2920-507-3205

3.L1O-9!31-8557
66q5-557-8035

2805 -’3924552
6625-783-5615
2920-799-7683

ITEM UAW!

VALVS
FITTIW3
WHEEL AND 2S7S ASSEMBLY
WHSSL ASSEMBLY
HUB ASSEJUKY
CD!NNWLW
CORN7!UIVR
HCX3E A88Et.tsLY
!i09E ASSSMSIY
HOSE MSEM8LY
ADAPTRR
ADAPL’RR
PACKING
PACWINC
PACKIffi
PAcIcIffi
WASNSR
WASSEB
TIRE
TIJRE
m
WASNSFI
ENGINE
COVER
BRUSH
BRUSH
FL-42’S
SPRI?W
HOWSING AND FIELD ASSEMBLY
END BELL
BRiAsH SET’
ARMATURE
WASSSR
CAP
GASKET
BE.4RH$3
WASHSR
STARTER
BOLT
BEARIIiG
MLTER
Nln
FLYWHESL
FLYWIR?.EL  ASSEMBLY
SEARINO
A14MRmR
CAPACI’NNi
CAP
PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN
I?OLT
Pal’
BOLT
STOD
STIJD

?KX8U! Am
INDEX NO.

26-10
14-3

38-23
38-4
38-16
37-41
16-3
19-3
14-37
14-38

20-19
18-24
20-23
20-28
20-29
20-15
20-27

20-24

20-20
2U-17
20-5
20-14
20-6
20-18
20
m-l
38-36
9-1o
21-22

36-20
39-22
9-13
21-1
21-9
34-1
29-53
36-14
29-39
35-14
36-9
29-14

24-23
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Pm No.

lW-396
FC-429
FC-435
PD+15-A
PO-157
1%173-A
PO-195
PN-5-4
FE-65-1
PF-lol
1P-18
PF-25
PF-52
m-475
E&512
FO-515-A
m-194
Fn-202
PN-245
m-269
F%293-A
PJ-105
FL-24
FL-49
R4-108
2?4-111
R4-145
R4-76
PS1330A
P1-145.1
QS-83
QC.52

QD-482
tJD-535
qD-595-A
(.4D-615A
QO-616
QD-633
QD-632
QD-634
QD-635
QD-636-A
QD-663
QD-67
QF-67-B
QF-(i7-c
QF-91
Q0653
Q5939
X-91
RN-112
RF-1165
R6’-1281
RF-269
m- ?70
RF-?1O-4
S1’-i’94-A
RF-996
RJ-163A-S1

WACTJRER6
CODE

66269
66289

66269

66269
66269
66289

66289
66269
66289
66289
66269
66269
19720
19726
66289
66289
66269
66289
66289
66269
66289
662!39
66289
66289
66289
19728
66269
66269
66269
66289
6620!7
66263
66289
66209
66289
66269
66289
66289
66289
66289
66269
66269
66239
66269
66269
21387
66269
66289
66289
66289
66269
G6289
66269
66269
66289
66289

TM 55-4920-226-15

SECTION III
NUMERICAL INDEX - PART I

FEDERAL lXEf4 NAME
STOCK m.

2605-366-6246

2005.383-3549

5330.579-9545

2805-366-6249
2S05-253-6919

2805-292-3364
2005-399-6982
2S05-536-8S04
2S05-446-3433
2940-5.36-1257
2S05-356-4789
2S05-320-653G
2605-399-6984
2805-426-2159
2205-426-2161
2605-428-2162
2805-600-7101
2605-536-8616
2S05-366-6351
5340-584.1612
5340-584-1613
2.905-624-9940
5330-187-2962

2805-360-6326
2605-332-3722

SlwD

mm
sTUD
NUT

m

NUT,  HEXAGON
WASHER,  LOCK
WASBE’R,  LOCK
PLUNOSR
F2M,  PIPE
PLtKi
BU’TIUN
BRACKET
SAJ4D
BRACKET
WASNBR
OIL SEAL
WAi3NER,  CORK
sEAL, OIL
WASHER
STUD,  ‘JEAN
Km
KEY , WC@DRGFF
SPRING
SPRItU
SPRING
SPRIFF.I
HOUBIN13
SCREW
INSERT
CASKET
oA!SKET
QAMCHI’
GASKET
GAJKET
GAA9SXT
QMm
GASKET
OASKET
aAsKm
GASSET
OASKET
GASKET
SHIM
SHIM
GxKEr
GASNE2
G2AR
2CB2R4, OIL
SCBEU4
BG3HIN3
TEE
NIPPLE
ELBOW,  90 DMREE
ELBOW, RlE3TRm,
NXPPLE
ELBow
SABRE, on

F1GIJR3 AND

INOBX NO.

24-34
29-29
36-15
2-3-1
35-1
36-23
36-16
27-20

34-7
27-19,34-S
29-12

20-21
20-22A
36-24

34-9
29-15

36-21
36-31
27-21
29-2,35-9
27-12
29-27
20-4
29-4
24-25
24-26
26-4
35-12

29-46

24-4
24-5
34-4
24-XI
36-26
34-3
27-16
36-23
36-27
24-1’3

21-3’3

3%5
29-24
29-23
29-25

90 DmNEE
27-2
21-3
11-28
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TM 55-4920-226-15

SECTION III

NUMERICAL INDEX - PART I

PART No.

SK-173
RK-181
RM-1049A
R14-536
IW?417C
8A-26
SA-58
6A-65-A
m-1.lti-lf
68-124-X
8s-125
82-125+
SE-126
82-126-A
SE-127
8t-127-A
s&126-B
SS-126-C
82-48-I
TA-111-A
‘M-112-A
TA-l12A-8
TA-U4
TA-115
TA-116
TB-105-B
T7J-102
TB15%S4-12D
TB155-S4-8D
TC-322D-S1
‘N-326-D
lC-346-B
TC-340A
‘W-348A-81
TC-363&2
TG363S-2-S1
‘lW365-D
TC-366-A
TC-398-15
lc-403
l?-96-4
Tm-1220
TRD1625
TS2480
IT-61F-3
lT-84n-l
T149@
UX4631
IJ230-B
VS-134A-9
VB-98A-5
-339-A
VIZ-435-B
VE-527-W
v’Ik556
VZ-3!36
VS-674-A
V’G669-A
W-243-1

-AcmJlum
CODE

66289
66289
66289
66289
21387
66289
66289
66289
66289
66289
66289
6628$
66289
66289
66289
66289
66289
66289
66289
66289
66289
66289
66289
66289
66289
66289
66289
00624
00624
66289
66289
66289
66289
66289
66289
66209
66209
66289
66289
66289
66289
60360
60380
21387
66289
66289
21387
21387

66289
66289
66289
66229
66289
66289
66229
66289
66289
66289

FSOSHU IIW NAUE
StOCK NO.

FIOURE AM21

I= IKI.

2805-397-9648

3120-684-5681

2205-353-5912 SLI?F3ER,  OIL
PLA!2E, SPLASH

2%0-447-9285 F(JSL LINE
2805-371-4615 OIL LISS ASSEMBLY
2920-656-7411 COIL

IH6Ef7T
muo
PAD, cm
PLAm
Ssiuxm
Smxm
8HBOUD
SHBCUD
SHSCUD
SSRC4JD
SBSCUD
DWLWTOR
DEUJX2TOR
SCBSSS
PImom
Ssmr
DSIVS SSA2T ASS234SLY
ssAm
HANOLS
CAP
ADAPrsR
ADAPrsR
COUPLRU HAIaf
caJPLm3 SAu’
FLYWSIOIW
PQI
SuB
Srnvs
SLSSVS  AND SlMRIM3  A3B2MBLY
Ecusm
HC4JBIS0  ASS2#6LY
Pm
PIN
WAFT ASD LSVES MSSt@LY
CAP
ADAF’rm Mmmxt4m AssEt4BLY
WAW16
wAsnlm
pr(sl
C-L AERlC4BLY
WvmiJOB AssmmY
Rn6J
PLkTB
CSASK, mwrlzso
Lwlm
Yacs
STOP
Cglxs coIfrIwL
TBWL’TLS CC3WR0L

B=
BALL JOIIW
ROD
8PEml

2990-816-5714
2990-816-3962

36-29

27-4
29-22
21-48
24-33,29-47
24-32

23-4
23-18
23-U
23-12

23-15
23-6
23-7
23-16
23-17
23-1
27-17
29-44

27-14
27-11
27-16
27-15
29-45

29-40
29-41
29-43
29-3.9

29-54

29-21
29-5
29-46
29-26

14-17
14-59
21-47

21-17
21-46
36-13
29-18
i?%sl
29-8
24-15
29-6
29-U
29-16
29-31
29-32
34-2
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Mm Ilo.

W6QA

m4373
U2624
x-m
x-w
x&632
=?s
-17
ma
m-l
x-l
=7-A
X27663

3m2a

W-MI
W-363
W-4L61
W-432
W-446
-441

&%u3
OM-02247
a6=oe366
01Wm66
W6-2M67E
03s-21n2
W34m.1
033-2M36
03MMM
mMM26
a6aM67
036dM66

z=
C32-32463
03%3,2s36
03342562
W6-22620
036-12670
a36-12671
033-L2931
a?6-13963
036dmM
Ciuum
02M334a
a33-236?s
006-33676
036-33661
036-33663
03!MW4
036-Ma2
03%14391
c36-147si
03s-14752
a36-14667

66269
22367
msl
21361
10463
70465
19126
66269
66262
11363
66269
66269
W366
21367
z1367
77344
764W
76460
76460
?B4m
76460
76460
76460
78460
16%4

16234
16254
16664
16264
16654

:s
16964
16964
16664
16654
36964
16664
16254
16264
16954
16964

16634
26964
Mc64
M664
36264
16234
16264
36234
36264

16964
36964
M664

36254

TM 55-4920-226-15

SECTION III
NUMERICAL INDEX - PART I

emat Ilo.

-54GE366

2610-640-7724

s33m5c6-llu

2220-229-6663

2920-377-6723

5910.609-7473

2610-269-7126
4730.142-1741

2605-C92-0372

2605-992-0371

2603-692-a70

492C-3.11-6365
4635-M6-mt2
-776-c2co

433c-6314M6

nc4sm
Cmrm  6Q
PLNE
SznIP
U2nIP
23U
-

2P= P2w
Pnl
Ruo
mm
Uo3cR
Eclsm
CAwxm#
~
cm
BwL

Ccm
cIAwvnu AmmQ
Cu@ ~
3m9cmr  AmcuP
2EuumAmJ~~
cL31m ~

EnAPT~
sPMnm
8-

Bcm

Rmmlml

m
mm
emP
21mB
-

m
Cllm2z
Sm

Pi#s

Lmt

Mm
m

no1612 m
- m.

24-7
21-m
21-16
21-8

32-31*3242
ml
27-9

29-32
24-a

21-12
21-2s
16-s

27-1

37-26

36-26
37-46
37-60
36d3
36-U
37-34
37-27
37-34
37-26
37-26
37-30
37-M
36-23
37-EO
36-M
36-1
36-9
36-s

36-26
3642
39-7
3P-14
37-22
36-6,36-N
364
36-5
3e.19
37-17
36-2s
33-1
39-26
36-27
M-m
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mu  20.

03S-M070
023-Mbn
WU-m?z
03S-L2020
005-M202
023-16a6
03%15621
o@6-1762L
036-17s2

SW
036-m43
C35=L2246
03s-21934
aB-220a
036-22374
mM2433
032-22732

Lo-3a3

loaa
l&3774

-

lu-L6L
31L4L
3MW
M2-32
U&4

11222
Us2

U262
13s23
lM64

U63
M
L2L743
Ma

L2334

33466
3377
14-2L4
M&a-m
L42-&i6D
146-24-MD
1496-MD
145=67-MO
L406-2

ltnlmMluu@
(mm

16954
16954
16934
169S4

1.6924
16954
16924
32234
16954
169$4
16SS4
16954
16954
16954
M954
16454
16954
76460

96M2
%152
73370
77931
62326
16764
92441
96441
1.6764
96441
96441
28265
73370
?3370
73370
73370
73370
73370
4L616
4L4M
4M32
a22M
43766
16764
?7600
43764
6624P
L6764

04166
%3s2

00624
00624

00624

263.22

2201X 20.

423543647m

432&631-4047

432&7 i2-4640

5310-271-7442

291O-ZSS-229E

4220-176.49a

2220-623-0402

292Q494-5220

331S282-9325

223w30-14m

aw-793-34s

3130-xL7-0375

alo-L17-0547

662s-26%43L.l

Bc4x, m
2T’OP
PMC4!

Pt#2
CLEvM

cm

CAP
PI&22
TIA163h
mmmls
Smnla
SERIKI
Smlm
0MC2r
Bcu6
RmIalo2An  Amaum

m
c~
2TRAP
mu
BAIL
a~ M2nmx
Im2
IE22

2062
2am

Cwm
sPM?m
-
0MQ2,  Owm
Sm
Pus,  Mum

caJPu2n  w?
Cc4mJJmw

m

21f2, $@m
O-
Sltm ~

Smomuru
CAP, w
Couman$-
couPLnmiu32
RR, U2a
CAP

F- *
3mmt m.

36-34
36-32

32-U
36-23
39-M

%%
*a
37-5
37-3
37-31
3i-32
37-42
32-7
37-23
36-33
37-M

14

22-34
24-1%

27-44

M-2

17-26

IL-26

IL-27

M-a
16-a
16-22
32-10
29-34
12-a
36-9
**

M-26
26-M
2-3
26-32

12-ls

12-M
32-42
2H3
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Pm No.

15-A47
15-A93
15+99
150-S9-12D
150-S9-8D
MO.135
15123
15245
155-SL12D
155-S1-8D
155-S7-12D
155-S7-8D
15535-MD
155S5-8D
15900
15900-1
16-A105
16-4
16-456
1672-17
1812159
1843646
18574&2
1858603
1858753
18664CKI
1875510
1878183
1878467
1870493
1878503
M78504
1878505
1878506
1878507
$878514
187899
1S79663
1880781
1881409
lWXWO
MooPt4FFo-1/4
1904370
1904377
1904661
1908829
1910404
1911263
1912008
1912073
1912176
1912599
1912725
191W?6
1921362
1921.369
1921860

MANuFAm7RERs
CODE

96152
96152
96152
(x)624
00624
79934
60038
6W38
03624
00624
00624
C0624
00624
00624
81966
81996
96152
96152
96152
82386
16764
16764
16764
16764
16764
16764
16764
16764
16764
16764
16764
16764
16764
16764
.16764
16764
16764
16764
16764
16764
16764
81996
16764
16764
16764
16764
16764
16764
16764
16764
16764
16764
16764
16764
16764
16764
16764
16764
16764

TM 55-4920-226-15

SECTION III
NUMERICAL INDEX - PART I

FED2ML
STIXK NO,

3110- 626-’9463
3110-198-2170

2310-522-5358
5XQ-291-7918
5330-496-5413

292Q-362-6772

2920-259-1695
2920-378-0420

2920-285-3818

2920-512-1788
2920-358-6283
5999-502-1657

2920-669-6139

22SM N4ME

SCREW
SCRE14
SCRSW
CAP,  SSAL
CAP,  SEAL
VALVE
CONS
CUP
CC4JPLIN0 w
COUP7J3W  w
CAP
CAP
NU2, UNION
NUT, UNION
BANDLB
RANDLS, VALVS
G-
GAWCW
oAskm
PIN
SCRW
SCRSW
wAmER
SPACER SLSEVE
WASHER

FAN
GKSQ32
ARn

CoNrm
CLAMP
BAR
WA6RER
BUSHING
INSULATOR
Covm
SCrlsw
GRGM4EJ?
lmmlm
WAWER
IMUIATOR
VALVE, NSSDLS
SCREW
WAIWER
wAsIm
SFRIMI
END BELL
PL&TE

G-
IIWJmmR

Sm.mi

FOLS  F=E

FiJLLs2

I?MJIATGR
TSRM3XAL
TERM13W
SCRSW
Wl?mlm

FXGURS  AM)
mm so,

25-23
25-31
25-29

14-40
14-45
14-46

12-16
12-20

25-4
25-3
25-9

33-5
19-33
19-14
19-29
19-33
19-10
33-4
19-12
33-6
33-16
33-18
33-14
33-12
33-15
33-13
33-1
33-2
33-19
19-22
19-38
19-40

19-21
19-11
19-37
19-13
19-30
19-20
19-23
19-35
33-9
19-31
19-32
19-15
19-42
19-43
19-41
33-1o
19-34
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PARI NO.

192288
192263
1923069
1923235

2-1073-11
2-I.105-6
2-I.U7A
2-11.16-3A
2-1120-1
2-1126-2
2-1127-2
2-1128-2
2-1143-2
2-1152
2-1158-8
2-1183
2-1249
2-1249A
2-1253
2-1253
2-1428
2-1668
2-1670
2-1671
2-1671-1
2-1677
2-1678
2-214-10
2X-1674-1
201-08601
201-24C01
20210BxlA
233-536
2397-3L
2397-4
2397-4A
2397-5
24-213
24-262
24-405
24240
24720
247N0
25-1523
25-1525
2%3466
25-5871
238814A
2550
26-720
27-559
27s-2
28-49
29-537
29-914
30-666
3D6-102OO
3IIO1O

NANuFmmJru3a
CODE

16764
16764
16764
16764

199   1                    16764
82386

82366
82336
82386
62386
82386
02386

82386
86768

82386
823S6
82386
82386
82386
82386

FEOSNAL ITSMNAMS Fmxm Am
B’KICK NO. INOX B&

HOLDER  MSE14BLY
HoLDIn7  ASSEMBLY
END SRLL

5977 -553-441s BRJsn
5930-132-8283 Sw2’1’cd

COVBN
T18 ROD ~Y
mm As5sfmLY
DOON AS31MILY
DCX3R ASS224BLY
lMMR ABBENBLY
DOOR ABBS34BLY
DOOR ABB~Y
Mum’
BcM
VALVB
INDICATOR
TUBS
TUBS ASBRNBLY
COt4PRXSATOH  COIi2ROL AES~Y

6680-532-2915

5340-687-5300

4920-785-5243
4920-785-5242

82386
82386

66289
16954
16954
43334
96152
82386
82386
82386
023S6
96152
96152

79150
60038
6C4X38
16954
16954
16954
16954
21387
51240
96152
96152
81660
96152
96152
15605
96152
16954
75915

6680-515-5910

3110-992-0546
3110-992-0547
3110-992-0527

291G429-2155

5920-011-7142

PL4TE
RANDLE

ImA.71f A7smsLY
LsvEH  ABS23QILY
CASLS A2SEMSLY
CANL2 MBBMBLY
DOOR k3SSMSIY
HAt4xR Msm4sLY
T142HC44122~
CAP
BAIL
BALL
BSAIUM3
VALV2 ASSEMBLY
CATCH
LU3P
CATCH ASSEMBLY
LEvEN
Smmio
SPRR33
SPRI?UI

5330-599-5966 Chw2m
3110-100-0542 CUP
3110-1oo-3537 CONS

RE1’Arh7m
2805-992-0574 Pmo?i ANo WOE ASBEN2LY

Slimr Arm BLERv2 ASBEMSLY
4320-857-0069 CONITiOL

sImscRm
6620-377-6805 GAOE

SHAFT  AssEmLY
CHC3CE  FLY
ORomm’
SWIVEL
RIwKm  MRRNBLY

FIXM
BcRBu
HOLDER, FWE

19-4
19-5
19-1
19-9
10-2
17-23

32-30
32-44
32-50
32-24
32-23
32-22
12-2
16-1
9-20
9-15

9-25
16-20
32-67
30-15
15-4
15-1
15-2
32-21

9-9
11-10
38-14
37-21
37-49
25-7
32-56
32-26

32-27
25-27
25-15
25-21
27-8
14-49
14-48
37-18
37-20
37-51

21-49
9-11
25-2s
25-22

25-25
25-33

25-5
30-22
10-3
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PAST  No.

313-12
313-4
32-27
324-21208
324-21610
324-24022
324-24048
325-12154)
325S7
3282
342001
360-01010
356-15885
364-15885
3692?351
3719-n-44
39S4233
4-4-cmx-5
4-445-5
4-472’-2
4-483
4-490-1
4-672-2
4-672-3
4-673-2
4-613-3
4-684-X
4-685
4-685-1
4-6W
4-689-1
4-690
4-693
4-694
4-698
4-698-1
4-692
4-699-1
4-756
4-756-1
4oo-11
4C0-UM
400-210
400-268
400-27
400-212
4005-1
4003-4A
401-160
401-1%
401-197
401-.1 w
401-: ~r>
4041-1.
4042-1
4043-J.A
4044-3A
4055-3

MAmJFAmoR7ms
COOE

FSDENAL mt.f w
STCCK No.

98441
98441
96152
16934
16954
16954
16954
16954
66289
71694
75915
16954
16954
16954
l18f12 25 W-4 Q:..4341
78500 :?:! W-5  ZJ-3C,CLI
00724
88979
82386
82386
82386
82386
82386
82386
82386
82386
82386
B23#6
02326
82386

023B6
823B6
82306
823B6
023S6
82306
02306
82386
02386
62386
2.23B6
82336

82386
11862

fi2386

62386
82386
823B6
82386
l123f16

3120-661-6270
4920-5B9-3517

coNNmTcN4
coNNRn’m
P.S.N
PIN
Pm
PIN
PIN
m
NW
HANola
HOLIW
VASNES
711N0
Rm
T12 ROD ~
mtml
NECK
I.’l’lmm
Box klBEt.mLY
HC4JBING  ABW4BLY
TANK
Covm
ANN ASSSMBLY, RIOI.T SAND
ARM ASSSMBLY,  LEF2 J3AND
ARM ASfi23iBLY,  31GN2 HAN7J
ANN M3SEMBLY,  L7CW SAND
PANEL ASOBKBLY
AXLS
AXLS
BRAcJm
Blwxm
ARM J43SWLY
SUPPOR2 AND ARM AWEMBLY
SUPtWtT ANO Mill A6NEUBLY
AxLN ASBSMBLY
AxLE  ASSEMSLY
AXLE MO BRAKE ASSNMBLY
AXLE ANO 3RAK2 ASWNBLY
SPINDLS
SPINDLS
w&i3iF2i
WASWN
WASHES
wA9NER
Wffimml
lmsm
2v2RoDmo
VALVE AOSBMSLY
SPAC231
BPPCJm
SPACER
SPACES
sPAcm
HIN3E
HIH13E
RLmuslm  ABBSMSLY
RNPA33N34  MSMBLY
PLATE

FIGU7S Ml

mm m.

25-6
37-32
39-17
3s.35
3s-37
3530
24-21
32-55
10-3
37-48
3B-10
3s-3
14-4
14-52
30-3
37-2
17-28
32-72
12-16
13-26
14-77
14-77
14-77
14-77
32-6
14-69
14-69
14-63
14-63
14-14
14-70
14-70
14-54
14-54

14-60
14-60

16-13,1.6-17

14-59

14-58
14-5
9-23,9-27
13-15
15-17
15-7
15-5
15-6
32-59
32-60
32-57
32-58
32-70
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PART NO.

4051;- 1
‘4051 -11
4057-21
4057-22
4057-23
4057-24
4057-26
4057-3
4057-4
4057-5
4057-6
4057-69
4058-13

4058-14

4058-15

4058-16

4058-17

4058-10

4058-19

4058-?0

4058-21

4058-22

4058-23

4058-25

4058-41

4058-42

405S-81

4059-4

4059-5

4059-6

4060
407-19
4077-1
4078-1
40s0
4081-2
40W3-1
4009
409-121
4m-13P

MANuFAcnJREm

CODE

51240
82386
82386
82386
82386
82386
82386
82386
82386

FEDERAL
STOCK No.

6680-991-B579

2S05-992-0575

ITEN NAME FIGURE  AND
IN02X NO.

PLATE,  IMTRuc1’ION,  CAPACITY
PLATE, NAME, CPF- IGNITION-ON
I’LATE, NAME, TMHOt4ElXR
PLATE,  NAME, OIL HiESSURE
PLATE,  NAt4S, T2WENMWU
PLATE,  NANE,  At441iT231
PLATE,  NAM, HWT4NSPER
lZATE,  NAME,  FUSE
PLATE,  NAME,  CHCKE
PLATE,  NAME, STARTER
PLATE,  NAME,  TWiOl’TLE
PIATE,  NAN3,  OFF
PLATE,  NAM, FWID PR?SSORE
GffiE
I’IATE,  NAME, FIJJID PRkSSURE
GffiE
PL4TE,  NANE, OAGE SNUBBER
VALVE
PLATE,  NAME,  FLIJID  FLOW
INDICATOR
PLATE,  NAM%,  R?SSRVOIR LSVEL
INDICATOR
P7.ATE, NAME, FLUID
T231PERATuRS  GAGE
PLATE,  NW, R2SERVOIR
SNUI’-OFF  VALVE
PXATE, NAME, FLUID VOIJJME
CONTROL
PLATE,  NAME,  CWFENSATOR
COIWRDL
PIATE, NAKE, FLUID BY-PASS
VALVE
PLATE,  NAMS, HIGH ~
RELIW VAWE
PIATE,  NAME,  C4J2LEP SELDXOR
VALVE
PLATE,  NAME, FLUID FlW9SLiRE
GM.lE TAP
PLATE,  NAMS, FILTER  PRSSSORE
GME TAP
PLATS,  SAMS, GME DMPSNZX
PR2-CRAR2E
PLAIW, NAMS, FXLW 031?2ROL
1/2 IJWH lwmm
PLATS,  NAME, FLC44 CONTROL
3/4 mH Gtn’Lm
PLATE, NAME, RW8BURE
SELECTC21 VALVE
OMJE 9-2
m, Wmo
CAP 1s-17
CAP 30-2

30-4
CCUPL3MI
sPRn40 14-53
IUSRROD
RvI!
m
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PART  NO,

4095
4104J
4102
4116
4134-1
4136-1
4140
4141
42CQA
4205
4234A
4235
4249
4275
43-129
4323
4324
4330
44-38
44-63
4413
4414                       82386
4415
4480-4
453A
4537                       82386
455s
47-395
4723                       82386
473a-2
48P18
49-253
5L470
50-927LH                 01930
5C-927RR
Y38-S-6
51CC-S1O
5121
5241
5292849
5292850
5310
535-11812
535-19425
55-230
55-231
55-316
5626
5663-1
5664                                              82386
5665
5666-3                                    82386
S666-4
5666-6
5687
5688
S686-2
5692

f4ANuP/lcTumw
CODE

82386
82386
823b1

82386
82386
82386
82386
82386
823I36
82386
82386

96152
h~j?>,

82386

82386

96152
82386

82386

60038

6C038
96152

82386
56289
96152
70439

01’330

@3624
10100
73370
77060
77060
73370
16954
16954
9615Z
961YL
96152
82386
82366

823S6

82366
02386

FSl)ERAL ITEM NM(E
6TOCK No.

5330- 7?6-02?0

2530-859-5767

2805-992-0579

5930-607-6280
5!31C-!j3fl-3232

3030-251-7484
4920-707-5676

4920-707-3126

Fc9T
BOLT

WMHER
scR2A/
ARt4
BSMCET
MU.IN2
CLAMP

LSVEL  k3SRM3LY
LCCKNW
PKJ@E M2SMTILY
Ccvm
BRMX371
u ROLT
NEEOLS
R~
GMKm
PLATE
PMC(.INO
PMKINO
BULLE2
FUSHROD
SCRSW
TIS ROD
CUP, BEARINO
PIN
CONS, BEARINO
NO.ZiXt2
LUXNV2
THE2U403WTI’CH
CAPM ITCH
PWER Jm
BELTItKl
SUPFWRT
suPmRT
SCRSW
CHAIN MSSl@LY
RANoLB
COVER ASSEK6LY

BCOY, rlurm
BlOCK
FLM3E
CUP
R2maRm
CUP
SPRINO
STUD
ARt4
ARM
CLAMP A6SW3LX
cL&MP AEsm@3.x
CLAMP Mfl~LY
Lwm
Pm
Pm
cLsvm

FIOWiR  ARD
INDIX NC.

32-10
14-44

16-14

16-19

24-U
24-8

13-12

13-9

25+0
32-35
32-36
32-71
25-32
25-18

14-10
36-32
1s-18
36-33
25- a

13-23
17-34
25-1o
17-1
32-7
32-8
21-14

17-7
17-8

37-52
37-37
25-33
25-17
25-11
32-3,32-16
32-20
32-15
32-2,32-15

32-13
32-13
15-16
1!3-11
15-la
15-12
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P&T m,

5693
5693-1
569412
5695
5731
5744A
5747
5780
5781
5786-1
5796
5803
5807
5817
5818
5819
5833
5931.A
599234
60-439
607
61-3653NH
61-3653LX
610-47
613
619-19
619-20
65-172
65-4-10
65-4-12
65-4-4
65-5-10

..$35-5-5
65-5-7
65-6-24
65-6-4
6S0-203
650-210
650-211
650-21.2
6W-257
669-119
671-173-16
671-173-255
671-173-28.875
675-143
675-218
686-80
686-89
69F
7-193-1
7-222-2
7-224-1
7-226-1
70-M3224
12-?
60-166
lm3-04a35

SECTION III
NUMERICAL INDEX - PART I

MAt40FAclvmR3 21’B14  NAMS
COBE S’ICCK No.

90005
82386

82386
8m86

82386
54641

4330-541-0410

2930-362-4155

82386
82386
82311b
82386
21387
11862
‘36152
43766 3110-1,33-4464
42689
42689
82386
70485 5340-664-5785

82386
96152

82386
82366
82386
82306
82386
82386
82386
82386
82386
02386
82386

82386
30327
82386

82386
82386
80083
30327
%1s2
16954

4720-992-0537

29LW-991-7052
6b20-377-6905

BRAC~
mbxm
FSLTSR
SPSINO
WARNER
WQK
Pm
DFWfMR ~LY
Pm
PIN
KllloPIN
LAIVH
BOLT
BODY
STEM
KNOB
PLATE ABSSMBLY
PIN
CLAMP
BusHm
BSAR13/G
soPm
SOPFORT
Zclww
BUMPER
Rlm
R73$2
mm
BOLT
BOLT
BOLT
BOLT
BOLT
IJOLT
BOLT
SoLT
EIJ!OU
ELBW
c C4JPLm
NIPPLS
PWG
H(13E
STRIP
STRIP
STRIP
BOLT
TNUMRWRW
SCREW
SCRW
ELSW
COVSN
soPmRT
SUFR3RT  JWS~LY
SUPFOIU’  JWS224BLY
RNIAY
CORNWJIVR
BOLT
TUSE

FKXJR3  MO
INDX W.

14-26
14-27

32-64
14-47
32-65
32-63
14-11
14-12
14-76
14-57
14-19
14-18

32-66
21-21
14-9
25-19
29-37
32-28,32-37
32-29,32-37
17-24
14-79
14-13
14-75
25-1
18-25
13-13
23-9,23-13
13-6

13-21

24-6
24-14
24-12
24:13
18-19
30-10

32-48,32-54
14-74
32-5
9-19
30-13
18-20
13-16
30-18
14-84
14-84
17-18

25-2
37-1
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PART NO.

804000
8042B-lomi
80691.5
809763
009945
809961
8137.11
819961
946
‘346-1
‘2510
954378

MANuFAcruwRs
CODE

16764
8676fl
167(,4
16764
1.6764
16764
16764
16764
82386
82386
81060
16764

SECTION III
NUMERICAL INDEX - PART I

FSDSNAL lTEM  NAKE
S’!XCK  No.

wMNisR

VALVS
Nl?r
BOLT
WASNSS

53.30-171-3619 wAsms
WMNES
FLATS
CORNE?XOR
coNm?ros

5340-  664-!3238 GROM@l
3110-151-8140 IWm4c

FIGURE  ANY)
INDSX NO.

19-16
9-16
19-17
19-2
19-24
19-27
33-3
19-26
17-33
16-4

1’9-25
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mu  MM
-20.

MW81215-3373
16500242.942s
2530-495-4341
2SW+Z8.7Z24
2sm-mMom
253W!3W6MI
25W-541.W3
WO-6%*5767
2610QP4h2wo
W%Z6%7354
a62-m-@19
260%292.3964
eQw@skm2
2m5-3s3-5912
260$-3m-4762
260SW-6326
2606&-6248
260S-366-6249
2605-366-6351
2605-37i-46L5
2605-374-9134
2605-374-9746
2W9-362-6033
i?m5-363-3549
2605-366-3257
2805-397-2648
2609-329-6962
2205-326-6964
2405-4Z4-2W6
2605-42b2L*
?W-4?0-2L61
mo5-42$-2M2
2mw4e.3433
2205-q4-9552
2605-920-4027
260%234-6m4
2205-536-6618
2605-540-5292
2605-564-S50
2606d!k3952
2m5Rm4*3953
2wk554-39i4
2406.5s4.32m”
2m5-6s4-3M6
2405.264-6256
MM-MA-9622
2405-574-6656
mo5@o-?Lol
260%624-9640
2205-624+53
=%-4274
W3-474-4245
Z60%6*3524
zm64%0570
2605.9924671
aM-mZ.067?

SECTION III
NUMERICAL INDEX - PART II

n4m
PnmR Inm6m

Tnmomm
UMmL A6mMvJ
ma
mm
mAK2 Msm@lX
TM  MO
T17!IS
mm
@mm
mm

SL2HGER, OIL

W2RW, OIL
?unmn
sPm12J

OIL LU42 AM2M6LY
22AR3W3,  SL2EV2
ammm CAP
vu!%
0ZL66AL
m4mm, 6Lmv2

ImmT

CM2MAFT
w

0A6ur
P28m2
RIui
RIm
7um
mm

::
Px122a
IwK41
0uIQ2

mm, cixaomm
mm IMSP
7y&AF&= @mm&x

Uw2 A622mLY
B2M7M3  Am BAM2L

MMnRAcmmm2 PART 20.

16954

11062
96906
Wu)o

78W0

96906
96906
66i?@9
66262
66269
66269
66289
66289
66289
86269
662e9
66269
96906
96906
9690i
66289
%206
66289
66289
46249
66289
66269
6’6262
66289
66269
66289

66269
66269
96906
96206
96206
96206
66606

96906
26906
96906
66289
‘66289
66289
66266
66266
66262
66269
M654
162S4
16954

035-14074
AW236.3
3692951
M24325-1
3719.m-44
2448
A4-3736-b70
44uh4
m35369-4
M6353E2-52
*U1
QB-63
-12
=-173
QO=6MA
m-91
U-1OL
W106
Q&67
mb536
n613993-1
mlmw-1
!2U3292-6
FlKm2
!M3263-1
8246.1
(@42
QD-631
20-lEOD
QD-6X?
QD-634
Qb635
Qchm
2A-112
mu997-1
Qn=@32
@-633
149KW57-3
lm13233-8
MSL3233-9
Mn3932b9
mu232-a
mu931-12
tmlzml-11
mB357-1
l@3257-2
AW42A
CID-636-A
Q7-91
M-66A-4
nw%i
P-m-m
-D
03!ML697z
OM-02556
015-00113

PIOwm Am
IIQMI MO.

37-11
13-11
14-4

14-52
14-51
14-66
14-10
14-37
i4-36
29-2,35-9
24-25
35-5
36.29
29-46

27-60
27-21
27-18
29-22
36-10
26-6
26-10
36-24
36+1
23.1
24-26
24-4
26-11
24-5
34-4
24-33
35.12
27-25
26-7
26-4
34-3
36-4
36-1
36.1
36.2
36-2
36-3
36-3
36-4
36.4
26.12
36-26
24-19
3642

26-5
10-24
36.13
37-46
37-26
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?’imNAL
SIOCK W.

2805-992-0574

2805-992-0575

2805-992-0576

2805-9924578
2S05-992@579
2805-982-0585
2805-992-0586
2605-9924507

2805-992-0588
2805-992-0589

2S05-9924520

2805-992-0591
2805-992-0592

2S05-992-0851
291O-255-22W
2910-269-7126
2910-339-4836
2910-429-2155

2910.447.9285
2910-522-5358
2910-640-7794
2910-684-4405
2910-958-7663

2920-229-6563
2920-259-1695

.2920-285-3818

2920-356-1221
2920-358-6283
2920-362.6772

2920-367-4255

;%?0-377-6723
2920-370-0420
2920-394-5988
2920. E435-5108
2920-%7-3205
2920-512-1788
2920-566-7395
2920-592-3379
2920-623-0403
2920-656-7336
2920-656-7411
2920-669-6139
2920-799-7683
2920-844-7154
2920-991-7052
29~-362-9155
2940-141-9025

2940-536-1257
2940-799-7687
2990-540-5066

2990-816-5714
29W.818-3962

3010-793-3455
3020-251-7484
3110-100-0542
3110.100-3537

3110-100-6151

ITEM IJAKE

SECTION III
NUMERICAL INDEX - PART II

PISTON AND SNOE
AEB2MSLY

mRAINER
rum ml’
cRANKsNAFr
m22L2
BEARIIS3
VALV2, N2EDL2
WIDE, SPR3W3
SPRIN3, SFOGL
SPRIKI, PIIJYT
?ILTER
SPRIINJ
BEMIM
RE1’AIN2N
cARRuRs’roR
BWL
FURL FW4P
wMT
FUEL LINS
GAsxEr
COmACT SET
FILTER
oIAFnRAon
SPARK PLW3
mm
0ASKE2
PAcKxrKr
ARJ4ATORS
SPACER SLEEVE
SNAPT AND PINION
ASSEMSLY
m
CONTACT
R2f2mR

STARTER
SPRIM3
COUPLINJ
sEARIm
GENERA?OR  ASSEKSLY
MAori-E’nl
COIL
wnimm
CAPACITOR
BFwm
RELAY
KImP’IN
CARTRIDGE
GASKPX
NR CL2.ANSR
MGFFLSR
CHOKE CON2ROL
lWWT2LS  COIVl%OL
CHAIN
smmm
CUP
CON2

SAxl.,  sBARIm

MANUFACTUWNS
CODE

16954

S2386
66289
66289
96152
70417

60.380
70955
96152
78480
70955
96152
66289
96152
213S7
7095s
70955
11583
16764
16764

21387
16764

16764
19728

21387
16764
16764
19728
19728
167~4

213S7
19728
16764
21387

21387
16764
21387
21387

SO089
54641
73370
662S9
16954
662S9
662S9
66289
41615
78439
60038
6003s
66289

PART NO.

25-1525

40!30
DR-25-B40
CA-69 D-4
47.395
AA1339-2
A361-1OO-4
A361-1OO-8
A361-lCK)-11
A361-1OO-12
A361-103-3
A361-103-8
NC162416
FP-757
1o-3774
W-363
GI-195-C
30-666
I64-1049A
16-A105
w2437x
FP-657
LQ.21-lr
XII-e
1878467
1912008
fJ3061
1912599
1858603
EBB-4511A

X27 65X
1s78493
111s300
NZ-2366-T
M2-4184-T
1912176
BU2563C
M2-364
1102LI11
FM-X2246-7
IN32477C
1922702
Nf4x2433x
ffJ949A
70-103224
5796
C-21P
w-595-A
A-552
WD5GA
VE-435-E
VE-527-WV
116055
5L470
24720
247S0
us-m

FIGUItS AND
IN02X No.

37-20

X).4

36-34
25-8
14-78

39-22
28-1o
24-18

27-5
25-5
27-4
25-4
21-16
20-5
28-14

33-6
19-23
21-33
19-31
19-29
20.11

21-12
33-16
17-28
20-20
20
33-9
21-29
20-6
16.9
21
21-48
19-34
21-1
21-45
17-18
14-57

11-14
24-7
24-15
29.6
18-21
17-1
14-49
14-4e
35.10
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S39clc  lm.

3110.No.9162
311O-M74575
3110 -117 -0s67
3310-120-4464
3U0-144-6998
311O-I5I-614O
3110-198-2170
3110-626  -94S3
3110 -991-65s7
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Adjustments:
Brake lever assembly ------
Carburetor  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Contact set ---------------
Engine generator regulator
Generator drive belt --------
Governor -------------------
Tie rod ---------------------
Valve  l i f ter  - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Wheel bearing -----------------

Air cleaner --------------------------
Ammeter  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Arm and support assemblies ---
Axles _________________________

Battery needs frequent
r e c h a r g i n g  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Bleeding air from the
hydraulic system -----------------

Brake and cable assemblies --
Brake does not hold -------------
Brake lever assembly -----------------

Camshaft --------------------------------
Carburetor --------------------------------
Choke control --------------------------------
Compensator control --------------
Connecting rod and piston -------
Controls, engine ---------------------
Controls and instruments:

A m m e t e r  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Brake lever assembly ---------
Choke control -------------------
Compensator control -------------
Filter pressure gage ------------
Filter pressure gage tap --
Flow control valves ----------
Fluid bypass valve ------
Fluid flow indicator ---------
Fluid pressure gage ----------
Fluid pressure gage tap -------
Fluid temperature gage -----
Fluid volume control ------
Gage dampener precharge

valve -------------------------------
Gage snubber valve ------------
Head temperature gage -------
High pressure relief valve --
Hourmeter ------------------------
Ignition switch -----------------
Oil pressure gage --------
Outlet pressure gage ---------
Outlet selector valve ----------
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Controls and instruments-Continued
Pressure selector valve ----
Reservoir level indicator --
Reservoir shutoff valve ----
Starter  switch  - - - - - - - - - -
Tachometer  - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Throttle control ----------

Control panel assembly -------
Crankcase ---------------------------------
Crankcase bottom plate
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Cylinder shrouds and heat

deflectors --------------------------
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suppression ---------------------------
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weapons fire -----------------------------
Demolition methods, other -------
Demolition to render the

equipment inoperative -------
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Detailed lubrication information
Deviations in models ---------------
Drawbar and steering arm

assemblies ------------------------------

Electrical engine starter -----------
Electrical engine starter fails

to operate ------------------------
Engine ------------------------------------
Engine accessory generator -----
Engine controls -------------------------
Engine exhaust smoky -----------
Engine generator regulator -------
Engine hard to start or fails to

start -------------------------------------
Engine instruments -------------------
Engine knocks or develops

excessive noise ---------------------------
Engine misses or runs

erratically -----------------------------
Engine oil pressure low ------------
Engine overheats -------------
Engine stops suddenly ------------
Engine will not idle smoothly --

Field preventive maintenance
services ----------------------------

Filter, high pressure ----------------
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Filter, low pressure ----------------
Filter, oil ---------------------------
Filter element replacement ---------
Filter pressure gage ----------------
Filter pressure gage tap -----------
Flow control valves ----------------
Fluid bypass valve -----------
Fluid flow indicator ----------------
Fluid pressure gage ---------------
Fluid pressure gage tap -------
Fluid temperature gage -----------
Fluid volume control -------------
Flywheel and flywheel shroud ----
Frame assembly -----------------
Fuel consumption excessive ------
Fuel pump and adapter -------
Fuel strainer --------------------
Fuel tank --------------------------
Fuse holder --------------------------
Gage dampener precharge valve
Gage, filter pressure ------------
Gage, fluid pressure ----------
Gage, head temperature -------
Gage snubber valve -------------------
Gear cover ----------------------------
Gear, timing ---------------------------
Generator, engine accessory ------
General source of interference
Governor --------------------------------
Governor control assembly ----
Head temperature gage -------
High pressure filter ----------
High pressure relief valve --------
Hose assemblies ---------------
Hourmeter -----------------------------------
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Housing assembly ---------------- 106, 159-161
Hydraulic pump fails to deliver
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Hydraulic pump fails to deliver

sufficient volume ------------------
Hydraulic fluid temperature too
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Hydraulic pump -----------------------

Hydraulic system pressure too
high -------------------------------------

Identification -------------------------
Ignition magneto -------------
Ignitions witch ------------------------
Inspection of new equipment ------
Inspection of used equipment -----
Instruments, engine ----------
Intake and exhaust manifold ----
Interference suppression

components ------------------------
Limited  storage  - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Low pressure filter -----------
Lubrication:

Detailed lubrication
information -------------------

General ---------------------------
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Muffler ------------------------------------
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Oil filter -----------------------------------
Oil pressure gage -----------------------
Oil pump --------------------------------
Operating details ---------------------
Operation at high altitude ----
Operation in dusty or sandy

areas -------------------------------
Operation in extreme cold --------
Operation in extreme heat -----
Operation in salt water areas -----
Operation under rainy and

humid conditions ----------------
Operator’s daily services ---------
Other demolition methods --------
Outlet selector valve ----------------

Preparation of equipment for
shipment --------------------------------

Pressure compensator control:
Cleaning, inspection, and

repair -----------------------
Disassembly --------------------
Installation ----------------------
Reassembly ----------------------
Removal ----------------------

Pressure gages ----------------------
Pressure selector valve ---------------
Pump,  fuel  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Pump, hydraulic --------------------

Pump, oil -------------------------
Purpose of interference

suppression --------------------
Radio interference suppression:

Definition ----------------------
General sources of

interference -------------------
Interference suppression

components --------------------
Methods used to attain

proper suppression ------
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suppression -------------------
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Regulator, engine generator ---
Record and report forms ------------
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Reservoir and control panel
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Reservoir level indicator ------
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Scope --------------------------------
Servicing new equipment ------
Servicing used equipment -----
Shroud and heat deflectors,

cylinder ---------------------------
Sources ~ ‘ interference -------
Spark plugs and ignition cables

Starter, electrical engine --------------
Starter switch --------------------
Starting the test stand ------
Stopping the test stand ---------
Switch, ignition -----------------------
Switch, starter ---------------------

Tabulated data -------------------
Tachometer --------------------------
Testing:

Electrical engine starter ---
Engine accessory generator
Engine generator regulator
Fluid temperature gage ---
Fuel pump --------------
Head temperature gage ---
Ignition switch ----------
Magneto spark -----------
Pressure gages ----------
Radio interference

suppression components --
Reservoir level indicator --
Tachometer ------------------

Throttle control -------------
Timing gears ------------------
Timing the engine --------------
Tire wear abnormal or uneven
Training --------------------------
Troubleshooting:

Ammeter needle fluctuates
rapidly --------------------

Ammeter shows excessive
charge -----------------------

Ammeter shows no charge
or discharge with engine
operating -------------------

Battery needs frequent
recharging -------------------

Brake does not hold -----------
Electrical engine starter

fails to operate --------
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Troubleshooting - Continued
Engine exhaust smoky ----
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excessive noise ----------
Engine misses or runs
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Engine oil pressure low ---
Engine overheats --------
Engine stops suddenly ----
Engine will not idle
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Fuel consumption excessive
Hydraulic fluid temperature

too high ---------------------
Hydraulic pump fails to

deliver sufficient pressure
Hydraulic pump fails to

deliver sufficient volume
Hydraulic system pressure

too high --------------------------
Tire wear abnormal or

uneven ------------------------
Wheel bearings overheat --
Wheel wobbles --------------

Unloading and unpacking of
equipment -----------------

Valve, flow control -----------
Valve, fluid bypass -----------
Valve, gage dampener

pre-charge -----------------
Valve, gage snubber ----------
Valve, high pressure relief ------
Valve lifters -------------------------
Valve, outlet selector ---------
Valve, pressure selector ----------
Valve, reservoir shutoff ---------
Valve seat inserts and valve

guides ---------------------------
Valves -----------------------------

Wheels -------------------------------
Wheel wobbles ---------------
Wheel hearings overheat ---------
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